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Abstract
In the last five years a number o f studies have been conducted that have given abused
women voice in the discussion about whether or not the criminal justice system (CJS) can
be helpful to them. These studies have used a variety o f methods and examined different
questions, but they have not considered how women’s views o f separate parts o f the CJS
come together in their perspectives about the system as a whole. The purpose o f this
study was to better understand battered women’s views about the criminal Justice system
(CJS), and how those views are integrated into complex perspectives for individual
women. Q methodology was used. Fifty-eight abused and formally abused women were
reeruited to represent a broad range o f experiences and perspectives. They sorted 72
statements about domestic violence and the CJS on a large template that ranged from
strongly disagree to strongly agree. Principal component analysis with varimax rotation
was performed and the resulting factors were analysed for meaning. A small number of
women who represented each factor were interviewed to aid in this interpretation. Five
perspectives were identified representing divergent views o f the CJS: 1) Trust in the CJS;
2) Disappointment in the CJS; 3) Victims should have input into the CJS and be sure they
want to use it; 4) The CJS cannot protect women and can make matters worse; and 5) The
CJS should be used for her safety, for his rehabilitation, and for justice despite its
problems. The perspectives that emerged are new in their complexity and in their
substance. Overall, the emergence o f multiple perspectives as opposed to one polarized
perspective has theoretical, methodological, and applied implications for research and
practice. The description o f each o f the perspectives expressed by the women in this
study may also be useful in advising other women who hold similar perspectives.
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Introduction
What role should the criminal justice system play in cases o f domestic violence
against women? This question has been discussed at length in academic literature in the
last 20 years, but it is important to note that the discussions are relatively new in
comparison to the history o f the criminal justice system itself. Despite early efforts to
curtail domestic violence through laws, violence in the home was usually considered a
private matter that was ignored or, if unusually severe, dealt with by family or friends.
The extent o f the problem in contemporary society was not well known until aetivists in
the 1970s made a concentrated effort to bring the problem to the attention o f the public in
Canada, Britain, and the United States (Dobash & Dobash, 1992) and researchers began
describing the kind o f abuse that women suffered (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). Relatively
recent research in Canada suggests that 29% o f ever married or common law women
have experienced physical assault by an intimate partner in their lifetime (Johnson &
Sacco, 1995). A more recent survey found that 8% o f women had experienced intimate
partner violence in the previous five years (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 2000).
During the 1970s, the criminal justice system started to be seen as an area o f potential
utility for victims. Advocates argued that battered women should be given an
opportunity for justiee, that existing laws against assault should be enforeed, and that new
laws stressing the criminal nature o f battering were needed (Dobash & Dobash, 1992).
Domestic violence against women was no longer a hidden phenomena but visible,
opening a path to productive, passionate, and sometimes eontentious discussion about
what should be done to eliminate the problem.
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Particularly controversial is the eontinuing debate about the role that the eriminal
justice system should play in cases o f domestic violence against women. Different ’
viewpoints came from researebers with psychological (Walker, 1984), soeiological
(Straus & Gelles, 1986), or societal (Yllo, 1993) perspectives. Similarly, criminal justice
officials and victim advocates brought in new perspectives. Adding to the complexity,
two individuals who approaeh domestic violence against women from a similar
perspective ean reach different eonclusions about the criminal justice system’s ability to
help victims. As I will demonstrate in the literature review, academics have voieed many
opinions and reaehed few decisive conelusions about how best to proeeed. Women who
have been abused add a particularly important perspective because their views are shaped
by their own efforts to seeure their safety and by direct experience with the violence, the
batterer, and the criminal justice system. This also makes their views especially complex.
Like the academics, abused women’s voices are not unified, but understanding the
intricaey o f their views is essential in making the criminal justice system work for all
battered women whether or not they choose to use it.
The main purpose of this research was to better understand abused women’s
views about the eriminal justice system, and how those views are integrated into a
cohesive perspective for individual women. A secondary purpose was to examine how
victims’ perspectives may be influenced by the stage they are in within the abusive
relationship.
Before delving into the main elements o f this introduction, a discussion o f the use
of the language in this field, and in particular, my own use o f the terms “victims,”
“survivors,” and “battered” is necessary. The criminal justice system labels women who
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have been abused as “the victim” or more commonly, “the alleged victim”. Most
mainstream social science research that examines the criminal justice system’s response
to domestic violence has also used the term “victim.” In contrast, many feminist authors
in the 1980s began using the term “survivor” instead o f “victim”. They argued that this
change to the use of the term “survivor” would counter the passiveness and
powerlessness implied by the term “victim” and instead emphasize agency and ability
(Kelly, 1988). In other words, when it was originally conceived the term “survivor” was
used to replace the term “victim”.
The term “survivor” became widespread in the feminist therapy community as a
way to help women replace the victimization paradigm with something that could
acknowledge their ability to cope (Anderson and Gold, 1994). The term “survivor” has
also become widespread in what Kelly, Burton, and Regan (1996) call commercialized
feminism in which the notion o f a journey from “victim” to “survivor” is used as a
metaphor in self-help books and therapeutic work. Although this metaphor can be
helpful to some women, Kelly et al. (1996) emphasize that this either/or approach that
moves from victim to survivor misrepresents many women’s realities. It also “prevents
an alternative conceptualization where the two concepts refer to different aspects of
experience: being victimized is what was done - a statement o f historical fact; survival is
what individuals who are victimized achieve in relation to, and often in spite of, that
historical reality” (Kelly et al., 1996, p.92). The use o f the term “survivor” is
problematic in that it is not suitable for women who actively resist, and cope with abuse,
but are killed by their partners or take their own lives. The term “survivor” is also a
problem for women who are moving past the abuse and attempting to take on new
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identities that no longer incorporate abuse or survival from abuse (Wuest & Merritt-Gray
2001). Spry (1995) has critiqued the use o f both terms because they similarly reduce the
\voman’s whole experience to someone else’s action; “a woman’s body is viewed as
surviving a powerful force or being victim o f a powerful force, rather than existing as a
powerful force in its own right.” (p. 28).
Kirkwood (1993), who prefers the term “survivor,” has pointed out that both
terms are personally useful to battered women in helping them understand what has
happen to them. The term “victim” helps women in two ways: it allows them to name
what was done to them by the abuser and how they once acted (Kirkwood, 1993).
Conversely, “survivor” allows them to describe the positive actions they have taken to
free themselves from the abuse (Kirkwood, 1993). Both terms can also he important in
helping researchers identify and describe the experiences of their participants (Mann,
2000) and the stages that women go through in abusive relationships (Ferraro & Johnson,
1983; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995).
In this paper, I recognize that a particular woman may choose to identify as a
victim, a survivor, neither, or both. I also realize that an identification as a victim or a
survivor does not necessarily correspond with ending the abuse. It is a fluid identity in
that a woman may feel like a victim some o f the time and a survivor at other times. For
this reason I perceive these experiences as intertwined, and as such I use the terms
somewhat interchangeably. When I refer to abused women in general 1 mean all abused
women, and so 1 believe either and both terms apply. However, when referring to stages
of abuse, I tend to use “victim” in the earlier stages and “survivor” in the later stages.
This initially occurred somewhat unconsciously, but I have chosen to keep my original
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terms because the literature on the stages o f abuse emphasizes the types o f coping
mechanisms that have come to be identified with either a victim or a survivor response.
When referring to past research, I have used the terminology o f the original authors, and
in the materials that participants were given, I have used neither term in order to avoid
labeling women.
With regard to the term “battered,” Johnson and Ferraro (2000) note that the term
“is generally understood by professionals and by the public as primarily a problem o f
heterosexual male control o f women partners” (p.946). Osthoff (2002) defines battering
as the systematic use o f violence and other coercive behaviours to exert power, induce
fear, and control another person’s behaviour. It is within this context o f male control
over women that I also use the term “battered”. Johnson and colleagues distinguish
patriarchal terrorism (called intimate terrorism in subsequent publications) from other
types o f violence such as common couple violence (Johnson, 1995; Johnson & Ferraro,
2000). The pattern o f violence seen in patriarchal terrorism is most closely associated
with battery for a number o f reasons. It is almost entirely a male pattem o f violence
against women; it uses not only violence, but also other tactics such as emotional abuse in
order to control behaviour; it is likely to escalate over time; and it is likely to involve
serious injury (Johnson, 1995; Johnson & Ferraro, 2000). When I use the term battered, I
am referring to women who have experienced patriarchal terrorism at the hands o f a male
intimate partner. I believe this use o f the term is appropriate because I am examining
women’s perceptions o f the criminal justice system from the standpoint o f victims. In
addition, the literature reviewed for this study was also more likely to have captured
patriarchal violence rather than other kinds o f violence because the participants were
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largely drawn from women’s shelters and the CJS. Other types o f couple violence are
usually found in large randomized nationwide surveys that call participants at home
(Johnson, 1995; Johnson & Ferraro, 2000).
This introduction begins with a brief historical look at the criminal justice
system’s response to domestic violence against women, which has changed dramatically
in the last 30 years. Next, there is a review of the perspectives expressed by academics
about the role the criminal justice system should play in domestic violence cases. This is
followed by the more recent, but growing, literature on the perspectives o f the victims
themselves. Victims’ complex and varied perspectives are described, and the approaches
to exploring survivors’ views are highlighted. Next, survivors’ similar experiences
through different stages o f the abusive relationship are described, and how victims may
use the eriminal justice system differently depending on the stage they are in is explained.
Finally, the rationale for this study is outlined.
A Historical Look at the Criminal Justice Response to Domestic Violence
The Canadian, English, and American systems o f law have taken similar
approaches to wife abuse. English common law o f the 18‘*’ century allowed husbands to
physically punish their wives, but put restraints on the amount o f punishment. For
instance, the law permitted punches and kicks to the back, so long as they did not leave
marks (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996; Dobash & Dobash, 1979). The distinction between
appropriate beatings and illegal beatings was o f course difficult to judge and the law was
rarely enforced. When the violence exceeded socially acceptable norms, it was generally
friends and family who sought revenge rather than law officials who sought justice.
Early American laws were similar in that they expressed some disapproval for severe acts
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o f violence by husbands against wives, but they allowed for some physical punishment
(Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996). The Massachusetts Body o f Laws and Liberties enacted by
the Puritans in 1641 expressly made domestic violence illegal, but the laws quickly
evolved to allow for some physical discipline. The result was that only 12 cases of
domestic violence were ever heard between 1633 and 1802 and virtually no initiatives by
the criminal justices system were made to control domestic violence (Buzawa & Buzawa,
1996). In 1871 a court decision in Alabama took away husbands’ rights to beat their
wives, but the laws soon evolved again to allow for some physical punishment.
A few changes to legislation were made in the 19*'’ century that might have
improved the plight o f some abused women. English divorce laws changed in 1857
making it easier for couples to divorce in England, but Canada did not follow suit. This
was especially true in Quebec where most residents were Catholic and where laws based
on French legislation had never recognized divorce (Backhouse, 1991). A campaign
against wife beating in England produced legislation in 1878 called the Matrimonial
Causes Act (Smart & Brophy, 1985). This legislation removed the notion that a wife was
the property o f her husband, but did little in a practical sense for women that were being
battered. Women had to first gain a conviction o f assault in the criminal courts, before
they could apply to a civil court for permission to live separately from their husbands. In
Canada, legislation granting property rights to married women, allowing some to escape
abusive marriages, was passed in New Brunswick in 1851, twenty years before similar
legislation was passed in England.
Backhouse (1991) describes the case o f Esther Hawley Ham, which illustrates
how difficult it was for women in abusive marriages to seek a separation from their
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8
husbands. Esther lived in Upper Canada in the early 19*'’ eentury and was the victim o f
emotional and physical abuse at the hands o f her husband. With the help and support of
her parents she separated from her husband. When she first went to live with her parents,
she brought her only child, but her husband soon secured custody o f the child and thus,
separation from her husband also meant separation from her son. Twelve years after the
separation, she attempted to gain alimony. At the time, divorce was not legal, but a wife
could live apart from her husband and a male relative could apply for alimony for the
wife’s upkeep; however, the court must be satisfied that she was justified in living apart
from her husband. Although many testified that they had seen Esther’s husband, George
Ham, beat his wife, including a neutral witness who had seen him chastise Esther with a
whip, the judge determined that this was not just cause for separation because “fear and
terror o f life” (Backhouse, 1991, p. 174) were not proven. The judge in the case. Chief
Justice William Campbell, emphasized to the jury that moderate chastisement was the
right of the husband and that the parents should have sent their daughter home when she
first came to them for help. The jury o f 12 men found that she did not deserve alimony.
This case set the stage for 100 years o f Canadian judicial precedent denying women basic
protection against violent husbands (Backhouse, 1991). A similar verdict was handed
down in Quebec in 1856 by Judge Charles-Dewey Day o f the Superior court in Montreal.
In this case the wife was so severely beaten that the husband was arrested and prosecuted,
but the judge determined that although morally she may have reason to leave, she did not
legally have reason to leave, and thus she was entitled to nothing (Backhouse, 1991).
One hundred years later, little had changed with regards to criminalizing wife
abuse. Technically beating one’s wife was a crime, but there were few consequences for
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men who committed this crime. Pressure from the women’s movement o f the early
1970s resulted in an awareness o f the absence and ineffectiveness o f many laws, and to
changes to some laws and procedures concerning domestic violence. For instance, in
America, marital rape was not considered a crime until 1981, and was thereafter still
largely ignored by the police (Zorza, 1992). Likewise, in Canada, spousal immunity for
sexual assault was not removed until 1983 (Dawson, 1994). English activists from the
battered women’s movement met with government officials in 1975 and domestic
violence was acknowledged as a serious problem. This meeting served to reaffirm that
assaulted women were due the full protection o f the law, but no changes were made to
police practices. Soon after this, changes in legislation occurred in the form o f the
Domestic Violence and Matrimonial Proceeding Act (DYA) as well as the Domestic
Proceedings and Magistrates’ Court Act (DPMCA), which were introduced in 1976
(McCann, 1985).
In Canada, the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status o f Women brought the
issue to the attention o f the public. On May 12, 1982 an MP raised a question for the
minister responsible for the Status of Women citing from the Advisory Council’s report
that one out o f every ten women is assaulted by her husband (Dawson, 1994). Many
members o f the House erupted into laughter and ridicule because o f the apparent
absurdity o f the claim (Dawson, 1994; Faubert & Hinch, 1996). When the government
was assured that the Advisory Council’s report was not a joke, the report resulted in an
intensive investigation o f the criminal justice system’s response to the problem (Faubert
et al., 1996). In that same year, the House adopted a “resolution calling for police to lay
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charges in all instances where there was reasonable and probable ground that an offence
had occurred” (Faubert & Hinch, 1996, p. 132).
In the United States, activists met in the White House in 1977 to discuss the
problem o f domestic violence (Dobash & Dobash, 1992). Non-arrest policies were
criticized for denying women equal protection under the law. Another important impetus
for changes was pressure from individual women, who sued their cities for damages
because the police did not provide adequate protection. Two landmark cases were filed
in 1976: Bruno v. Codd was filed against the New York City Police and the case o f Scott
V.

Hart was filed against the Oakland, California Police (Dobash & Dobash, 1992;

Sparks, 1997; Zorza, 1992). In both cases, the police departments agreed to change their
policies and arrest suspects o f domestic disputes using the same criteria as that used for
stranger assault (Dobash & Dobash, 1992). Perhaps the most famous case occurred 1984
when Traey Thurman, who was brutally attacked and stabbed by her husband after
multiple attempts to secure protection from the police, successfully sued the City of
Torrington, Connecticut because of their non-arrest policy in domestic violence eases and
was awarded 2.3 million dollars (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996; Frisch, 1992; Sparks, 1997;
Zorza, 1992). Other police departments soon adopted similar policies in order to avoid
being sued and being liable for attorney fees and damages.
As reeently as the early 1980s, research demonstrated that domestie violence was
not being treated as a serious crime by the criminal justice system in the United States
(Hemmons, 1981; Oppenlander, 1982) or in Canada (Jaffe & Burris, 1981). Sinee that
time, many policy and procedural changes have followed, beginning with mandatory
arrest or mandatory eharging. Mandatory arrest directs police to arrest perpetrators o f
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intimate partner violence when there is reason to believe that an assault has occurred,
regardless o f whether or not the victim wants the batterer arrested. Mandatory charging
is similar, but directs police to lay charges. Extensive research has been conducted with
respect to the deterrent effects o f mandatory arrest in the United States (Berk, Campbell,
Klap, & Western, 1992; Gamer, Gagan, & Maxwell, 1995; Gelles, 1993b; Pate &
Hamiliton, 1992; Schmidt & Sherman, 1993; Sherman & Berk, 1984) and o f mandatory
charging in Canada (Burris & Jaffe, 1983; Jaffe, Wolfe, Telford, & Austin, 1986; London
Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991). The impact that this research has had on policy changes,
however, is unclear. Some credited the policy changes in the United States to the results
of the Sherman and Berk (1984) study, which demonstrated that arrest was better at
reducing future violence than simple mediation or asking the offender to leave for eight
hours (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996; Gelles, 1993a). However, it is clear from the dates that
the momentum for change had begun long before this first study. For instance, reform to
arrest laws in the United States began in 1977 in Pennsylvania by encouraging a
proactive police response that included pro-arrest policies in cases o f domestic violence
(Buzawa & Buzawa, 1993). It is also clear from the discussion above that there was
political pressure for a change in police policy with respect to the arrest o f batterers.
The criminal justice response to wife abuse in Canada and the United States has
changed dramatically in the last 15 years. In conjunction with mandatory arrest and
mandatory charging policies, different jurisdictions have introduced other policies to
keep domestic violence cases from being dismissed before prosecution and to ensure that
enough evidence is available to achieve a guilty plea or a conviction. Examples include
no-drop prosecution, subpoena o f the victim, videotaped statements, photographing
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injuries, and domestic violence courts with specially trained personnel (Women Abuse
Council o f Toronto, 2001). Research has not been extensive with respect to the deterrent
effect o f these policies. One exception was a study that examined the rates o f future
violence for women who were permitted to drop prosecution compared to those who
were not. The researchers reported that permitting women to drop charges reduced their
risk of future violence, which led them to conclude that no-drop policies increased the
risk o f violence (Ford & Regoli, 1993). However, as will be discussed shortly, there is a
serious problem in drawing this conclusion from the data.
There is evidence that the criminal justice system is working to bring more cases
to justice. In London, Ontario the number o f charges drastically increased from 12 in
1979 to 320 in 1990 despite a small decrease in wife assault occurrences (London Family
Court Clinic Inc., 1991). There was also a decrease in the percentages o f cases that were
dismissed from 38.4% in 1979 to 10.9% in 1990 and dramatic increases in the percentage
o f eases that received a fine, jail time, or probation (London Family Court Clinic Inc.,
1991). The Women Abuse Council o f Toronto (2001) reported that a variety o f evidence
is now used in domestic violence court cases in Toronto including officer testimony,
medical reports, 911 calls, photographs, videotapes, and audiotapes. This indicates that
wife abuse is being taken much more seriously now than it has been in the past.
In summary, the eriminal justice response to domestie violence has gone from
condoning wife abuse, to criminalizing it without enforcement, to developing
increasingly restrictive policies that direct police and prosecutor actions and force more
cases into the eriminal justice system and more victims into the courtroom. Whether or
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not these policies are always helpful to victims has led to considerable debate among the
academic community. These views are considered in the next section.
Academic Perspectives on the Role that the Criminal Justice System Should Play in
Domestic Violence Cases
As discussed, in the previous section on the history of the criminal justice
response to domestic violence, wife beating was largely condoned by the law in the 19*'’
century and largely ignored by the law in the 20*'’ century. Given this history, it is
perhaps not surprising that some feminist authors have questioned whether laws, legal
reform, and the judicial system as a whole can be used to help women in general (Atkins
& Hogett, 1984; Dobash & Dobash, 1992; Ellis, 1980; MacKinnon, 1983; Smart, 1977;
Smart, 1989) and victims o f domestic violence in particular ( Atkins & Hogett, 1984;
Dobash & Dobash, 1992; Lakeman, 2000; McCann, 1985). Ellis (1980) noted that
women are unequal before the law because they were invisible when laws were created.
During the emergence o f bureaucratic justice in the 19*'’ century, women were
increasingly excluded and played little or no role in setting up the current system of
justice, thus men’s values and world views dominated in the new system (Dobash &
Dobash, 1992; Ellis, 1980; Smart, 1989). A number o f authors have noted that the law
reinforces patriarchy (Lakeman 2000; MacKinnon, 1983; Smart; 1989). This has led
some to suggest that using the law may be futile because it “simply traps feminists in its
discourse” and ultimately gives more power to the legal system (Dobash & Dobash,
1992, p. 148).
Some authors have acknowledged a hesitation toward using the law and do not
see the law or formal legal equality as a complete solution to domestic violence, but do
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see some benefits and propose ways o f proceeding with caution (Braithwaite & Daly,
1998; Chunn, 1999; Dobash & Dobash, 1992; Koss, 2000; Marshall, 1997; Sparks,
1997). Snider (1994) contends that feminist efforts around law are focusing on
punishment and victimization at the expense o f empowerment and transformation. She
argues that the law should be used in only a limited manner to gain concrete rights (e.g.,
day care and minimum wage) as opposed to abstract ones (e.g., equality). Dobash and
Dobash (1992) have been critical o f state intervention in women’s lives, but have not
rejected the notion of any state involvement. They have suggested an “enabling state”
(p. 109), which can help prevent tyranny by limiting the power o f patriarchal institutions
and by making the state more accountable. This state incorporates family affairs into
state politics, which allows for a consideration o f violence against women without which
the problem is ignored. Dobash and Dobash (1992) have written that the state is part o f
the problem o f violence against women, but for that reason the state needs to be part o f
the solution. In this view o f the state, laws against domestic violence are unlikely to
eliminate the problem, but may limit the abuse o f power by husbands and law officials,
and may protect individual women from some o f this abuse. Thus, state involvement,
including the law, may play a small role in a more complete solution that ends domestic
violence.
Sparks (1997) examined the more specific intervention o f police in domestic
violence, and asked whether or not the police could bring about fundamental change in
the social conditions that perpetuate violence against women. She also asked what
consequences might result from giving the state primary responsibility for reducing this
kind o f violence. Sparks suggested that different strategies might be needed. Police
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and/or state involvement might be key in only the first strategy, which is to protect
women in immediate danger. Authors who propose that the law be used in a limited
manner see formal equality for women as a necessary beginning to end domestic violence
and perceive the potential benefits o f law as worth battered women’s involvement in it
(Braithwaite & Daly, 1998; Chunn, 1999; Dobash & Dobash, 1992; Koss, 2000;
Marshall, 1997; Sparks, 1997). Law can make powerful patriarchal institutions, such as
the family, more accountable, and it can also bring attention to domestic violence in ways
that less formal means cannot.
More specific discussion about the role the criminal justice system should play
with respect to domestic violence has taken place on the merits o f policies such as
mandatory arrest and mandatory charging, which take decision making control away
from victims. The spark for much o f the discussion was a series o f studies that examined
the deterrent effect of mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence. The first research
study was Sherman and Berk’s 1984 American study, which found that arrest reduced
future violence. Six studies were then conducted to replicate certain aspects o f the
Sherman and Berk (1984) study, while also expanding the number o f variables and the
populations that were examined. These six studies resulted in contradictory findings, and
thus different authors came to different conclusions about whether or not mandatory
arrest was effective at reducing future violence. (See Berk, Campbell, Klap & Western,
1992; Gamer, Gangan, & Mazwwll, 1995; Gelles, 1993b; Schmidt & Sherman, 1993 for
a critical look at the mandatory arrest studies). There were a number o f methodological
flaws in these studies (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996; Faubert & Hinch, 1996; Gelles, 1993a),
which are beyond the scope o f this introduction. It is sufficient to say that the results of
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these studies did not give a clear indication o f whether or not mandatory arrest reduces
future violence. Nevertheless, as we have seen, mandatory arrest and mandatory
charging policies as well as a number o f mandatory prosecution policies have become the
standard in many jurisdictions in Canada and the United States.
A review of the academic opinions about the merits o f mandatory intervention
policies provides a good overview o f what authors believe is best for victims. The reader
will note that the voices o f the victims themselves are noticeably absent, as the ‘experts’
provide their opinions. As Loseke and Cahill (1984) note, there are certainly problems
with relying solely on expert opinions, but this research has provided a beginning in a
dialogue about the role o f the CJS in cases o f domestic violence. For the sake of
simplicity, I have organized the discussion about these policies in terms o f arguments for
mandatory intervention policies and against such policies in favor instead o f more victim,
police, and prosecutor discretion. Three o f the most widely discussed effects o f these
policies are considered. That is, whether or not they (a) increase or decrease violence,
(b) empower or disempower victims, and (c) demonstrate the seriousness o f the crime to
the batterer and to society.
Increase/decrease Violence
The impact o f mandatory intervention policies on violence has largely focused on
the positive effects o f deterring future violence (future violence is usually operationally
defined in the literature as occurring within six months) and the negative effects of
inciting retaliatory violence (violence specifically perpetrated as payback for arrest and/or
prosecution). The opinions about the deterrent effect o f mandatory arrest rest upon the
analyses o f the Sherman and Berk (1984) study and the research that followed. Some
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have argued that mandatory arrest increases violence for at least some battered women
because four o f the studies provided no support for decreased violence after arrest and
some showed increased violence for some women (Pate & Hamilton, 1992; Sherman,
1992; Sherman, Smith, Schmidt, & Rogan, 1992). This conclusion was largely based on
reports o f increased violence after arrest when the batterer was unemployed (Pate &
Hamilton, 1992; Sherman et al., 1992) and unmarried (Sherman et al., 1992).
Consequently some have speculated that the deterrent effects o f arrest work only through
mediating factors such as the degrading aspect o f punishment, which are lessened if the
offender has already gained exposure to the judicial system (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1996).
Others have argued that mandatory arrest should be the preferred policy because it deters
domestic violence better than anything else that has been tried (Berk, 1993; Stark, 1993).
Few studies have used violent recidivism as a measure o f the effectiveness of
other mandatory intervention policies, such as no-drop prosecution. An exception
compared a no-drop policy to a drop permitted policy using victim reported violence
(Ford & Regoli, 1993). These authors found that permitting victims to drop charges
significantly reduced their risk of further violence, although the effect was largely due to
the option o f permitting women to drop, rather than the actual dropping o f charges. That
is, women who were permitted to drop, but chose not to drop, were less likely to
experience violence; however women who actually dropped did not benefit. The authors
suggested that women might drop charges in order to have a means with which to bargain
for their security. However, there was a serious problem in the data because none o f the
cases initiated by on scene arrest were allowed to drop. This makes the results o f this
study difficult to interpret because the circumstances o f women who initiate charges may
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be very different from those who do not. Arguments that mandatory intervention policies
other than mandatory arrest reduce violence have focused on retaliatory violence and
have been based on rational arguments rather than empirical evidence. The argument is
that removing the responsibility for prosecution from the victim and placing it in the
hands o f the criminal justice system might lead to less retaliatory violence because the
state and not the victim files charges against the batterer and has control over whether or
not the prosecution proceeds (Hart, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1995; Lerman, 1981).
Whether or not batterers actually believe that the victim did not lay the charges and
cannot have them dropped is, however, not known.
O f concern is that the reduction o f violence on the day or night the offender is
arrested has largely been excluded from the academic discussions about the effects of
mandatory arrest and charging. This oversight is perhaps made because it is obvious that
the immediate violenee does stop if the batterer is taken away, albeit for only a short
time. However, this short reprieve from the violence and the fear o f violence can be an
essential time for victims, providing them with time to think about what they will do next
and perhaps plan for their security. As discussed in a latter section, the advantage o f a
temporary respite from violence is important to victims (Barata, 1999; Hoyle & Sanders,
2000), and should not be underestimated.
Empowerment/Disempowerment
The concept o f empowerment is complex, which is apparent in the discussions
about whether or not policies that remove decision-making control from survivors are
empowering or disempowering. At times arguments for and against empowerment
appear to be speaking o f different concepts. Authors contending that mandatory arrest is
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disempowering have noted that victim preference is ignored (Buzawa & Buzawa, 1993;
Gelles, 1993a). That is, mandatory arrest and mandatory prosecution policies take away
a victim’s decision-making power. There are many reasons why a victim may not want
the batterer arrested (e.g., fear o f retaliation, trauma to the children, stigma, etc.) or
prosecuted (e.g., lack o f childcare or time to go to court, anxiety about testifying,
economic costs, etc.), and having others ignore those reasons may be disempowering.
Particularly worrisome is that the policies may disempower victims by defining them as
criminals. For instance, there is concern that mandatory policies are increasing dual
arrests in which both the victim and the batterer are arrested (Saunders, 1995; Sparks,
1997). Likewise, mandatory prosecution policies force some victims to take actions that
result in criminal charges when they do not want to testily, as was the case o f an Ontario
woman who served one week in jail (reduced from a three month sentence) for refusing
to testify against her fiance (Platiel, 1984).
In contrast. Stark (1993) has argued that mandatory arrest empowers victims by
reducing the expression o f police bias against arrest. In other words, mandatory arrest
forces the police to take the victim’s complaint seriously. Similarly, mandatory
prosecution policies force prosecutors to proceed with prosecution, when in the past
prosecutors often discouraged victims from continuing (Cannings, 1984; Ford & Regoli,
1993). Certainly, combating bias against victims o f domestic violence continues to be an
important issue. Cretney and Davis (1997) and Erez and King (2000) demonstrated that
the trivialization and stereotyping o f domestic violence cases persists despite mandatory
intervention laws.
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A victim may also be empowered by having powerful criminal justice offieials
working on her side against the batterer, although this conceptualization o f empowerment
may be naive (Hoyle & Sanders 2000). A powerful ‘us’ against ‘him ’ argument for
empowerment quickly breaks down if the vietim does not want to be against the batterer.
Another way that victims may be empowered is by being given the time and ability to
make non-coereed informed deeisions. Thus, mandatory arrest may be empowering
because it gives the victim space in whieh to deeide how to proceed, but mandatory
prosecution policies may not be empowering in the same way (Hoyle & Sanders 2000).
A more modest argument in support o f mandatory intervention polieies is that
they are not disempowering because they do not take away decision-making power. It is
important to note that this argument does not imply that such policies are empowering, or
that they are not disempowering for other reasons. Simply put, it may be that these
policies do not take away deeision-making power beeause vietims never possessed this
power to begin with. Without mandatory arrest, batterers are not arrested regardless o f
vietim preferenee. With mandatory arrest, batterers are arrested regardless o f vietim
preference. Similarly, before mandatory prosecution laws, victims who wanted to
prosecute encountered barriers (Cannings, 1984; Sanders, 1988), and with mandatory
prosecution laws victims who do not wish to prosecute encounter barriers. Whether or
not a mandatory intervention policy is disempowering is thus largely based on the
victim’s preference and situation.
Adding to the complexity o f empowerment versus disempowerment is that some
women might not want the batterer arrested or prosecuted beeause they are eoerced by
the batterer or constrained by circumstances beyond their control (Hoyle & Sanders,
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2000). For these women mandatory intervention policies may give them the
encouragement they need to continue, especially if victims are supported through the
process and their concerns about retaliation, finances, and the court process are dealt with
effectively. However, some survivors may decide after weighing the costs and benefits
o f criminal justice actions that they prefer not to use the system, and for these women
mandatory intervention policies may be disempowering. This idea is related to Peled,
Eisidovits, Enosh, and Winstock’s (2000) discussion o f empowerment for battered
women who choose to stay with their partners. These authors conceptually defined
empowerment as “a process o f enabling people to master their environments and achieve
self-determination” (Peled et al., 2000, p. 10). Using this definition they argued that some
women who ‘decide’ to stay with their partners are not empowered because they stay for
fear o f retaliation or for other reasons beyond their control. However, some women may
be empowered by their decision to remain in the relationship and end the abuse. The key
is that these women know that they are able and willing to leave, but choose not to for the
time being. Transferring this idea back to victims’ use o f the criminal justice system,
some women may choose after weighing their options not to use the system, but know
that they are able and willing to use it at a later date should they change their minds.
How empowerment is defined greatly affects the arguments for and against
mandatory intervention policies. Are survivors empowered by decision-making power,
by vicarious police and prosecutor power, by reduced police and prosecutor bias against
them, or by something else? These are difficult questions to answer, given that survivors’
definitions of empowerment have not been studied. To date, our notions o f
empowerment and disempowerment through using the criminal justice system are largely
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based on academic reasoning. It is also important to determine the significance of
empowerment for victims who use the criminal justice system. We can assume that
survivors do not want to be disempowered by the system, but we have no reason to
believe that they use or even expect the system to be a source o f empowerment.
Although empowerment would be a nice side effect, it may be unlikely and perhaps
unnecessary for victims seeking more concrete results from the criminal justice system.
Empowerment may be very important for the survivor’s recovery, but it may have to be
encouraged elsewhere.
Demonstrate the Seriousness o f the Crime
An argument that has been advanced repeatedly by those who feel arrest is
beneficial is that criminalizing domestic violence sends a strong message that this kind o f
behaviour is unacceptable and will not be tolerated (Buzawa, Austin, & Buzawa, 1995;
Edwards, 1989; Pagelow, 1992; Stark, 1993). “In the long term criminalization will
serve to convey a powerful message, creating a public attitude o f intolerance o f and
repugnance towards violence against women” (Edwards, 1989, p. 187). In the same way,
Davis and Smith (1995) argued that prosecution should be pursued aggressively because
the courts have an obligation to prosecute those who violate the law and that dropping
charges sends the message that it is acceptable to break laws against domestic violence.
Victims’ perspectives need to be added to this argument. Do survivors perceive their
partners as having learned that their violence is unacceptable?
Hoyle and Sanders (2000) noted that the reasons for implementing mandatory
intervention policies rely on four assumptions: 1) taking choice away reduces retaliatory
violence; 2) arrest and prosecution communicate to victims and offenders that domestic
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violence is socially unacceptable; 3) the criminal justice system is responsible and
capable o f reducing the violence; 4) reasons for non-cooperation are invalid and contrary
to the interests o f the women who express them. The authors then pointed out that if
assumptions 1-3 are incorrect, there is no wonder that some women fight participation in
the criminal justice system, and that their decision to do so is entirely justified. What
needs to be emphasized here is that the academic perspective has relied on many
assumptions without taking the perspectives o f victims into account. Survivors’ views
and beliefs about the criminal justice system are as important, if not more so, than
academic assumptions.
Adding Survivors ’ Voices to Academic Perspectives
With a few exceptions, research on domestic violence and the criminal justice
system did not examine victims’ opinions about or experiences with the criminal justice
system until the late 1990s. The exceptions include two early Canadian studies that
examined the impact o f police laying charges in incidents o f wife abuse. In their design
these studies included victims’ impressions o f mandatory charging and their satisfaction
with police following the implementation o f the policy (Jaffe et al., 1986; London Family
Court Clinic Inc., 1991). A third study looked at, among other things, victims’
satisfaction with taking out a restraining order (Horton, Simonidis, & Simonidis, 1987).
And a fourth early study examined women’s use o f the criminal justice system as a power
resource through in-depth interviews with 25 women (Ford, 1991). With so few studies
examining the perspectives o f victims, the assumptions made by academics dominated
the discussions concerning the use o f the criminal justice system in cases o f domestic
violence. More recently there has been a much needed surge o f research in both the
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United States and in Canada exploring victims’ views about, and experiences with, using
various aspects o f the criminal justice system (Barata, 1999; Bermett, Goodman, &
Dutton, 1999; Byrne, Kilpatrick, Howley, & Beatty, 1999; Coulter & Chez, 1997;
Cretney & Davis, 1997; Erez & Belknap, 1998; Fischer & Rose, 1995; Fleury, 2000;
Gielen et al., 2000; Gondolf, 1998; Hoyle & Sanders, 2000; Hutchison & Hirschel, 1998;
Landau, 1998; Landau, 2000; Lewis, Dobash, Dobash, & Cavanagh, 2000; Malecha et
al., 2000; Smith, 2000; Smith, 2001; Stephens & Sinden, 2000; Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996; Wiist & McFarlane, 1998; Wolf, Holt, Kemie, & Rivara, 2000).
These studies have used a variety o f methods and examined different questions,
but they are united in their perceived focus on learning more about survivors’
perspectives. Some researchers have used a quantitative approach, whereas others have
opted for qualitative in-depth interviews. Some have sought to answer questions about
specific areas within the criminal justice system, while others have opted to learn about
victims’ general experiences with the system. It is important to note that because most of
these studies have taken place within the last five years, we can assume that they have
been conducted within the context o f at least some mandatory intervention policies,
although the authors rarely mention the specific policies in place.
Satisfaction with the Criminal Justice System
Many studies have included victim satisfaction, but the studies reviewed in this
section made victim satisfaction a primary focus. Byrne et al. (1999) compared partner
assault victims to nonpartner assault victims on their satisfaction and experiences with the
criminal justice system. The participants had all had some involvement with the criminal
justice system because they were recruited from a survey of crime victims. This study
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involved 284 female participants who filled out a victim satisfaction scale and answered
questions during a structured interview. The authors report that victims o f intimate
partner assault were significantly less satisfied with the police, prosecutors, victim
assistance staff, judges, and the criminal justice system overall than were victims o f
nonpartner assault. The differences in satisfaction may be explained by their experiences
with various members o f the system. For instance, victims o f partner violence were less
likely to report that police officers demonstrated an interest in their feelings or that they
tried to gather all necessary evidence, that prosecutors had taken their opinions into
account, and that the prosecutors’ office had encouraged them to attend the grand jury
hearings. In addition, victims were more likely to indicate that the perpetrators o f the
violence were more likely to have been allowed to plead guilty to a lesser offence.
Rather than do a comparison o f different victims, Fleury (2000) measured
satisfaction with various components o f the criminal justice system and then examined
the relationship between satisfaction and various demographic and experiential markers.
Participants had had extensive involvement with all components o f the criminal justice
system. Cluster analysis was used on four questions that measured satisfaction with the
police response, the prosecuting attomey, the court process, and the court outcome. On
average, participants were between neutral and somewhat satisfied with the police
response and felt neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the other three aspects o f the
system. More interesting, however, were the results o f the four clusters. High levels of
satisfaction across all four components characterized the first eluster, containing 39% o f
the participants. The second cluster, aptly named “let down,” was characterized by high
levels o f satisfaction with the police, neutral satisfaction with the prosecutor, and low
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levels o f satisfaction with the court process and court outcome. The third cluster was
characterized by neutral satisfaction with the police, dissatisfaction with the prosecutor
and the process, but satisfaction with the outcome. Low levels o f satisfaction across all
four components of the system characterized the fourth cluster. The results o f the cluster
analysis demonstrate that survivors’ opinions about various aspects o f the criminal justice
system are quite varied despite the similar mean satisfaction ratings. The author also
found a number o f relationships between cluster membership and various survivor
experiences. For instance, those in the most satisfied cluster were more likely to have
assailants who had plead or were found guilty. Those in the “let down” cluster had
experienced strikingly high levels o f violence against them, and those in the dissatisfied
cluster were most likely to be women who had attempted to have the charges dropped.
Horton et al. (1987) chose to examine a different aspect o f the criminal justice
system and looked at vietims’ uses and satisfaction with a temporary restraining order.
What was measured in this study was quite different than the other two studies because
all of the women in this study chose to engage in the criminal justice system by seeking a
restraining order, which is likely reflected in the relatively high levels o f satisfaction.
Horton et al. found that 86% were satisfied with the results o f their temporary restraining
order, and 94% said that their decision to obtain a restraining order was a good one. The
authors further reported that 78% o f the women in the study showed no ambivalence
about using the restraining order, that they were extremely committed to ending the
relationship, and that this commitment did not waiver in the six month follow-up period.
The authors noted comments from the participants such as, “It’s a real dramatic move in
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the relationship,” “You’ve got to be ready to call the police if you take out a restraining
order,” and “You can’t just use it when you feel like it.”
The results o f these studies suggest that satisfaction is not uniform. It varies
between participants and between different aspects o f the system. There is also evidence
that satisfaction is not as high as it perhaps should be, given the dramatic changes to the
criminal justice response since the mid 1980s. Victims o f partner assault are not as
satisfied as other victims and the relatively neutral levels of satisfaction found in Fleury’s
(2000) very recent study are disappointing. The high levels o f satisfaction in Horton et
al.’s research (1987) are an interesting contrast. A possible explanation may be the
deliberate choice that victims made in Horton et al. (1987) to go to the police to take out
a temporary restraining order. Their commitment to use o f the system could have led to
high satisfaction not unlike the high rates o f satisfaction seen in many service settings
(Shaw, 1984). There could also be something particular about restraining orders, such as
the ability to use or not use them, that survivors find satisfying.
Decision to Use or Continue to Use the Criminal Justice System
In contrast to the quantitative studies that have specifically looked at satisfaction,
a number of studies exploring why survivors use or do not use the system have been
qualitative. Bennett et al. (1999) asked 49 victims three questions about why they
continued with pressing charges, what parts o f the system made it easier or harder to
follow-through with pressing charges, and what types o f services would have been
helpful. Victims were interviewed just after their first scheduled trial date
(approximately 3 months after intake). Four themes arose under the overriding theme
“obstacles presented by the system.” The first theme, “a confusing process”
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encompassed the lack o f understanding that many victims had about the system. Most
were told what to expect and about the rules on the day o f intake when they were least
likely to absorb information. This lack o f understanding had a profound impact on their
interactions with the criminal justice system. For instanee, many women did not know
what to do when their partners violated court orders and felt disillusioned when things did
not go as expected. The second theme, “frustration” resulted largely from the slow
process, but was compounded by the limited information provided to the victim about the
case’s progress. The third theme was “fear” because vietims did not feel proteeted by
their involvement in the criminal justice system, and contact with the court also meant
contact with their assailant. The final theme was “conflict over incarceration” due to the
guilt involved in believing that one would be sending one’s partner to jail. This was an
especially strong theme for African American women with black partners. It is important
to note that 90% o f the women in this study were African American. This percentage is
substantially higher than what is reported in most studies, whieh usually include a white
majority or omit information regarding the participants’ race or ethnicity.
An appropriate contrast to Bennett et al.’s (1999) study is Lewis et al.’s (2000)
qualitative exploration o f why women use the law. Victims were interviewed
immediately following the imposition o f a court sanction. Three themes emerged around
this issue: protection, prevention, and rehabilitation. Women sought immediate
protection from present danger, and believed that the police could provide short-term
protection. Based on their notions o f deterrence, victims also sought prevention through
a long-term reduction o f violence by using the police and the courts. For instance, they
believed that using the law would demonstrate that he could not get away with abusing
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her and it would also teach her kids that abuse is wrong. Rehabilitation was also
important to many women who thought the legal system was a way to get their partner
help. Hoyle and Sanders (2000) note that the majority o f the women in their study
wanted a respite from the violence, albeit temporary, by calling the police. Like the
women in the Lewis et al. (2000) study, they sought protection from immediate violence.
Some women spoke o f needing this time to contemplate a more permanent separation
from the abuser.
Ford (1991) provided a different reason for why women use the system in his
research on victims’ reasons for seeking and later dropping charges. Ford interviewed 25
women who sought charges and followed up with 12 o f the 15 women who later dropped
the charges. Although a number o f themes arose for why women used the system (e.g.,
having been advised by the police to prosecute, being afraid o f the abuser, having
previously warned him that she would, being tired o f the abuse, etc.) and why they
dropped charges (e.g., he had stayed away, he had agreed to get help, he had agreed to
divorce, the defense attomey had convinced her, she did not want any more hassles, she
did not want him to go to jail, he threatened her, etc.). Ford concluded that some women
used the criminal justice system as a power resource. That is, a woman might engage the
system to force her partner to do something (e.g., leave her alone, go to counseling, agree
to a divorce, etc.) and then disengage from the system when she achieved that end. Some
victims in Hoyle and Sanders’ study (2000) also identified having achieved what they
wanted as reasons for not prosecuting, suggesting a strategic use o f the system. Although
feelings o f power and control through the use o f the criminal justice system are not
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dominant reasons for engaging the system, they are also mentioned briefly by Fischer and
Rose (1995).
Fischer and Rose (1995) used both quantitative and qualitative methods in their
exploration o f why victims seek court orders o f protection and what they get out o f them.
They had 287 battered women fill out a short questionnaire about why they were
obtaining a court order o f protection (i.e., a restraining order), and then interviewed a
subsample o f these women (n = 83). The most common reasons for obtaining the court
orders were being tired o f the abuse (92%), and deciding to make a change in their lives
(87%). Most indicated that either or both the emotional and physical abuse was
becoming more severe (60%) and more frequent (59%). The authors interpret these
results as indicating that many women had reached a point where they had had “enough”
and were now willing to take drastic measures. Interestingly, while most felt their
decisions to obtain the orders were good ones (91%) and expressed feeling more control
in their lives (98%), most also believed that the batterers would violate the orders (85%),
but expressed confidence in the police’s ability to respond rapidly to violations (95%).
The participants in this study were recruited because they had sought out a court order o f
protection, which is similar to Horton et al.’s (1987) participants who sought temporary
restraining orders, and it is interesting to note that in both studies the participants were
very positive about the criminal justice system.
The themes that emerged from Fischer and Rose’s interviews demonstrated
women’s reservations to use the system while also needing to make life changes. They
discussed the emotional toll associated with calling the police to enforce the order, but
also feelings of power and control over the relationship. Fear was a dominant theme.
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Some talked about their fear o f ending the relationship because obtaining the court order
would do this. Others spoke o f fear o f retaliation, fear o f appearing in court, and fear of
reliving previous negative experiences with police or court officials. Another dominant
theme was the final motivating factor leading them to obtain the court order, such as
becoming angry that their right to live free o f abuse was something that they had to fight
for, or realizing that the law is the only communication their partner will hear.
A Canadian study o f residents in the Yukon interviewed 57 victims, 70% of
whom were First Nations, and found that victims did not report the violence to the police
for a number o f reasons: fear o f the offender; ambivalence about the impact reporting
would have on the relationship; concern that the criminal justice system would not serve
the victim’s interests or the interests o f her family; and logistic reasons such as not
having a telephone (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). Participants in this study had
all reported at least one assault to the police, thus bringing them into contact with the
criminal justice system. Reasons for reporting this particular assault included the serious
and violent nature o f the assault, a change in the victim’s attitude about violence, and a
concern about the impact that the violence had on their children (Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996). The authors concluded that women “typically do not report violence
until a point is reached where it is perceived to be intolerable” (Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996, p.4). A second Canadian study conducted in diverse communities in
Ontario (Landau, 2000) found that victims called the police because they were afraid for
their lives, wanted the police to stop the assault, were concerned about harm to the
children, and believed that this time the abuse was worse.
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Studies examining the help-seeking strategies o f abused women put the use o f the
criminal justice system into a larger perspective (Gondolf, 1998; Hutchinson & Hirschel,
1998). Hutchison and Hirschel (1998) interviewed 419 abused woman about the various
kinds o f help-seeking that they used. The authors found that calling the police was used
by 93% of the women at least once, and was used more often than any other kind o f helpseeking strategy. However, the victim participants in this study were recruited from a
larger study on the effects o f mandatory arrest, and were thus more likely than most
battered women to have used the criminal justice system in the past. Moreover, the
authors did not ask about seeking help from friends or family. Nevertheless, one can
interpret these findings to indicate that for women who have had police involvement in
their cases, the criminal justice system is used more often than other kinds o f help such as
shelters, ministers, counselors, victim assistance, and lawyers, although not necessarily
more often than seeking help from family or friends. Gondolf (1998) examined helpseeking in battered women whose partners were court ordered to counseling and
educational sessions. He found that the majority o f women (58%) had used the criminal
justice system to cope with past violence. However, substantially fewer women in this
study than in Hutchison and Hirschel’s (1998) had called the police (39% compared to
93%). Also o f interest is that women were much more likely to seek eriminal justiee
assistance if they had been severely abused in the past by the same partner (Gondolf,
1998).
Unlike the previous two studies, Wiist and McFarlene (1998) examined help
seeking in women outside o f a criminal justice context. They recruited abused Hispanic
prenatal patients during routine prenatal care and found that calling the police was the
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most common community service used by the survivors although the percentage of
women calling the police (23%) was substantially lower in this study then in the other
two studies. Similar to the participants in G ondolf s study, the women who used the
police in this study had experienced more severe violence and threats (Wiist &
McFarlene, 1998).
The researeh on why abused women use or do not use the system provides
exeellent insight into women’s pereeptions o f the criminal justice system. We learn that
there are systemie barriers within the system itself that have evoked confusion and
frustration in victims (Bennett et al., 1999) as well as the fear o f attending court (Fischer
et al., 1995). Women also spoke o f the emotional turmoil felt because o f ambivalence
about ending their relationship (Fischer et al., 1995; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants,
1996) or because o f guilt about sending their partners to jail, which may be especially
true for women whose partners are minorities (Bennett et al., 1999; Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996). The fear o f the batterer himself cannot be understated. Many
victims in different studies have described fear o f and threats from the batterer as barriers
to using the system (Bennett, 1999; Erez & Belknap, 1998; Fischer & Rose, 1995; Ford,
1991; Hoyle «fe Sanders, 2000; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants). It must be emphasized
that this fear is real and justified. Women are at increased risk for severe injury and death
when they leave an abusive partner (Kirkwood, 1993; Walker, 2000), and using the
criminal justice system is not a guarantee o f protection, and may put some women at
greater risk.
Fear and the need for proteetion were also identified as reasons to engage the
system (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000; Landau, 2000; Lewis, 2000). Victims spoke o f seeking
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the prevention o f future violence (Landau, 2000; Lewis et al., 2000) and rehabilitation for
their partners (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000; Lewis, 2000). Other studies talked about changes
in the victims’ attitudes towards the abuse (Fischer & Rose, 1995; Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996), and concern for their children (Landau, 2000; Tim Roberts Focus
Consultants, 1996). A change in the violence itself may be a particularly common reason
for using the system. A number o f studies identified an escalation in the abuse (Fischer
& Rose, 1995; Landau, 2000; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996) before women
sought help from the criminal justice system. Other studies noted that the severity of
violence was greater for victims who had used the criminal justice system than for those
who had not (Gondolf, 1998; Wiist & McFarlane, 1998). This is consistent with notions
that women engage the system when they have been pushed too far and have had
“enough” (Fischer et al., 1995) or believed that the abuse had become intolerable (Tim
Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). Fear o f what will happen if they do not use the
criminal justice system may supersede the fear o f using the system, which may also
coincide with a change in attitude about their relationship. It is interesting to note that the
need to punish is not a dominant theme in the literature. When it is mentioned, authors
report that only a few women spoke o f a desire for retribution (Hoyle & Saimders, 2000;
Lewis, 2000).
What is clear is that a number o f women do use the system, despite barriers and
difficulties. Women may also use the system more than once and thus it is essential that
their interactions with police, prosecutors, judges and other court officials be positive. If
they have discouraging experiences, they may not seek help through the criminal justice
system again. As one woman put it “it’s not worth it -it left a bad taste in my mouth the
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first time” (Landau, 2000, p. 152). Their perceptions o f police, prosecutors, and the court
process are important and may determine whether or not they call on the criminal justice
system again -m aybe at a point when it is needed to save their lives. In the next few
sections I review victims’ views about different areas o f the criminal justice system.
Views about Police
The views that women have about the police are likely to affect whether or not
they will use the criminal justice system. A number o f authors have sought victims’
views on the police within the context o f larger studies. In general recent studies using
close-ended questions have found that victims rate the police positively (Lewis, 2000;
London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991; Wiist & McFarlane, 1998), especially in
comparison to other aspects o f the system (Fleury, 2000; Jaffe et al., 1986), and in
comparison to older studies (Jaffe et al., 1986). However, a recent in-depth qualitative
study gives a much more negative impression o f the police (Stephens & Sinden, 2000).
The differences are likely due to the way the data were collected, and what the
participants were asked to think about in answering the questions. That is, some victims
were asked to reflect on the most recent incident leading to an arrest, while others
commented on a more general experience shaped from multiple interactions with the
police. I will first examine the responses to close-ended questions.
In the quantitative component o f Lewis et al.’s (2000) study, participants rated the
police officers involved in the incident leading to their court case. Eighty-one percent
rated the police as ‘helpful’ or ‘very helpful’ on a five-point scale as opposed to 16% who
rated the police as ‘not helpful’ or ‘not at all helpful’. As the authors point out, the high
level o f satisfaction is likely a reflection o f the fact that the abuser was charged and
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prosecuted in all o f the cases. A Canadian study used a variety o f recruitment techniques
resulting in a mix o f police involvement although the police had laid charges in the
majority o f cases (78%) (London Family Court Clinic, Inc., 1991). Most participants
were satisfied with the advice the police had given (65.2%), and 87% indicated that they
would call the police again. Fleury (2000) recruited women whose cases had gone to
court and found that on average women rated their satisfaction with the police more
positively than other aspects o f the system, and many said that the police listened to them
(94%) and believed them (82%). A quarter o f women (27%), however, said that the
police acted bored, and 2% indicated that they themselves were arrested. Jaffe et al.
(1986) compared satisfaction over time and found that only 5.5% o f victims reported
being dissatisfied with the police in 1983 compared to 47% in 1979, which the authors
attribute to the implementation o f mandatory charging. The only study that recruited
women solely outside the criminal justice system, found that, o f the women who used the
police (23%), about half (51%) reported that the police had been ‘very effective’ in
helping to reduce the violence, and a further 21% indicated that the police had been
somewhat effective (Wiist & McFarlane, 1998). At the other end o f the spectrum, 11%
said the police were not effective, and 17% said the police had made the violence worse
(Wiist & McFarlane, 1998). O f course rating effectiveness is very different and perhaps
more valid than rating helpfulness or satisfaction, but the ratings were nevertheless quite
positive.
Results from two studies that ask more in-depth questions about victims’
experiences provide a different picture. Erez and Belknap (1998) surveyed 50 women
whose cases had gone to prosecution about their experiences with the criminal justice
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system. Open-ended questions asked participants to recall positive and negative
interactions with police. Experiences varied dramatically with some participants (43%)
indicating that they encountered encouraging behaviour and comments from the police,
such as arresting the batterer immediately and being told to insist on prosecution. A
slightly higher percentage (49%) o f victims reported discouraging comments and
attitudes by the police, such as “acting as if nothing happened” and “acting as if it was
my fault” (Erez & Belknap, 1998, p.256). Interestingly, participants were neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied with police response, as indicated by their mean response {M =
3.14) on a scale o f 1 to 5. This relatively low rating may be a result o f having thought
about both the positive and the negative interactions they had had with the police when
they answered the qualitative questions before they did the quantitative rating.
Stephens and Sinden (2000) conducted in-depth interviews with 25 victims from a
semi-rural county in western New York about their perception o f police demeanor
towards them. The women had been referred from a victim witness program. Four
categories o f police demeanor arose: minimizing the situation, disbelieving the victim,
we don’t care, and macho cop. As is evident from the category names, police demeanors
were perceived to be very negative. Minimizing the situation included acting like the
abuse was a normal part o f life, and laughing about the victim’s predicament, which
resulted in victim bitterness towards the officers. Disbelieving the victim sometimes
included threats to arrest both partners. The ‘we don’t care’ category included attitudes
o f indifference through a style o f fact gathering that demonstrated little emotional
responsiveness and left vietims feeling like the police could not care less what had
happened or what might happen in the future. The ‘macho cop’ demeanor was presented
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through arrogant, rude, and contemptuous treatment, which was especially demoralizing
to victims. Stephens and Sinden (2000) noted that five o f their participants extended
their negative perceptions o f some police officers to law enforcement as a whole, which
could have far reaching implications for whether or not victims cooperate with other
aspects o f the system or call the police in the future. The negative attitudes described in
this study came largely from victims with multiple experiences with the police. O f the 7
participants who had only one encounter with the police, 3 described police demeanor in
positive terms; only 2 o f the 18 participants who had multiple encounters with police
described their encounters positively. The positive things officers did were remarkably
ordinary such as listening to victims, offering them a tissue, and asking about their
children, but these acts took on new meaning because they showed that the police were
taking victims seriously and that they deserved to be treated well (Stephens & Sinden,
2000). Some participants were pleasantly surprised by positive police actions, which puts
ratings o f police satisfaction into some perspective.
It may be that victims do not expect a lot from the police beyond stopping the
immediate violence and removing the abuser from the home, as indicated by what victims
hoped the police would do (Landau, 2000) and by the positive police aetions mentioned
by victims (Erez & Belknap, 1998). High victim satisfaction ratings may be a reflection
o f more proactive arrest policies, which do stop the immediate violence and remove the
abuser from the home, albeit temporarily. Victims may also be reacting to the positive
experience o f having a police officer do something as opposed to doing nothing. A
qualitative study, however, that probed for in-depth experiences with a number o f
different police officers, revealed more negative evaluations (Stephens & Sinden, 2000).
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This disheartening finding suggests that there are still many police officers with negative
and even hostile attitudes towards battered women. As women encounter more police
officers, their chance o f having a particularly negative experience increases.
VieM!s about Prosecution and the Court Process
Few studies have included victims’ evaluations o f prosecuting attorneys or the
court process and outcome more generally, but the studies available generally show
negative victim views o f the court process and outcome. Participants in Cretney and
Davis’ British study (1997) expressed dissatisfaction with a reduction o f their partners’
charges (often from ‘actual bodily harm’ to ‘common assault’). They also criticized
sentences that did not reflect the seriousness o f the assault. A woman commented, “they
might as well not go to court really. I don’t think there’s any value in that - and fining
them ....£2.50 a week and that’s no hardship.” (Cretney & Davis, 1997,p.l53). The
authors acknowledged that some women have unrealistic expectations about what the
final sentence will be because they are not given enough information or are given
misleading information by police and attorneys who attempt to bolster victims’
commitment to prosecution. This view is illustrated by one victim’s words, “I was lead
to believe that he was looking at 7 or 8 years, not four months” (Cretney & Davis, 1997,
p. 154).
Canadian studies have also reported dissatisfaction with court outcomes and
sentencing (Landau, 1998; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). However, the London
Family Court Clinic Inc. (1991) found that victim satisfaction with the court process was
high. They reported that 65% o f the victims who had contact with the Crown attomey
felt a sense of complete support, and over half (53.1%) o f the victims indicated that they
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had spent enough time with the Crown attorney, which although not particularly high was
substantially better than another Canadian study (18.6%) in a primarily aboriginal
community (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). The findings in London, Ontario
may be due in part to the unique political situation in that city. City officials, including
the police chief, have historically been more responsive to the needs o f battered women.
Indeed, the city was the first to establish mandatory charging, and did so a number of
years before it was mandated for the rest o f Canada (Faubert & Hinch, 1996).
Fleury (2000) found that a majority o f victims indicated that prosecuting attorneys
listened to them (79%) and believed what they had to say (79%). However, ratings o f
satisfaction were less encouraging. The way the prosecutor handled the case, the court
process, and the court outcome were all rated as neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
Similarly, Erez and Belknap (1998) found interactions with prosecutors were split down
the middle, with 51% experiencing encouraging comments, such as ‘no one has the right
to hit you,’ and 49% being discouraged by such things as obnoxious or overly busy
prosecutors. Worrisome, although not mentioned by the original authors, is that some
encouraging comments may have more to do with ensuring cooperation and may mislead
victims into expecting unrealistic outcomes. For instance, some o f the encouraging
comments were that the batterer would go to jail and would not contact her again, or that
the prosecutor could “get him” with the victim’s help. Court experience varied, and
about one fifth o f the respondents believed that the batterer’s abusive behaviour was
minimized in court, and 33% stated that judges made objectionable comments (Erez &
Belknap, 1998). This study included a five-point rating scale o f satisfaction with various
components o f the system and found that prosecutors (3.31) and judges (3.14) fell
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between neutral and satisfied, while the court process (2.77) and outcome (2.22) fell
between neutral and dissatisfied. Overall, victims were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
The authors concluded that “criminal processing authorities (e.g., police, prosecutors, and
judges) who offer appropriate responses are rare, and receiving meaningful assistance is
generally a random event” (Erez & Belknap, 1998, p.252).
Views About Mandatory Interventions
It is important to remember that most o f the victims’ views, reviewed in the last
few sections, were within the context o f new proactive policies that encourage actors
within the criminal justice system to arrest, charge, and forcefully prosecute. This has led
some researchers to ask victims what they think o f mandatory intervention policies.
Three studies have asked victims for their evaluations o f mandatory arrest
(Barata, 1999; Smith, 2000; Smith, 2001), and all have found relatively positive
evaluations. Smith (2000) surveyed 241 women who were in shelters for battered women
across eight American states. She found that 75.7% o f participants supported the
adoption o f mandatory arrest, and only 5% did not support the policy. However, fewer
felt they would benefit from the policy themselves (63.7%) than would other women
(78.1%), and 13% said they would be less likely to report future violence in a community
with mandatory arrest. In a second study. Smith (2001) surveyed 93 victims who were
staying in shelters in a midwestem US state and found that 75% gave absolute support to
the adoption o f the policy, 65% believed the policy would benefit them, 85% believed the
policy would benefit other victims, and 60% thought the policy would lead to increased
future reporting (compared to 10% who thought there would be less future reporting).
Interestingly, the authors found that black women were more likely to request arrest and
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want arrest, but were less likely to support mandatory arrest. It appears that for black
women, relinquishing power to the police was perceived more negatively. Marital status
also had an impact on policy support. Divorced and single women were more likely to
endorse the policy than married or separated women (Smith, 2001), suggesting that
women who are less committed to the relationship may be more likely to want an
aggressive police response.
In my own study o f 39 abused women staying in a shelter in a Southwestern
Ontario city I found that 74% liked the policy and 23% did not (Barata, 1999).
Consistent with Smith’s studies, the participants in my study supported mandatory arrest
more strongly for other women than for themselves. Many advantages were listed in
response to open-ended questions, but the most common were stopping the violence that
day or night, a reduction in violence overall, and having time to make other living
arrangements. The most common disadvantages were an increase in retaliatory violence,
negative emotional experiences, and the belief that nothing would be done beyond arrest.
In response to forced-choice items, participants were most likely to endorse perceptions
that the policy would force the police to take abuse seriously and would take the burden
or responsibility off the victim. They were least likely to believe that victims had
influence over whether or not the police arrested before the policy and that victims would
feel disempowered.
The same three studies reviewed above asked victims about their views o f no
drop prosecution (Barata, 1999; Smith, 2000; Smith, 2001), and again the results were
quite positive. Smith (2000) found lower support for no-drop than for mandatory arrest,
but again a difference between perceived benefits for self and others was seen, A small
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percentage (15%) indicated that they would not report violence if no-drop policies were
in place. In Smith’s (2001) second study the findings were similar, and consistent with
the findings on mandatory arrest, more white women (75%) than black women (46.7%)
supported the policy. However, the differences in support for mandatory arrest by
marital status were smaller for the no-drop policy.
1 found substantially higher support for no-drop policies (Barata, 1999) than was
found in either o f Smith’s (2000, 2001) studies. Eighty-two percent o f the women
staying in the Ontario shelter said they would like the policy and only 8% said they
would not like it. A possible reason for participants’ high support is that the definition of
no-drop not only emphasized that the victim could not drop charges, but also emphasized
that the Crown attorney had to follow strict guidelines that greatly limited when s/he
could drop charges. This is consistent with the Canadian policy. Like most published
studies. Smith (2000, 2001) did not indicate how the policies were defined. In my study,
perceived advantages of no-drop were that the victim could not drop out o f fear,
manipulation, or other negative feelings, that she would be relieved o f responsibility, that
it would make her feel safer, that the prosecution should continue because abuse is a
crime, and because it sends a strong message to the batterer and to society that assault is
wrong (Barata, 1999). The most common perceived disadvantage by far was that the
batterer’s anger or violence would increase. As with mandatory arrest the most common
perception o f the policy endorsed in the forced-choice responses was that the Crown
attomey would take the abuse seriously, and the least commonly endorsed item was that
it would disempower the victim.
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Mandatory charging is a Canadian policy that has been equated to the American
policy o f mandatory arrest, but is quite different because it also ensures that the batterer is
prosecuted. The victim cannot withdraw the charge because she did not make it, and the
Crown attomey is directed to withdraw charges in exceptional cases only and instructed
that victim non-cooperation is not a reason for dropping the charge. Two Canadian
studies have specifically looked at mandatory charging and found positive evaluations
from the majority o f victims (Landau, 2000; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). A
third Canadian study interpreted an increase in satisfaction with the police after the
implementation o f the policy as a positive evaluation o f the policy (Jaffe et al., 1996).
Tim Roberts Focus Consultant (1996) found that most women wanted their partners
charged, but that a sizable minority (30%) did not. Notably, negative feelings about
charging were higher among First Nations victims (Tim Roberts Focus Consultant,
1996). The authors concluded that there was support for mandatory charging, but that
participants preferred flexibility after the charge. That is, mandatory charging should not
automatically imply mandatory prosecution.
Landau (2000) surveyed victims whose partners were charged under the policy,
and found that 60% of her participants wanted the batterer charged, while 40% did not,
and consequently 32% asked to have the charges dropped (unsuccessfully). In support o f
the policy, women mentioned not being able to make the decision to charge on their own,
and wanting that responsibility taken away from them. One woman said, “with some
help from the system, I discovered I could be stronger” (Landau, 2000, p. 151). In
opposition to the policy, women spoke about increased feelings o f powerlessness and
believing that the situation was blown out o f proportion. Some said that they did not call
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the police to have him charged, but rather to end the immediate violence. Particularly
disturbing was that some victims felt revietimized by the Crown attomey who was
angered by victim noneooperation. One woman said, “the Crown was mad at me,
actually made me cry. It was like I was being victimized again with nobody on my side
because I did not want my husband to go to jail” (Landau, 2000, p. 150). Some charges
were dropped later in the process, which was devastating for victims who had earlier
begged to no avail to have the charges dropped, and had since been coerced into
cooperating. These women felt particularly abandoned.
Mandatory reporting, although not specifically a criminal justice policy, is
relevant here because reporting o f domestic abuse eases by doctors and nurses to law
officials brings victims into contact with the criminal justice system without their
consent. This may be even more contentious than other policies because the victims have
not called the police themselves nor have the police been called by others to stop an acute
battering incident (which may have been life threatening). Women who may purposely
avoid criminal justice intervention are unlikely to see a connection between seeking
healthcare and engaging the system, thus women who have taken precautions to avoid the
system, may inadvertently find themselves entwined in it.
Mandatory reporting has been examined by a number o f authors (Coulter& Chez,
1997; Gielen, et al., 2000; Malecha, et al., 2000; Smith, 2000; Smith, 2001). Malecha, et
al. (2000) found the highest rates o f support for mandatory reporting in their survey o f
abused women; these results are perhaps not surprising, given that all o f their participants
were already engaged in the criminal justice system. Eighty-one percent believed that
doctors or nurses should report abuse to the police, and 92% believed that this would
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have made it easier for them to get help. However, 65% said they would have been
unlikely to tell the nurse or doctor about the abuse. Gielen et al., (2000) examined the
view of abused and nonabused women accessing healthcare, and found much lower
support for mandatory reporting than Malecha et al. (2000). Fifty-five percent o f abused
women and 42% o f non-abused women supported routine screening o f abuse and the
same percentages o f women believed that reporting abuse to the police should be the
woman’s decision. A majority o f abused women (68%) said they believed abused
women would be less likely to report the abuse to their healthcare provider under
mandatory reporting laws than in a similar situation without mandatory reporting laws.
Smith (2000) found that a majority o f victims (74%) supported the adoption of
mandatory reporting, about half (58%) thought the law would benefit them, and about
two thirds (65%) thought it would benefit other victims. Only 44% thought the law
would make it more likely that victims would seek medical attention and 22% thought
fewer women would seek medical attention. Similar results were reported in Smith
(2001). Coulter and Chez (1997) surveyed women who had participated in support
groups for battered women. Eighty percent said that healthcare professionals should have
to report cases o f abuse to the police. Consistent with other findings women were more
supportive o f the policy for other women than for themselves.
In general there is support for mandatory intervention laws. Mandatory arrest and
mandatory charging appear to have greater support in most studies than no-drop
prosecution and mandatory reporting. It is important to note, however, that all o f the
studies were quantitative. The addition o f qualitative studies that explored police
satisfaction and why women engage the system provided new insights into the criminal
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justice system that were not as positive as the simple ratings o f ‘helpfulness’ and
‘satisfaction’ would indicate. Qualitative studies might also shed new light on women’s
evaluations o f mandatory intervention policies, and these kinds o f studies are needed
before definitive conclusions can be made about these policies. I think most would agree
that ignoring the views of between 20% to 40% o f women who do not support mandatory
intervention policies is not good enough.
Another important issue that must be considered is that the studies that asked
about mandatory arrest and no-drop prosecution recruited participants from shelters, and
all but two o f the mandatory reporting studies recruited from shelters (and one o f the
exceptions recruited from the criminal justice system). The results o f the studies on
mandatory interventions, therefore, provide us with the opinions o f only some battered
women. It is tempting to generalize the findings to all battered women, but there are a
number o f reasons why battered women who do not use a shelter might also have more
negative opinions about mandatory intervention laws. They may be wary o f outside
intervention, less knowledgeable about government and community systems, more
inclined to deal with abuse through family supports, and so forth. The one study that
recruited participants in a hospital reported substantially less support by battered women
for mandatory reporting o f abuse to the police (Gilelen et al., 2000) than the other studies
on mandatory intervention policies.
The notion that mandatory policies may be disempowering to victims because
they take away decision making power has not been given much consideration in the
studies that have explored victims’ perceptions o f these laws. Understanding the role that
power plays in women’s use o f the criminal justice system is important if not to help
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women be empowered through the use o f the law, but to ensure, at the very least, that
women are not disempowered. This is the topic o f the last section dealing with survivors’
perceptions o f the criminal justice system.
Views about Power and Empowerment
With the exception of Ford (1991), researchers have not focused on how survivors
can use the criminal justice system as a source o f power. Recall that Ford found that
some women used the criminal justice system as a way to force their partners to do
something desirable such as leave them alone or agree to a divorce, and then later
dropped the changes when their partners did what they asked, thus keeping their end of
the bargain. Some support for this idea is found in the work o f other researchers who
have noted that some victims dropped protection orders (Fischer & Rose, 1995) or
discontinued prosecution (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) when their partners gave them what
they needed. Fischer and Rose (1995) found that their participants spoke about the
psychological benefits o f obtaining an order o f protection. For some women obtaining
the order o f protection symbolized their own internal strength, indicated that they would
not take the abuse anymore, and provided a means by which to find their voices again.
Some spoke o f having a little bit o f power over their life again, and not feeling like a
victim anymore. Just having the ability to call the police gave some women a sense of
ultimate control (Fischer & Rose, 1995). Lewis et al. (2000) described survivors’ use of
interdicts (the British version o f orders o f protection) as sources o f power. Because
women can control when the interdict is implemented by reporting violations to the
police, they can use it as a power resource. One woman commented that she felt great
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about the interdict because “it gave [her] the power to say ‘yes, you can come in’ or ‘no, I
don’t want to see you.’ Or, ‘if you don’t go, I can use it” (Lewis et al., 2000, p. 200).
In contrast to findings suggesting that some victims use the criminal justice
system as a power resource, Lewis et al. (2000) spoke o f a number o f ways in which the
criminal justice system renders survivors powerless, largely because it sees women solely
as victims and ignores their agency. These authors pointed out that women make choices
about the extent o f intervention that they want from the criminal justice system, but that
their choices are ignored because o f mandatory arrest and prosecution policies. In
response to the question, “How much do you think that going to court affected you?” a
participant responded, “Not at all because I had nothing to do with it, except the fact that
I was blamed for it all” (Lewis et al., 2000, p. 194). This woman’s response indicates that
she was feeling blamed for something she had no power over. Powerlessness was also
expressed in women’s lack o f access to information about their case. Lewis et al. (2000)
described how the researchers, who had access to files, knew more about some women’s
cases then they did. For example, the researchers informed one woman that her partner
had been admonished, which means that the courts found him guilty and gave him a
record despite not being fined. The victim thought he had been found not guilty. Some
women felt a loss o f power because o f the way in which their partners manipulated the
system. For instance, they would plead not guilty until the last minute, thus forcing
victims to take time off work to go to court where their testimony was not needed and
they were sent home. Lewis et al. (2000) described cases in which victims felt silenced
because they had deliberately invoked the law as a strategy to “go public” with the abuse,
but did not feel they had a role in the batterer’s conviction because they were not allowed
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to testify against him. Others felt silenced by their lack o f input in the process as a
whole. One woman commented, “They said the whole thing was out o f my hands. It was
like 1 got the feeling that they wanted to prosecute him and they wanted to deal with it but
I was never given the chance to clarify anything” (Lewis et al., 2000, p. 195).
In my own study about victims’ perceptions o f mandatory arrest and no-drop
prosecution, I asked victims whether they felt the policies were empowering. Their
responses led me to conclude that most victims did not perceive mandatory arrest and no
drop prosecution as disempowering, although there was also little evidence that they
viewed the policies as empowering (Barata, 1999). Rather, victims appeared to be
reacting to the perception that with or without the policies, they had little say in whether
or not abusers would be arrested and prosecuted. An important piece that has yet to be
examined is whether or not survivors actually feel empowered or disempowered as they
go through the various phases o f the criminal justice system process. For instance, do
victims feel empowered after calling the police, speaking with the crown attomey, or
testifying in court?
Strengths and Limitations o f Studies that have Added Survivors ’ Voices
Much has been leamed in a short time about some battered women’s views o f the
criminal justices system. The quantitative studies have given us an indication about the
average experiences and opinions o f the women who use the system, and how those
opinions vary across the system. For instance, the quantitative studies on satisfaction
have indicated that women may be more satisfied with police responses than with other
aspects o f the system. The qualitative studies have provided us with rich data about
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women’s experiences maneuvering through the system and their reasons for engaging
and/or disengaging from the system.
The majority of studies have recruited women who were already using the
criminal justice system. This is a reasonable first step given that these studies were
largely exploratory in understanding women’s experiences and views about the criminal
justice system. Asking women who have actually used the system is an appropriate place
to begin. However, we must be careful not to extrapolate those findings to other battered
women. Women who never engage the system may do so for reasons that are different
from the women who eventually do engage the system. One might imagine that this
would be a small problem because the implementation o f mandatory intervention laws is
bringing more and more women into the system. However, as with most research studies
sampling bias likely confounds the data. Women with negative views about the criminal
justice system may be reluctant to cooperate with researchers who they associate with the
system, thus inflating positive attitudes. As noted earlier in this chapter, the almost
exclusive recruitment o f women residing in shelters for studies asking about mandatory
intervention policies is also problematic.
When women are recruited for participation in research studies is also important
in understanding battered women’s views. That is, the point at which their opinions are
sought likely influences their answers. Fleury (2000) sought women’s opinions after they
had been through the court process. She found higher levels o f satisfaction with the
police than with the prosecutor, the court process, or the court outcome. It is possible
that other aspects o f the system influenced women’s views about the police. For
instance, in retrospect the police officer who encouraged her to file charges may seem
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like a victim advocate compared to the judge who threw out the case. This is somewhat
supported by the cluster analysis conducted by Fleury (2000) that categorized some
women’s views as “let down” by the system. The faet that the women in Finery’s study
had gone through the whole system also introduces a narrowing o f the sample. I wonder
if the satisfaction rates for police officers would be different if the recruitment of
participants occurred when women first came into contact with the police.
There is also emerging evidence that women o f different races and ethnicities
might have different views from those o f the white majority. For instance. First Nation
Canadian women have expressed concern about the criminal justice system’s ability to
meet the interests o f themselves and their families (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants,
1996), which may be similar to concems expressed by African American women who are
conflicted over the possible incarceration o f their Black partners (Bennett et al., 1999).
The limited representation o f minorities in most studies obscures their opinions.
Despite these limitations, the studies reviewed above indicate that some women
do seek out the criminal justice system as a potential resource for help, although it is
likely that different women use the system differently. It is also possible that the same
woman might use the system differently depending on where she is in her relationship.
For instance, does she still love her partner, is she thinking about leaving him, or has she
already left? This is an important area to explore because the criminal justice system
must ensure that a survivor’s faith in the system is not turned off by a bad experience. A
victim who at one time wants nothing more from the system than the cessation of
immediate violence might, at a later date, need the criminal justice system to help her
terminate the relationship. The next section deals with the stages o f abuse that women go
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through, and how their experiences, thoughts, and feelings in different stages may predict
their use o f the criminal justice system.
Survivor’s Varying Perspectives on the Criminal Justice System as a Function o f the
Stage o f Abuse
There is limited understanding o f theoretically different stages o f abuse that
women go through during the lifetime o f the abusive relationship. Yet it is clear from
data gathered from in-depth interviews that the abuse, the relationship itself, and the
woman’s view o f the relationship change over time. Her first experience o f violence is
likely to be very different from her tenth experience. Early on she may forgive and hope
for improvements, but later she may gather her strength and plan her escape.
Theoretical Models
A review o f the theoretical models that have advanced our understanding o f the
process o f change in abusive relationships provides a framework in which to understand
the stages o f abuse. These theoretical models help us see how survivors move from one
stage into another and suggest periods o f time when intervention, including criminal
justice intervention, may be most successful.
The cycle o f abuse described by Walker (1979; 1984; 2000) is a tension reducing
theory that identifies three distinct periods (i.e., tension-building, acute abuse, and loving
contrition) that surround any one incident o f abuse. There is a gradual increase of
tension in the tension-building period caused by such things as name-calling, expressions
o f hostility and dissatisfaction, and minor acts o f physical abuse. During this period the
woman may try to please and calm her partner in order to avoid his explosive violence.
Her attempts at controlling his behaviour sometimes work for a limited time, which
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reinforces her belief that she can control his violence. In reality, however, she cannot,
and the tension inevitably builds to an unbearable level that triggers the acute battering
incident when a barrage o f verbal and physical aggression is unleashed. The aggression
in this period is both quantitatively and qualitatively different from the aggression
expressed during the tension-building phase in that it is more extreme and perceived as
uneontrollable by both partners. The acute battering incident usually lasts between 2 and
24 hours, although some women have reported a much longer time period. It ends with a
sharp reduction in tension, which begins the loving-contrition phase. This phase is
marked by a lack of tension or violence and the batterer may apologize, assist the victim,
give her gifts, and make promises to never hit her again.
The cycle o f abuse repeats itself, but it also changes over time in predictable
ways. In general the tension and abuse escalate and the calm respite o f apologies and
promises dwindle (Walker, 1984; 2000). Walker (1984; 2000) interviewed battered and
formerly battered women about their first, second, last (or most recent), and worst
battering incidents. She found that the occurrence o f tension-building increased from
being present in 56% o f the first battering incidents to being present in 70% o f the last
battering incidents. Conversely, the occurrence o f loving-contrition decreased from 69%
after the first incident to 42% after the last incident. As these percentages indicate, not
every battered woman experiences the abuse this way, (see Schuller & Rzepa, 2002 for a
review) and the occurrence of each phase can change over time within a relationship.
Walker (1984; 2000) also noted that there were cycle differences between women who
were still in the relationship and women who had left the relationship. Specifically,
women who were still in the relationship reported less tension building at the last (or
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most recent) incident, although the decline in loving-contrition was evidenced in both
groups.
Dutton (1992-1993) has emphasized that not all battered women experience this
cycle o f abuse. Like other authors, including Walker herself, Dutton points out that
violence sometimes appears out o f nowhere and that some women never experience the
contrition phase. However, she takes the critique a step further by noting that abuse is
not always experienced as a discrete event. The dynamics o f power and control in the
relationship can put the battered woman in a constant “state o f siege” (p. 1208).
Nevertheless, Dutton (1992-1993) maintains that the “character” o f the relationship can
still change over time. It is this change over time that 1 want to emphasize.
Walker’s (1979; 1984; 2000) application o f leamed helplessness theory is even
more contentious than her cycle o f abuse theory. However, like the cycle o f abuse
theory, 1 believe that aspects o f leamed helplessness in conjunction with a survivor
perspective can be useful in understanding the changes that occur over time in abusive
relationships. Leamed helplessness was first described by Seligman (1975) who
observed that laboratory animals that were repeatedly and unavoidably shocked
eventually gave up and stopped trying to escape; moreover, they did not escape when
given the opportunity. He went on to link leamed helplessness to depression in humans.
Walker (2000) defined leamed helplessness as “having lost the ability to predict that what
you do will make a particular outcome occur” (p.l 16). She used leamed helplessness to
explain how battered women who developed and used important life-saving strategies
nevertheless found it so difficult to escape battering relationships. She suggested that
because battered women are repeatedly exposed to violence that is completely out o f their
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control they develop leamed helplessness and the accompanying depression associated
with it. Walker (2000) emphasized that because leamed helplessness is leamed, it can
also be unleamed, and she noted that battered women who develop leamed helplessness
must overcome it to escape an abusive relationship.
Using this logic, Walker (1984; 2000) tested the application o f leamed
helplessness to battered women by comparing women who had left an abusive
relationship to women who were still in the relationship on their reactions to earlier abuse
compared to the most recent abuse. As expected, the results indicated that women who
had left the relationship showed a decrease in fear, anxiety, and depression as well as an
increase in anger, disgust, and hostility; whereas, women who were still in the
relationship did not show this pattem. The results were interpreted as showing a resigned
acceptance after the last incident o f abuse for both groups of women, but for women who
were out o f the relationship this acceptance decreased. Also in support o f leamed
helplessness theory. Walker (2000) reported that women described themselves as more
passive than active after an abusive incident than before the incident.
Other leamed helplessness hypotheses were not supported by Walker’s (1984;
2000) results. For instance, battered women scored higher than average on intemal locus
o f control, and battered women who were still in the relationship did not report powerful
others to have more control over them than women who had left the relationship.
Battered women also scored higher than average on self-esteem. And although battered
women did score higher than the high risk score for depression, women who had left the
relationship were more likely to be depressed than those still in it. I interpret these results
to mean that there was a leamed helplessness reaction to the assault, but that this did not
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necessary affect the battered women’s overall functioning, or at least not to the extent
expected from leamed helplessness theory. Women may feel helpless (or perhaps
hopeless) to change the abusive relationship after repeated beatings, and this is likely to
affect their affect and cognitions. Women increasingly learn that they cannot control the
batterer’s actions, and therefore cannot fix the relationship. They are, however, not
helpless in the colloquial sense, and the realization that they cannot control the batterer’s
actions can prompt new strategies geared instead to leaving the relationship. This does
not exclude the possibility that some women, who for various reasons believe that they
cannot seek external assistance, show leamed helplessness in the classic sense. As others
have pointed out, women who do not talk about the abuse to outsiders are invisible to
research (Gondolf & Fisher, 1988; Kirdwood, 1993; Lempert, 1995).
W alker’s (1979; 1984) leamed helplessness theory has been criticized by
members o f the feminist assaulted women’s community for its emphasis on battered
women’s psychological functioning, it’s lack o f attention to the social constraints that
keep women in abusive relationships, and it’s portrayal o f battered women as helpless
victims (Bowker, 1993; Gondolf & Fisher, 1988). Gondolf and Fisher (1988) suggested
instead that battered women be viewed as survivors as an altemative to viewing them as
‘victims’ o f leamed helplessness. They described battered women as active survivors
rather than passive victims, and they found that help seeking increased as women faced
increased violence. To test their hypothesis, they used data from a Texas shelter’s intake
and exit interviews over a period o f one and a half years, which resulted in well over
6000 participants. They found that the number o f different help seeking strategies that
women took “immediately after abusive incidents” (Gondolf & Fisher, 1988, p.l 10) was
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positively related to the severity o f wife abuse and influenced by the batterer’s antisocial
behaviour (i.e., arrests, general violence, and substance abuse). They concluded that
women were more likely to seek help when they perceived themselves to be in danger
and when it was clear that the batterer’s behaviour was not going to change. They
rejected the notion that battered women leamed to be helpless, and they suggested instead
that the agencies that battered women tum to showed signs o f leamed helplessness due to
their inability to adequately help the women who tumed to them for support. A problem
in Gondolf and Fisher’s (1988) study, which they acknowledged, is that all o f the women
in the study had come to a shelter. Women with leamed helplessness would not be
expected to go to a shelter, so it can be argued that if the women in this study had ever
had feelings o f leamed helplessness, these feelings would have to have been unleamed
before their participation in the study.
Perceiving battered women as either victims o f leamed helplessness or as active
survivors appear to be perspectives that are diametrically opposed. Gondolf and Fischer
(1988) used both tables and model diagramming to demonstrate the vast differences
between theses two perspectives. I suggest, however, that these two viewpoints can be
reconciled, and that together they provide a more complete understanding o f how
battered women go from using strategies to control the batterer’s anger (e.g., placating,
pleasing, controlling his environment, etc.) to strategies that physically remove her from
the violence (e.g., going to a friend’s house, having him arrested, going to a shelter, etc.).
Walker (2000) and Gondolf and Fischer (1988) actually agreed on a number o f
important issues. First, Walker (2000), like Gondolf and Fisher (1988), recognized that
women do develop essential coping skills that can protect them from more serious injury
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or even death, but she argued that those coping skills can “become stereotyped and
repetitive, foregoing the possibility o f more effective responses” (p. 10). She insisted that
battered women need to develop a different set o f skills to terminate the relationship and
it is with the development o f these skills, which they could acquire with the help o f
intervention (i.e., friends, shelter workers etc.), that they would be able to unlearn the
leamed helplessness. Second, Walker (1984; 2000) found as Gondolf and Fisher (1988)
did that as the abuse escalates battered women were more likely to seek outside help.
Third, Gondolf and Fisher (1988) recognized that women did experience a number o f
affective ‘symptoms’ that were consistent with leamed helplessness such as physical
unresponsiveness, guilt, self-blame, and depression. They attributed these symptoms to
‘traumatic shock’ and suggested that they reflect an initial effort on the part o f the
battered woman to save the relationship. Fourth, Gondolf and Fisher further proposed
that the depression seen in shelter women could be explained by separation anxiety,
which Walker (2000) also explored as a possibility when her results found more
depression in women who had left the batterer compared to women who were still with
him. These similarities lead me to conclude that the helplessness that results from
repeated abuse may be less a feeling o f helplessness towards stopping the abuse, and
more a feeling o f helplessness to change the course o f the relationship. Battered women
try a number o f strategies to control the abuse and to maintain the possibility that the
abuse will stop and the relationship will continue. Initially these attempts work to some
degree, but as the abuse escalates nothing seems to work. They realize that they cannot
control the batterer and there is no longer any point in trying to control him. They also
realize that their hope for a change in the relationship is not realistic and it is here that
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some women will experience symptoms o f leamed helplessness. At this point there is a
cognitive hurdle that needs to be crossed. That is, there is a realization that needs to be
made that changes her thinking about the relationship. The realization will vary
depending on the woman (e.g., he will never change, 1 have to leave, 1 have to get outside
help, next time he might kill me, etc.), but having made this realization, battered women
will look more like the survivors described by Gondolf and Fisher (1988).
Studies that have used grounded theory have also provided important information
that expands understandings o f the process o f change in abusive relationships. MerritGray and Wuest (1995) used grounded theory to build a substantive theory about how
women leave abusive relationships. Central to their theory is that women who leave
begin a process o f reclaiming the self after having given up part o f themselves in
counteracting the abuse. These authors described how women relinquished parts of
themselves and developed strategies for minimizing the abuse such as ignoring, agreeing,
and avoiding before they began the process o f leaving by fortifying their defenses.
Merrit-Gray and Wuest (1995) noted that the strategies used early on to cope with the
abuse are quite different from the strategies that are used to escape. Lempert (1996)
utilized grounded theory methodology in her exploration o f the strategies that women use
to survive an abusive relationship. She provided rich descriptions o f how women first
used strategies to keep the violence invisible both to themselves and others, but as their
expectations for a loving relationship eroded, they used other strategies such as
minimizing and rationalizing the violence. These strategies, although they did little to
change the violence, did change how the women perceived themselves, and new
strategies had to then be implemented to help them regain their sense o f self.
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A common theme in both the grounded theory studies and the studies that used
more traditional theory building is that women use different strategies at different times
in the relationship to attain different ends. Early on they use unobtrusive strategies in the
hope that the relationship can be saved, but as they come to believe that the relationship
carmot be saved, at least not by the battered woman, they move on to other strategies.
A comment on the terminology used to describe the experiences o f abuse and the
women themselves is appropriate here before moving on to my interpretation o f the
stages o f abuse. Walker (1979; 1984; 2000) has been critiqued for her leamed
helplessness theory because o f the implication that battered women are helpless. Walker
(2000) argued that some critics were not able to get past the term “helpless” to more fully
critique the theory itself. However, the terminology is important, and if misinterpreted by
other academics, can surely be misinterpreted by service providers and battered women
themselves. As discussed earlier in this introduction, a similar critique has been applied
to the term “victim,” which some believe serves only to disempower women and prefer
instead to use the term “survivor.” The language used to describe abuse is never neutral,
and the reader may notice my own bias as I describe victims in early stages o f abuse and
survivors in later stages in my next section on the stages of abuse.
Four Stages o f Abuse
In this section I use the theoretical models described above as well as studies that
have described women’s experiences o f abusive relationships to define four stages of
abuse. The stages I define are heavily influenced by six studies that are unified in their
examination of abusive relationships over time (Campbell, Miller, Cardwell, & Belknap,
1994; Campbell, Rose, Kub, & Nedd, 1998; Lqndenburger, 1989; Lempert, 1995;
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Lempert, 1996; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Mills, 1985; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999;
Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 2001). With the exception o f one study, these examinations o f
the abusive relationships over time have used qualitative methodology.
Merritt-Gray and Wuest (1995) recruited, through professionals and lay helpers,
women who defined themselves as survivors and interviewed 13 women in rural Eastern
Canada. They used grounded theory to develop a better understanding o f the process of
leaving, and they expanded on their findings in two subsequent articles (Wuest & MerrittGray, 1999; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 2001). Landenburger (1989) included both
qualitative and quantitative components in her analysis; however, the data used to
describe the four phase process o f leaving focused on the analysis o f semi-structured
interviews with 30 women who had left their abusive partners. These women were
recruited through newspaper advertisements, community support groups, and a shelter for
battered women. Mills (1985) developed a five stage process o f leaving through
interviews with 10 shelter women who had recently left their abusive partners. Lempert
(1995; 1996) conducted in-depth interviews with 32 women who had left or were still in
abusive relationships in order to better understand the strategies they use to cope with the
violence and to develop agency. All o f the women in Lem perf s (1996) study were
recruited through a support group that worked in conjunction with a shelter. Campbell et
al. (1998) conducted a qualitative, longitudinal study by recruiting women through
newspapers who indicated that they had problems in their relationship. Their study
examined women’s various coping strategies at three different time intervals by using the
data from 32 o f the 96 women interviewed who were randomly selected for the analysis.
The one quantitative study examined differences between battered and non-battered
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women with problems in their relationships at time one and 2 V2 years later (Campbell et
al., 1994). I should note that this study also contained an open-ended component, but
data were analysed quantitatively.
All of the studies provide support for the notion that abusive relationships change
over time (Campbell, Miller, Cardwell, & Belknap, 1994; Campbell, Rose, Kub, & Nedd,
1998; Lempert, 1996; Landenburger, 1989; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Mills, 1985).
Campbell et al. (1994) did this quantitatively. They recruited 97 battered and 96 non
battered women who were having serious problems in an intimate relationship by placing
a newspaper advertisement and by contacting a shelter. They classified women into
categories at time one (no violence, battered, mutual violence), and noted the shifts in
categories at time two. They found that o f the 51 women who were being battered at
time one and returned for follow-up (53% return rate), 24 moved into the no violence
category, four moved into mutual violence, 10 had no partner, and 13 continued to be
battered at time two. O f the 48 women who had no violence in their relationship at time
one and returned for follow-up (50% return rate), 30 continued to have no violence, 9
were being battered, 2 were experiencing mutual violence, and 7 had no partner at time
two. The authors highlight that most o f the women who were being battered at time one
were not still being battered at time two, suggesting that most women left the relationship
or found other ways o f ending the violence. Despite the possibility that battered women
may have self-selected out o f the study for time 2, the results indicated that abusive
relationships are more fluid than they are often portrayed.
In the next section, I will describe four stages that many women experience in
abusive relationships: 1) Prelude to physical abuse, 2) Denying the abuse and hoping for
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better times, 3) Labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating violence, and 4)
Arriving at nonviolence and healing. After each description, I will show how women
might use the criminal justice system when they are experiencing a particular stage. It is
important to note, as others have (Landenburger, 1989; Mills, 1985), that the stages are
not mutually exclusive and that women can move both forward and back through the
various stages or skip stages entirely. The stages are theoretical points in time that are
associated with particular experiences. Dividing battered women’s experiences over time
into stages serves to emphasize the commonality o f their experiences and helps us
understand the reasons for their ehanging emotions, cognitions, and behaviours, but it is
important to remember that the divisions are fuzzy and experiences in one stage continue
into others.
Prelude to physical abuse. I have named this stage ‘prelude to physical abuse’
because it includes the descriptions o f the abusive relationship before the physical
violence begins. This early stage o f abuse is the most difficult to study, because women
have not yet experienced physical abuse and are unlikely to define their relationship as
abusive. However, in any physically abusive relationship there is always a first time and
the violence is not likely to materialize from out o f nowhere. Two longitudinal studies
cleverly included women in this phase by recruiting through newspapers women who
were having serious problems in a long-term intimate relationship (Campbell et al., 1994;
Campbell et al., 1998). Other studies that have commented on this phase have relied on
women’s memory about the relationship before the violence began (Landenburger, 1989;
Lempert, 1996; Mills, 1985).
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Women have described being at a particularly vulnerable point in tbeir lives and
desperately needing the intimacy that the man seemed so willing to give when they first
became involved with the batterer (Mills, 1985). One o f M ills’ (1985) participants said,
“I felt so unwanted, I guess, unnecessary. And, here was somebody that loved me and
made me feel special” (p. 105). Women have described ignoring problems and warnings
early on because o f tbeir desire for a loving relationship (Landenburger, 1989; Mills,
1985).
Lempert (1996) described the ‘invisible violence’ that occurred in this stage such
as the verbal abuse that caused women to challenge tbeir definitions o f self. One of
Lemperf s (1996) participants described this process, “After [be] called me a cunt, it
really bothered me and (sighs) my perception was so screwed up, I didn’t know what was
right and wrong anymore in the relationship. Whether it was OK for him to do that or
not.” (p. 274). In this stage, the name-calling and other verbal abuse escalate, but women
do not mention it to others in an attempt to maintain the image o f a happy couple.
Batterers deny the severity o f the verbal abuse and women struggle in verbal exchanges
with their partners to understand these definitional inconsistencies (Lempert, 1995;
1996). That is, the verbal assaults feel like abuse, but they are difficult to define as such
by the women. Merritt-Gray and Wuest (1995) described a process they call
‘relinquishing parts of se lf that is similar to Lempert’s (1996) conceptualization o f how
women’s sense o f self is challenged. The eroding o f the self begins in this stage but
continues and worsens in the next stage.
Victims in this first stage are worn down by the emotional abuse, but feel
dependent on their partners to provide a happy future and ignore warning signs and early
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problems. It is difficult to see how women in this initial stage might use the criminal
justice system. Name-calling and communication problems are not crimes, although
women may also experience threats o f physical violence and harassment, which are
crimes. However, it is unlikely that women in this stage would call on the criminal
justice system, given that they are unlikely to define what is happening to them as abuse.
Their perceptions o f the criminal justice system are, therefore, likely based on things
outside the relationship, and they might see the system’s ability to help abused women in
the same way as other non-abused women. Hoyle & Sanders (2000) suggested that the
more controlling the partner’s behaviour has been, the less likely the woman will be to
seek help from the criminal justice system. Thus, if a pattem o f extremely controlling
behaviour is set in this stage, the woman’s thinking about the criminal justice system may
be influenced.
A police reaction at this early stage may set the tone for the woman’s future use of
the system or even cause her to rethink her relationship. Neighbours may call the police
if noise levels become high, and the police’s reaction may begin to form the woman’s
perception of the system. For instance, if the police officer takes the woman aside,
probes for abuse, and provides her with a number to call, she may begin to wonder if her
relationship is abusive, perhaps skipping the next stage completely. The first time she is
hit she may define it as abuse immediately and perhaps call the number the police gave
her. In contrast, if the police threatens to arrest both o f them if he has to come back, the
likelihood o f her calling the police herself probably goes down.
Denying the abuse and hoping fo r better times. In this stage women begin to
experience physical violence, but maintain hope that the relationship will improve. Their
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optimism is likely affected by the loving-contrition period described in W alker’s (1979;
1984; 2000) cycle o f abuse. The batterer’s apologies are accepted and both partners
believe his promises to be nonviolent. Battered women may actively work on the
relationship during this phase by giving their partners what they want, and feel confident
their problems will be resolved (Landenburger, 1989) and that the abuse will stop, but
that the relationship will continue (Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995). Here women resemble
Landenburger’s ‘enduring’ phase by putting up with the abuse and consciously blocking
out negative aspects o f the relationship. For instance, they may ignore signs that the
tension-building period has returned (Walker, 2000). They tolerate the abuse because
they are still very committed to maintaining the relationship (Landenburger, 1989). They
cover up the abuse so others will not find out (Landenburger, 1989), which also helps
them save face (Lempert, 1996). Hiding the abuse becomes an interactive process
between the batterer and the victim as both works to deny what is happening (Lempert,
1996). By hiding the abuse, women keep from labeling themselves as victims (Lemper,
1996; Mills, 1985).
This period is also similar to M ills’ (1985) stage o f managing the violence, which
is described as having two goals: protecting one’s self from harm and developing a
justification for maintaining the relationship. In protecting one’s self, victims attempt to
control the number o f times they are abused as well as the severity o f the abuse. Women
actively work to decrease the violence by avoiding fights and placating their partners
(Campbel et al., 1998; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Mills, 1985). For instance, victims
may limit their friendships or change their behaviour in other ways to satisfy their
partners. In developing justifications for maintaining the relationship, survivors attempt
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to minimize the significanee of the violence by rationalizing it (Lempert, 1996), focusing
on other aspects o f their lives (Mills, 1985), and labeling their partners as “sick” or
stressed rather than abusive (Mills, 1985).
This period is emotionally draining as victims may experience contradictory
beliefs like thinking that they are the only ones who can stop the abuse, yet being
powerless to do so (Lemper, 1996). A number o f authors have described a loss o f
identity or self (Landenburger, 1989; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Mills, 1985; Sleutel.
1998), which may have begun before the physical abuse, but increases in intensity with
the violence. This loss o f self occurs because women may do things, in order to survive
the abuse, that go against their self-images, and women may wonder if the image the
batterer creates o f the victim is accurate (e.g., slut, stupid, bitch, etc.) (Merritt-Gray &
Wuest, 1995). One woman says, “I molded myself into the situation instead o f keeping
my own self. I had let him put me down so far that I was part o f what he was” (MerrittGray & Wuest, 1995, p.402). Mills (1985) described the loss o f self as taking two forms.
The first was a loss o f identities as the woman’s world becomes narrower and revolves
around being a wife and/or mother, which was further eroded by feeling she was a bad
wife and/or mother. The second was a loss o f the observing self, which Mills (1985)
described as very passive and barely reacting to the world around her. This passiveness
may arise from confusion about why her strategies for managing the violence are not
working and why the man who says he “needs” his partner also threatens to hurt or kill
her. Also emotionally draining is that some women in this stage feel very responsible for
the problems in the relationship (Landenburger, 1989).
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The coping strategies in this phase help minimize the violence without
necessitating that women leave the relationship or seek outside help. It is important to
note that these strategies often become less effective over time. Thus, what at first seems
manageable, as victims are sometimes able to have an effect on the violence, soon
becomes unmanageable. It becomes more difficult to justify or rationalize the abuse as
women experience more cycles o f abuse. They begin to doubt the batterer’s promises
and are confronted with having to name the violence as violence. It is at this point that
women may experience learned helplessness as they increasingly realize they are helpless
to change the batterer’s behaviour or the course o f the relationship without allowing the
outside world to intervene in their private life. Ironically, the realization that comes with
believing that they can do nothing more to save the relationship and end the abuse may
spark some women into taking actions in the next stage that are more consistent with the
behaviours that Gondof and Fisher (1988) observed in their survivors.
Merritt-Gray and Wuest (1995) describe how some agencies such as law
enforcement, churches, and healthcare services intensify the loss o f self for the victim.
The criminal justice system may also contribute to a loss of self for victims especially in
this particularly emotionally confusing stage. As criminal justice policies become
increasingly stringent, more women in this stage will come face to face with the criminal
justice system. Some women in this early stage will call the police themselves to stop a
particularly violent episode (Mills, 1985), but that does not mean they want extensive
police involvement. Lewis (2000) found that women who call the police early in an
abusive relationship often want only immediate protection, although their future use o f
the system may include wanting full prosecution. Current policies, however, bring the
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full force o f the system into place once the police are called and the survivor’s hesitation
would likely label her uncooperative. O f particular concern is that a bad experience with
the criminal justice system during this phase may make it less likely that the victim will
turn to the system for help in the future. This is particularly relevant for women who are
beginning to feel helpless about stopping the violence on their own and then have a bad
experience with their first attempt at bringing in outside intervention. In a worst-case
scenario she may isolate herself even further to avoid outside ‘meddling,’ which may
make it more difficult to move into a phase where she can label her experience as abuse
and seek help.
Hoyle and Sanders (2000) interviewed women who had in the past reported
domestic disputes, but who had not recently reported any violence to understand if their
lack o f reporting was due to a cessation o f the violence. They found that 6 o f the 21
women interviewed were still experiencing physical violence, but no longer reported it to
the police because the system had not helped them in the past. Five o f the six women had
not considered ending the relationship, which may indicate that they were in an early
stage o f abuse when the police became involved. Women in this early stage may be the
most vocal critics o f mandatory arrest and prosecution policies and the most likely to try
to drop charges as soon as they are made. They may also be more likely to be coerced
into dropping charges by partners who still have strong emotional holds on them.
Labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating violence. In this stage
survivors are more likely to label what is happening to them as abuse and use active
coping strategies to deal with the abuse. In other words, they look more like the
survivors described by Gondolf and Fisher (1988) than victims o f learned helplessness.
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Although there is no clear-cut transition from the previous stage to this one, a number o f
authors have described a shift in thinking that changes the way the survivor views the
relationship (Campbell et al., 1998; Landenburger, 1989; Mills, 1985). Campbell et al.
(1998) described “turning points” that changed the victim’s thinking and could occur a
number o f different times in the process o f achieving non-violence. Actual turning points
varied for victims, but one o f the most common was a dramatic escalation in the violence.
For example one woman said, “I really saw the light when he drew a gun on me”
(Campbell et al., 1998, p. 752). A number o f other situations were described as turning
points: becoming violent themselves, his infidelity, realizing the need for financial
independence, seeing the effects o f the violence on their children, and so forth. Mills
(1985) described a similar process as “insights” that changed the definition o f the
situation and threatened the stability o f the relationship. For example, a victim might
note that what the batterer says and does are contradictory, or she might recognize that
she is not to blame for his behaviours. Ferraro and Johnson (1983) described six catalysts
for change, including ‘despair’ which was characterized by a loss o f hope that the
relationship would improve. Importantly, for some women insight came from
conversations with others who questioned her thinking about the relationship (Ferraro 8c
Johnson, 1983; Landenburger, 1989). In this stage, the survivor, who at this point has
likely gone through the cycle o f abuse a number o f times, is beginning to see patterns and
defines the batterer as violent. Landenburger’s (1989) described this shift in thinking as
“labeling” in which the survivor labels the relationship as abusive and identifies with
other abused women. Defining the situation as abusive can lead to active coping
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strategies that include seeking help from others. Ironically, for some women, labeling
one’s self as a victim can lead to acting like a survivor.
The survivor may continue to use passive coping strategies described in stage two
such as placating the batterer to avoid violence, but now uses active coping strategies
more often. A number o f authors have described this active coping (Campbell, Rose,
Kub, & Nedd, 1998; Gondolf & Fisher, 1988; Lempert, 1996; Landenburger, 1989;
Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Sleutel, 1998), which includes asking for advice or help,
calling the police, pressing charges, fighting back, taking financial action (e.g., gaining
financial independence etc.), leaving, using self talk (e.g., reminding oneself how bad the
relationship is etc.,), seeking a divorce, and hiding after having left. Some authors have
described self-preservation strategies that help the woman cope with the emotional
impact o f the abuse and that are most likely to occur in this stage after the woman has
labeled the situation as abusive. For example, victims may fantasize about murdering
their partners (Landenburger, 1998; Lempert, 1996), which may empower them to seek
help or leave the relationship. Other survivors described fantasies o f suicide (Lempert,
1996), which also served the purpose o f providing the survivor with a sense o f control
over her life.
Campbell et al. (1998) described the fluidity o f an abusive relationship. They
explained that women go from being “in” to “in/out” to “out” o f an abusive relationship.
Most o f their participants were “in” the relationship during the first interview, but most
moved to an “in/out” or “out” phase by the second interview, and almost all were “out”
o f the abusive relationship by the third interview. The “in/out” phase that they described
is particularly relevant to the labeling and active coping stage described in this section.
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As the survivor begins to label her relationship as abusive, she is more likely to see a
need to leave her partner. In the “in/out” phase, the relationship is in flux because
survivors see a need to leave and make attempts to leave, but may continue to be
ambivalent about ending the relationship forever. Alternatively, some women in the
“in/out” phase are emotionally out o f the relationship and want it to end, but are waiting
for the right time to leave.
The process o f leaving has been described by many authors as a slow process that
may involve leaving and returning a number o f times before the relationship and or the
abuse ends for good (see Sleutel, 1998 for a review). M errit-Gray and Wuest (1995)
have noted that leaving is rarely a single action such as a change o f address, although it is
often described that way. They have described leaving as a gradual process whereby
women who initially could not even consider leaving begin to leave in a number o f
different ways such as emotionally withdrawing from their partner, avoiding intimacy,
separating her things from his, and staying away as much as possible. Helpers are often
challenged by survivors’ behaviour during this time because they find it difficult to
understand why women do not take their good advice (i.e., just leave him). Helpers
sometimes make things worse by mirroring the batterer’s actions through blame and
victimization.
Changes in the way survivors view the relationship, and consequently their use o f
active coping, may be short lived. That is, a “turning point” or “insight” may have a
temporary effect on a woman’s thinking, but these changes in perspective are critical
points o f entry for service providers who often come into contact with a victim for the
first time. This has led Sleutel (1988) to label this time as the “open window phase.”
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This is also a critical point o f entry for the criminal justice system. Women may eall the
police themselves, or may consider criminal justice intervention for the first time after
speaking with shelter workers, healthcare providers, friends, or others. A number o f
authors have described an escalation in violence or the experience o f more severe
violence in comparison to other women as a reason for engaging the eriminal justiee
system (Fiseher & Rose, 1995; Gondolf, 1998; Smith, 2001; Wiist & McFarlane, 1998;
W olf et al., 2000). It is also likely that women engage the system later in the abusive
relationship because women often experieneed years o f physical abuse before they turn to
the police (Gondolf, 1998; Hutchison & Hirschel, 1998). Engaging the system after
escalating violence or after years o f physical abuse supports the idea that women have
turning points as the relationship progresses that bring them into eontaet with the system.
Whether or not women eontinue to want the criminal justice system involved in
their lives changes for a number o f reasons (also diseussed earlier). One reason, o f
partieular relevance to this stage, is a eontinued attaehment to the partner. Women in this
stage may eontinue to be involved with the abuser on varying levels and consequently
their desire for prosecution may change. The process o f leaving and returning to the
batterer likely affects the woman’s use o f the criminal justice system. Women in this
stage may be partieularly prone to early enthusiasm with the system that wanes as the
lengthy process continues.
Arriving at nonviolence and healing. I have deliberately chosen to name this
stage ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ rather than wording that connotes leaving.
Women often leave without ending the violence, in fact it may be when they are in the
most danger (Kirkwood, 1993; Walker, 2000; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999), and some
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women arrive at nonviolence without ending the relationship (Campbell, 1994). Despite
the obstacles, research suggests that many battered women do achieve nonviolence.
Campbell et al. (1994) found that two-thirds o f the women in their study who were
battered at time one were no longer being battered 2 Yi years later. The literature about
this stage is less extensive than the previous two stages; nevertheless, some authors have
specifically explored a final stage that moves past the violence (Landenburger, 1989;
Mills, 1985; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 2001).
This stage may begin with what Wuest and Merritt-Gray (1999) referred to as ‘not
going back,’ which encompasses some o f the very practical initial aspects o f achieving
nonviolence. The woman focuses her energy on sustaining the separation by doing a
number o f things: she learns to harness the system by using it to her benefit (e.g., income
assistance, the criminal justice system, legal aid, community services, etc.); she learns to
set limits with friends, family, and her ex-partner; she creates a plan for her future (e.g.,
getting a job, going to school, etc.); and she learns to live with the fear o f potential
retaliation, so that it does not control her life (Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999).
Landenburger (1989) also focused on the beginning o f this stage in what she
refers to as ‘recovery’. She explained that there is a period o f readjustment after the
woman leaves her partner but before gaining a balance in her life. The woman must
struggle to survive on a very practical level by obtaining shelter and the necessary
financial resources needed to make a life for herself. During this difficult process she
often reminds herself why she left and struggles to believe that she can make it on her
own. There is a process o f grieving the good aspects o f the lost relationship.
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Later in this stage when the practiealities o f separation are settled, women search
for meaning by asking why they stayed and whether they will find themselves in another
abusive relationship (Landenburger, 1989; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 2001). Taking on a
new identity is an important aspect o f this stage (Mills, 1985; Wuest & Merritt-Gray,
2001), although how the identity incorporates notions o f having been a victim or a
survivor is unclear. Mills (1985) described how women use their experience as a way to
change their sense o f self. Seven o f the 10 women in M ills’ (1985) study took on the
identity o f a formerly battered wife and used this identity as a way to view themselves in
a variety o f interactions and to combat their previous loss of identity; whereas, the three
who did not take on this identity offered no strategies for reconstructing the self. Mills
(1985) cautions the reader that the experiences o f these women are not necessarily
generalizable, and one should not conclude that taking on the identity o f a formerly
battered wife is essential in healing. The women in her study all described a loss o f self
and all came from shelters where a battered wife identity may be fostered. O f the seven
who took on the identity o f a formerly battered wife, two distinct definitions emerged:
four women were survivors and three were victims. The survivors focused on the
positive ways in which they were changing, and although they pointed out the mistakes
they had made, they explained them in a positive light. The victims focused instead on
the flaws that they must overcome. For instance, a survivor described her belief that her
husband could change as “overly optimistic” (Mills, 1985, p i 18); whereas, a victim
attributed the same belief to her stupidity. Mills (1985) cautiously suggests that taking on
a victim identity may put a woman at greater risk for future abuse. In contrast to the
participants in Mills (1985) study, Wuest and Merritt-Gray (2001) found that women
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shed the identity o f an abused woman or a survivor in favour instead o f a new identity
that focused on their current experiences. The authors suggested that the continued
application o f the term ‘survivor’ might disempower women in this stage because they
wanted to move past the abuse and enjoy the rest o f their future.
Wuest and Merritt-Gray (1999) described a number o f ways in whieh women
used the criminal justice system when they decided not to go back. Although their
participants described the system as frustrating and not a guarantee o f their safety, they
also described gaining self-confidence by learning to use the system effectively. For
instance, they used police escorts and peace bonds to help protect their safety, they
threatened to lay (new) charges, they asserted their legal rights, and they presented strong
cases in court. It is important to note that batterers also became proficient at using the
criminal justice system. Batterers purposefully delayed court dates in order to enter
eounseling or short-term drug or alcohol treatment programs to improve their image
(Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999), and they also manipulated the system to continue to
control their partner by forcing her into court and then pleading guilty (Walker, 2000).
These were attempts by the batterer to discourage the woman’s use o f the system, and
sometimes they succeeded. Women were also discouraged by the criminal justice system
when its players (i.e., police, attorney, and judges) made judgments about the legitimacy
o f the survivor’s claims, and when past experience indicated that they could not trust the
system (Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999). Other women may avoid using the criminal
justice system because they fear it will put them in more danger and conclude that it is
better to let the batterer ‘get away with it’ and move on with their own lives.
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Many, perhaps most, women achieve a stage o f nonviolence by leaving the
batterer. Leaving the batterer is associated with engaging and with continuing to use the
criminal justice system (Fischer & Rose, 1995; Horton et al., 1987; Hoyle & Sanders,
2000; Smith, 2001; W olf et al., 2000). For instance, Hoyle and Sanders (2000) found that
nonviolence was more common for women who reported successful prosecution and
divorced their husbands leading the authors to conclude that criminal justice action helps
end the violence when the victim is committed to leaving the partner. Women who are
committed to leaving their partner may be particularly active in using the criminal justice
system. Studies that have compared women who have and have not obtained court orders
have found that women who seek these orders are less likely to be living with or involved
with the abuser (W olf et al., 2000) and more likely to have decided to leave their partner
(Fischer & Rose, 1995; Horton et al., 1987). Fischer and Rose (1995) speculated that
women who have made the decision to leave may use the criminal justice system as a
way to enforce that decision. Missing from this analysis are women who have achieved
nonviolence without using the criminal justice system. It is conceivable that for some
women a decision to leave the batterer is enough to end the violence. Also missing are
women who have achieved nonviolence without leaving the batterer. There is some
indication that non-violence can be achieved while maintaining the relationship for a
minority o f women (Campbell et al., 1998) although what role the criminal justice system
played in these few cases is not known. It is possible that the enforcement o f court
ordered treatment may help change a violent relationship into a nonviolent one in some
cases.
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Possible Variations o f Views on the Criminal Justice System by Stages
Overall it appears that just as women’s experiences and views o f the relationship
change over time, their views o f the criminal justice system and their desire for the
system’s involvement also change over time. Lewis (2000) noted that an individual
woman may only want protection early on in the relationship, but may want to charge and
prosecute her partner months or years later. Gondolf (1998) found that the majority
(58%) o f women in his study (victims o f court-ordered batterers) had used the criminal
justice system more than once. These two findings suggest that some women may
engage the system several times and for different reasons.
Mandatory arrest and prosecution policies are likely to bring women into the
system at earlier stages in the abuse which, if the experience is good, may help the
woman define her situation as abusive and confront the problem earlier, or if the
experience is bad, may lead her to further isolate herself and avoid future interaction with
the criminal justice system. Women who are ‘denying the abuse and hoping for better
times’ (stage two) may be particularly resistant to proactive policies and discouraged by a
system that does not appear to hear their views. Women who are ‘labeling the abuse and
actively coping with escalating violence’ (stage three) may benefit from proactive
policies because they are ready to label what has happened to them as violence and have
often experienced severe acts o f violence that require police protection. Proactive
policies may give the women the encouragement they need to follow through with
prosecution and perhaps with leaving their partner. The relatively high approval rates for
these policies likely come from women who are ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping
with escalating violence’ (stage three). These women are more likely to use active
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coping strategies such as seeking help from shelters, which is where high approval rates
have been documented. These may be the women who are most likely to say they do not
want control over the decision about whether or not their partner will be
arrested/prosecuted. However, because women experiencing this stage continue to be
involved with their partners on varying levels, their support for proactive policies may
change if they experience frustration in attempts to disengage the system. Women who
are ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stage four) are likely to benefit from proactive
policies if they in fact do want their partners prosecuted, and may be more likely to rate
these policies positively. These women may find the system supports their decision to
leave their partners and appreciates their ‘cooperativeness’. However, some women
experiencing this stage may not see prosecution and conviction as a goal, and simply
want to forget and move on. For these women the continued stress o f prosecution may
create more problems than it solves.
The Justification fo r this Study
Research that includes victims’ perceptions and views about the different aspects
o f the criminal justice system has given survivors a voice in the discussion about whether
or not the criminal justice system can be helpful to battered women. Missing, however, is
how their views work together to create a cohesive perspective about how the criminal
justice system can work for them. For instance, are victims who use the system as a
power resource the same women who dislike no-drop policies? How does satisfaction
with the police interact with perspectives about mandatory arrest? It is difficult to
organize victims’ views and make policy recommendations when we do not know how
those views work together. From Fleury’s (2000) cluster analysis, we learn that even
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simple ratings o f satisfaction work together differently for different groups o f women. It
is not simply the fact that some women are satisfied with all aspects o f the system and
some women are not. The complexity o f women’s views is evident even though this
study measured only their ‘satisfaction’ with different areas o f the criminal justice
system. When other perceptions o f the system (beyond mere satisfaction) are explored
the true complexity of women’s views becomes even more apparent.
In my own quantitative study o f victims’ evaluations o f mandatory intervention
policies, there were hints from anecdotal accounts that different views were combined
into perspectives differently for different women. For instance, during the debriefing
session one woman expressed hating the policies because she believed that her ex-partner
would kill her if the police became involved. In her view, she would be blamed
regardless o f whether or not she initiated prosecution. Another woman strongly
supported the policies despite believing that they would anger her partner and cause more
violence against her. In explanation she wrote, “1 think my partner would be more
v io len t. . .being arrested will make him worse, but I was glad to see him arrested as quick
as possible.”
The quantitative research on victims’ perspectives has been useful in describing
average responses and the views o f the majority, but the quieter voices are obscured. The
qualitative research is rich with information about both majority and minority views, but
is overwhelming in scope and difficult to organize with respect to how individual views
come together to create cohesive perspectives about the CJS. What is needed is a way to
organize women’s views without losing the perspectives of the views in the minority.
Understanding abused women’s views about the criminal justice system is the main
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purpose o f this study. Using Q-methodology, described in detail in the Methods section
o f this paper, participants were asked to represent their perspectives on issues that are
known to be important to at least some women. Participants did this by sorting
statements about the criminal justice system depending on how strongly they agreed or
disagreed with each statement. Each participant’s subjective view o f the criminal justice
system was reflected in how she sorted the statements (i.e., her Q-sort), and then
comparisons were made between participants using the statistics o f factor analysis. Qmethodology allowed me to understand how participants think about the criminal justice
system without losing the views o f the minority.
A secondary purpose of this study was to examine how victims’ perspectives may
be influenced by the stage they are in within the abusive relationship. The studies to date
that have included victims’ perspectives on and experiences with the criminal justice
system are limited in their applicability to all battered women. Specifically, women who
have never been physically abused (stage one) or who are ‘denying the abuse and hoping
for better times’ (stage two) are unlikely to be adequately represented in these studies.
These women have not yet defined their experiences as abusive and are unlikely to
purposefully engage the system or seek help from a shelter. If these women do
participate in some research studies, their views are likely to be obscured by the more
dominant voices of women who are ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with
escalating violence’ and who are ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stages three and
four). Q-methodology uses selective recruitment to ensure that many views are heard.
This study used a number o f different recruitment strategies to increase the likelihood
that women experiencing stages one and two would also participate. Women
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experiencing stages one and two were actively recruited through posters and flyers
calling for participation from women with serious problems in intimate relationships.
Women experiencing any stage who had never used victim services were also recruited
through posters and flyers. Participants were also recruited through a shelter, a
community centre, hospitals, and a council on wife abuse.
The literature on the stages o f an abusive relationship suggests that as women
move through the relationship, they have different experiences and different thought
processes. Just as their thinking about the relationship changes, their thinking about how
the criminal justice system can help them may also change. Detailed hypotheses about
what views would be expressed in what stages were not possible given that the
organization o f participants’ views would be known only after the Q-sorts had been
analyzed. However, a few general hypotheses based on the literature were explored:
It was expected that women who were ‘denying the abuse and hoping for better
times’ (stage two) would have negative views about the criminal justice system and
dislike mandatory intervention policies compared to women experiencing other stages.
Women who were ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating
violence’ (stage three) were expected to have conflicting views about the criminal justice
system and to perceive mandatory intervention policies as generally positive compared to
women experiencing other stages.
Women who were ‘arriving at non violence and healing’ (stage four) were
hypothesized to hold relatively positive views o f the criminal justice system and to
perceive mandatory intervention policies as helpful compared to women experiencing
other stages.
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Method
Q Methodology
Q methodology is not a new method, but it is not widely used in psychology and
thus warrants a short introduction. William Stephenson invented Q methodology in 1935
as a way to investigate human subjectivity (Brown, 1980; Brown, 1996). As a student o f
Charles Spearman, William Stephenson was knowledgeable in Pearson’s correlation and
factor analysis, which has come to be called ‘R technique’. The R represents a
generalization o f Pearson’s r, which is conventionally used to study the relationship
between different traits, abilities, test results and so forth (MeKeown & Thomas, 1988).
Stephenson’s (1935; 1953) interest, however, lay in the possibility o f inverting factor
analysis through the use o f ‘Q technique’. This inversion leads to the correlation o f
persons, rather than traits, and thus the letter Q is used to distinguish the technique from
R. The statistics used in R and Q techniques are identical, but the methods are
fundamentally different. Whereas factor analysis (i.e., R technique) selects n individuals
to be measured by m variables, its inversion (i.e., Q technique) selects n different
variables to be measured by m individuals (Brown, 1980). The individuals, rather than
the tests, are intercorrelated and factored in the usual way. The result is a set o f factors o f
people with similar perspectives.
However, Q methodology is not merely the transposition o f the R matrix because
Q only works under the special condition o f a common unit o f measurement (Brown,
1980). This ‘limitation’ is what makes the method uniquely suited to the study o f operant
subjectivity (Brown, 1980). The common unit o f measurement used is the participant’s
subjectivity. In practice this is her belief o f what means more to her, item A or item B.
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Participants are asked to order statements or other stimuli (e.g., pictures, words, art, etc.)
along a continuum that goes from one extreme to another. In this study, participants
ordered statements about the criminal justice system from how strongly they disagreed to
how strongly they agreed with each statement. The participants judged each statement in
relation to every other statement according to their own subjectivity. The result was an
ordering o f statements (each Q sort) that reflected each participant’s beliefs about the
concourse (the opinions o f interest), which in this case were views about the criminal
justice system. Thus Q is a fundamentally different methodology from R because both
the goals and methods of Q are necessarily different from those o f R. The goal in Q
methodology is the measure of subjectivity and its method involves Q sorting.
Brown (1980) describes the Q sort as a reflection o f the person’s thinking,
evaluating, and interpreting. The Q sort becomes a concrete representation o f the
person’s subjective beliefs. The power o f Q methodology is its unique ability to allow
for easy comparisons between participants. In essence it allows for a mathematical
comparison o f participants’ subjective beliefs. Participants with similar Q sorts will
stand out in each factor, and the way they have sorted the Q statements will give that
factor meaning. Thus, Q methodology uses an operant approach. Unlike R methodology
wherein concepts are defined before the analysis, in Q methodology concepts are defined
by the resulting factors (Brown, 1980). This allows for the possibility o f uncovering
unexpected sets o f beliefs.
One o f the strengths o f Q methodology is that it allows the researcher to hear
quiet voices that are often missing from methodology that places an emphasis on
averages and makes a point o f excluding outliers. In Q methodology, participant
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selection is done carefully and deliberately to ensure that a variety o f diverse perspectives
are represented. Participants with diverse beliefs that are theoretically relevant to the
study’s goals should be selected (Brown, 1980). A P-set structure helps guide
recruitment by defining situations in which views are likely to vary (Brown, 1980). The
main effects in a P-set identify areas that are expected to influence participants’
perspectives, but only the most important main effects are normally included. The main
effects in this study were: experiences with the criminal justice system, stage o f abuse,
and utilization o f victim services. These main effects were chosen, not only because the
literature suggests that they would affect perspectives, but also because they identify
women who have been noticeably absent in other studies (i.e., women who have not used
the criminal justice system or victim services, and women who are experiencing early
stages o f abuse). For practical purposes the main effects need to be limited or the number
o f necessary participants would quickly become unmanageable. Most Q studies do not
use more than 50 participants (Brown, 1993). Each main effect contains levels that
identify potential participants’ different experiences. The goal is to recruit participants
who have had the various experiences identified by the P-set, although it is rarely
necessary to ensure a complete balance o f the P-set (Brown, 1980).
Q methodology is particularly well suited for this study because the main purpose
was to understand the complexity o f battered women’s views about the criminal justice
system. It was expected that some women would feel very positively and some would
feel very negatively about some aspects o f the system, but beyond this polarization of
positive and negative feelings it was unclear from the current literature how their views
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would work together to form cohesive perspectives. The factors that resulted from this Q
methodology study help clarify these perspectives.
Participants
Fifty-eight women participated in this study. Two additional women were
excluded after having participated. One had never been in an abusive relationship as
determined by her relationship events questionnaire. The second could not sort the cards
along the template despite my attempts at explaining the task. With assistance she was
able to sort the cards into three piles, but she was very distracted and could not determine
how much she agreed or disagreed with each card.
Women who had experienced emotional and/or physical abuse by a current or
past male partner were eligible to participate. The P-set structure for this research study
is shown in Table 1, and it identifies variation by experience with the CJS, stage o f abuse,
and utilization o f victim services. Note that the actual number o f women with each o f the
experiences in the P-set appears in brackets. For example, 12 women were experiencing
the prelude to abuse stage (stage one), and therefore had not experienced physical
violence. Further details are given in the results’ section. At first, participation was
widely sought, but as recruitment continued, participants who had experienced physical
abuse and participants with more experience with the CJS were sought and selected
because more women with these experiences were needed. The 58 participants were
recruited through a number of avenues.
First, 14 participants were recruited through Hiatus House in Windsor, which has
a close working relationship with criminal justice personnel. Women who were staying
at the shelter on the five or six occasions that 1 went to the shelter were invited to
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Table 1
P-Set Structure
Main effects®

Levels

N

A) Experience with CJS

a. none (24) b. police only (13) c. experience with

4

prosecution, but not court experience (8)
d. experience with court process (13)
B) Stage o f abuse

a. prelude to abuse (12) b. denying the abuse (1)

4

c. labeling the abuse (26) d. arriving at non
violence (18)®
C) Utilization o f victim services

a. none (18) b. shelter (29)** c. other (30)

ABC = (4)(4)(3) = 48 combinations
*’The number in brackets refers to the number o f women with that experience.
‘^The total number o f women for stages o f abuse adds up to 57 because one woman’s
stage could not be identified due to a lack o f data.
“^Note that 19 women had experience with a shelter and another type o f victim service
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participate. I would go into the common area and ask women to participate. In addition
staff would tell women in other areas that I was there and that if they wanted to
participate they could go into the common area and talk to me.
Second, 3 women whose current or ex-partner was in the ‘fresh start’ treatment
program in Windsor were recruited. Most o f the men in this program are mandated to
attend treatment through a court order although some volunteer to attend the program.
Service providers notified the women and told them about the study. If they were
interested in participating the women called me and set up an appointment.
Third, 8 participants were recruited through three hospitals in the Toronto area.
These women saw recruitment posters or were given a flyer by the wife abuse
coordinator in one o f the hospitals. If they were interested, they called and set up an
appointment. The hospital that has an abuse coordinator also provides services to women
who seek medical attention consistent with abuse. The other two hospitals do not provide
this service. 1 found that the women recruited through this method were hospital staff,
patients, or visitors. One version o f the poster/flyer asked for participation from women
who were having serious problems in a long-term relationship. The goal o f this method
was to recruit women who had not been physically abused (stage one) or who were
‘denying the abuse and hoping for better tim es’ (stage two). The second version asked
for participation from women who were currently in or had left an abusive relationship.
The main goal o f this method was to recruit women experiencing various stages o f abuse
who had not sought victim services.
Fourth, 11 participants were recruited through posters and flyers (same two
versions as above) located in public places on the University o f Windsor campus. In
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addition, counselors who work in student counseling services gave out flyers to women
who had experienced abuse. Women who were interested called and set up an
appointment.
Fifth, 2 women were recruited through posters (same two versions as above) in
public areas around Toronto (e.g., grocery stores, libraries, community centers, churches,
university campuses, etc.). Again, women called to set up an appointment. Posters were
also put up in public places around Windsor, but no one responded.
Sixth, 4 participants were recruited through the House o f Sophrosyne’s aftercare
program. The House o f Sophrosyne is a substance abuse treatment centre for women. I
attended two sessions o f the aftercare program, told women about the study, and made
appointments with interested women.
Seventh, 7 participants were recruited through a West Indian community centre
located in a low income area o f a Toronto suburb. The volunteer coordinator put up
posters, told women about the study, and told them on what days I would be coming to
the centre. When I arrived I talked to women who were interested and set up
appointments.
Eighth, 9 participants were recruited through the Toronto Woman Abuse
council’s accountability committee. All o f the women on this committee have
experienced abuse. I went to two meetings, told women about the study and set up
appointments.
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Materials
The Q Sort
The concourse is where the opinions o f interest to the researcher have been
expressed. In other words, it is the population from which the Q statements are taken.
The opinions in this study’s concourse answer the question; “What are battered women’s
perspectives o f the criminal justice system?” A concourse can be obtained in a number
o f ways including individual or group interviews, literature review, media output, and the
cultural experience o f the researcher (Rogers, 1995). What is important is that the
concourse is grounded in concrete existence (Brown, 1980). The concourse for this study
was the academic literature, reviewed in the introduction, which has specifically included
victims’ perspectives on various aspects o f the criminal justice system. This is an
appropriate concourse for this study for three reasons. First, the goal o f this study is to
understand the complexity o f victims’ views because so many views have already been
expressed in the literature. Second, a sufficient number o f perspectives are highlighted
by victims’ direct quotes because many authors included open-ended responses or
conducted qualitative studies. Third, the addition o f new interviews would most likely
produce repetition of literature findings.
I established a concrete concourse by rereading the literature and the open-ended
responses to an earlier study that 1 conducted (Barata, 1999) with the specific purpose o f
extracting victims’ perspectives. 1 chose representative examples for each idea that 1
came across in each study, rather than including everything that was said in the
concourse. For instance, if an author used a number o f examples to illustrate a theme, I
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chose only one example to include in the concourse. This resulted in 153 statements
about the criminal justice system (Appendix A).
It is unmanageable and unnecessary to use an entire concourse in a Q study just as
it is unmanageable and unnecessary to include an entire population o f people in an R
study. The next step is to represent the concourse in miniature. A random sample of
statements is usually inadequate because for theoretical reasons certain areas within the
original discourse need to be covered. The solution is to model the Q sort theoretically
by using the principles o f variance design. This structured sampling helps ensure that
perspectives about different topic areas within the concourse are represented in the Q sort
(Brown, 1980). Structured sampling in this study takes different areas, reasons for using
the system, and general comments about the criminal justice system into account.
Positive and negative perspectives about criminal justice involvement were also used to
create a balemced block design (see Table 2). Note that the number o f Q sort statements
chosen in each topic area varies because the number and quality o f the original concourse
statements varied; however, the total number o f positive and negative Q sort items is
identical. The number o f Q statements used from each topic area is listed, followed in
parenthesis by the number o f statements in the original eoncourse.
Q statements were created directly from concourse statements. Following
Kitzinger’s (1987) example, simple unambiguous statements that were general enough to
cover a number o f experiences and beliefs were developed. Statements were written so
that they would be able to be evaluated by women experiencing various stages o f abuse
and with various levels o f criminal justice system experience. Whenever possible, Q
statements for this study were developed from direct quotes from victims about the
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Table 2
Balanced Block Design: Number o f Q sort items followed in parenthesis by the number
o f items in the concrete concourse
Areas o f the system

Perspectives on criminal justice
system involvement
Positive

Negative

a. Police

5(8)

5(12)

b. Arrest and mandatory arrest

5(18)

5(10)

c. Attorneys

4 (5 )

4 (4 )

d. Prosecution and no-drop

8(14)

5(10)

e. Judges, court experiences, and verdicts

2 (7 )

5(11)

f. Why use the criminal justice system

9(18)

7(20)

g. General comments on the criminal justice system

3 (7 )

5 (9 )

36 (77)

36 (76)

Total
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criminal justice system; however, some perspectives have only been examined through
quantitative studies. The final 72 Q statements are in Appendix B.
The Q statements were ordered on a Likert-type template that ranged from -5
(strongly disagree) to +5 (strongly agree) (Appendix C), and participants recorded their
answers on a record sheet (Appendix D). The cards were ordered to approximate a
normal curve (see Appendix C) (i.e., 4 at -5 & +5; 5 at ^ & +4; 6 at -3 & +3; 7 at -2 &
+2; 8 at -1 & +1; 12 at 0). This partieular distribution was ehosen to maximize the
number o f eards in the neutral position. This was necessary because a number o f
statements, dealing with how a woman would use the eriminal justice system, would not
apply to women who do not identify what has happened to them as abuse. A quasi
normal distribution is best because it aids in yielding equivalent patterns between
participants (Rogers, 1995), It leads participants to make distinctions they would
otherwise not make, and it facilitates the data analysis (Brown, 1980). However, when
participants found this difficult, they were told to do a free sort. A number o f women did
put more eards in the strongly agree section because they said they found it difficult to
pick only four cards for this slot.
Identification o f Stages
The stage o f abuse that the woman was experiencing when she participated in the
study was identified by collecting information from her about the abusive relationship
(Appendix E). The idea for this questionnaire came from W illiam’s (1998) stage
assessment tool; however, the questions and theory behind the identification o f stages in
this study is completely different. While Williams uses Prochaska and Di Clemente’s
(1982) stages o f change theory to identify the stages women go through before leaving an
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abusive partner, I have used the qualitative literature on the stages o f abuse to define four
stages. The questions in my identification o f stages questionnaire thus reflect identifying
features of each o f these four stages.
Stage one was defined as having experienced emotional abuse, but not physical
abuse, regardless o f whether or not the woman defined the relationship as abusive. Stage
two was defined as having experienced physical abuse (and possibly emotional abuse),
but believing that the relationship would improve and being unlikely to define the
relationship as abusive. Stage three was defined as having experienced physical abuse
(and possibly emotional abuse), but believing that the relationship would not improve and
being likely to define the relationship as abusive. Stage four consisted o f two versions.
Stage fourA was defined as having experienced physical abuse (and possibly emotional
abuse), which has stopped for at least one year, and which the woman felt would not
occur again. Stage fourB was defined as having experienced only emotional abuse,
which had stopped for at least one year, and which the woman felt would not occur again.
These definitions served only as a guide in identifying the stage a woman was in.
Further information was also collected and if it conflicted with the above definitions the
woman may have been placed in a different stage. For example, information was also
collected about the kinds o f things she did to minimize the abuse, and about how the
abuse ended (if it did). A second rater and I read definitions o f the four stages o f abuse
(Appendix F) and independently decided in which stage the participant best fit. We
agreed on 47 o f the 58 ratings (81%) and the proportion o f agreement after chance had
been excluded was 72%, kappa = .721, /? < .001. We met to discuss discrepEincies and
agreed on the final ratings.
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Background Questionnaire
Background information was collected through the use o f a short questionnaire
(Appendix G). Participants were asked standard demographic questions as well as
questions concerning their use o f the criminal justice system and o f various victim
services. All o f the questions were written specifically for this study, with the exception
o f the ethnicity question, which was adapted from Statistics Canada (1996). This
questiormaire concluded by asking participants if they would be interested in
participating in a follow-up interview to discuss their Q sort. If a participant was
interested, she filled in her name and a safe telephone number where she could be
reached or where she could collect her messages. She was also given the option of
providing an e-mail address. Most o f participants (52 o f 58) provided their names and
contact information.
Interview
Short follow-up interviews with six selected participants were used to allow
participants to expand on their reasoning for ranking the statements as they did, to help
clarify unexpected results, and to help define the factors that emerged (Brown, 1980).
Women who loaded purely on a given factor were eligible for an interview. One woman
from each o f the first four factors, and two women from the last factor were interviewed.
The interviews (Appendix H) asked women about their views on criminal justice
involvement in domestic violence cases, and about why they sorted the Q sort statements
in the way that they did. Five o f the interviews were audio taped and transcribed. One
participant was unwilling to have her interview audio taped, so careful notes and
verbatim quotes were written down as accurately as possible.
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Procedure
Two participants did not want to meet and were mailed the study package (i.e.,
general instructions, two copies o f the consent form, Q sort instructions, the Q sort cards,
the Likert-type template, the record sheet, the glossary o f terms, the instructions for the
Relationship Events Questionnaire, the questionnaire itself, the instructions for the
Background Questionnaire, the questionnaire itself, and a debriefing form), completed it
on their own and mailed it back to me. I met with the other 56 participants and gave
them the study package, asked them to read and sign the consent form, explained the
study, and was available to answer any o f their questions as they sorted the cards and
filled out the questionnaires. Rogers (1995) indicates that most adults can complete Q
sorts as a self-completion exercise, and most o f the participants did complete the study
without asking questions. The Q sort cards in each package were shuffled before they
were given to participants to ensure that they were randomized.
Participants began by reading (or listening while I explained) the general
instructions (Appendix I) that told them in what order they would proceed. First,
participants read and signed the informed consent form (Appendix J). Second, they read
the Q sort instructions (or listened while I explained)(Appendix K). These instructions
directed them to read through all o f the Q sort cards to get a sense o f the domain o f
statements. While they were reading through the cards they placed them in three piles:
disagree, neutral, or agree. Next, they read through the cards again and used the Likerttype template to sort the statements according to how strongly they disagreed or agreed
while trying to maintain the suggested distribution o f cards. They were told that they
could move the cards around as often as they liked until they had obtained the normal
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distribution and were satisfied that their perspectives were represented. They were also
told that they could do a free sort if some o f the cards did not fit in the suggested
distribution. They then marked each card number on the record sheet. They were also
provided with a glossary o f criminal justice terms to help them with definitions that may
have been unfamiliar (Appendix L). Third, participants read the instructions (Appendix
M) for the ‘Relationship Events’ questionnaire and filled in their answers. Fourth, they
read the instructions for the ‘Background Questionnaire’ (Appendix N) and filled in their
answers. Participants then placed everything back in the original envelope, sealed it and
retumed it to me in person or by mail (a self-addressed and stamped envelope was
provided). Participants were given $10.00 as remuneration for their participation. This
was either given to them directly or mailed to them by having them self-address a blank
envelope at the end o f the study. They were also given a debriefing form (Appendix O),
a pamphlet on wife abuse and hidden information (in a lipstick container or a mini pad)
on wife abuse with victim service numbers.
Six participants whose views were most like the perspectives that emerged in the
analysis were contacted and a meeting for an interview was arranged. These were the
participants who loaded significantly and exclusively on one o f the factors that emerged.
Interviews followed an interview guide (Appendix H). Participants who agreed to be
interviewed first read and signed a consent form (Appendix P). At the end o f the
interview they were given an additional $10.00.
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Results
Participant Demographics and Experiences
Detailed descriptions o f the participant demographics are in Table 3. Participants
ranged in age from 18 to 60 and had a mean age o f 34.96 {SD = 10.57). The majority had
at least some post-secondary education, but the level o f education varied. Approximately
half o f the participants were o f European (White) ancestry, and the other half was quite
diverse with seven different ethnicities represented. Most participants identified with a
religion, and the most common was a Christian religion. Almost all o f the women
identified as heterosexual, although two identified as bisexual and two chose to leave this
item blank.
Approximately half o f the participants were currently in a relationship (55.2%).
O f those women, most were casually or exclusively dating, married, or living together.
The length of time in the current relationship varied from 0.08 to 29 years (M = 4.88; SD
= 7.75). Most o f the participants had children (62.1%; n = 36). On average women had 3
children {M= 2.67; SD = 1.66), but the range was substantial (1 to 9). Many women had
children living with them (44.8%; n = 26). The number o f children living with them
ranged from 1 to 7 (M = 2.19; .S'T) = 1.35; « = 26). All o f the participants lived in
Southern Ontario, Canada. Approximately half o f the participants were from Windsor or
a city near Windsor, and the other half were from Toronto or a city near Toronto.
Check fo r Participant Diversity: P-Set Structure
Participants ’ Experiences with the Criminal Justice System. Criminal justice
system experiences varied substantially. Just over half o f the participants had personally
called the police because o f abuse (56.9%; n = 33). Approximately a third had
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Table 3: Participant Demographics
Variable
Age
18-19
20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
N ot answered
Education
Some elementary
Some high-school
Graduated high-school
Some college
College diploma
University degree
Post graduate degree
N ot answered
Ethnicity
European (White)
Caribbean
South Asian
East or South East Asian
African
First Nations
Arab
Latin, Central, and South
American
First Nations & White
N ot answered
Currently in a relationship
Casually dating
Exclusively dating
Married
Living together
Engaged
Separated
Divorced
Long distance
Safe dating

N

%

3
16
17
16
4
1
1

5.2
27.6
29.3
27.6
6.9
1.7
1.7

1
8
8
13
14
9
4
1

1.7
13.8
13.8
22.4
24.1
15.5
6.9
1.7

30
7
4
4
2
2
2

51.7
12.1
6.9
6.9
3.4
3.4
3.4

1
2
4
32
9
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1

1.7
3.4
6.9
55.2
28.1
18.8
18.8
18.8
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1

28
2
18
10

48.3
3.4
31.0
17.2

C ity o f resid en ce

Windsor
City near Windsor
Toronto
City near Toronto
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experience with others calling the police on their behalf (31.0%; n = 18), and the police
came to half o f the participants’ homes (50.0%; n = 29). About 1/3 had experience with
their partner being arrested (31.0%; n = 18); however, a similar percentage indicated that
on at least one occasion their partner was not arrested when the police arrived (29.3%; n
= 17). A substantial minority had experience with their partner being charged (31.0%; n
= 18), and/or prosecuted (29.3%; n = 17). A little over a quarter o f the participants were
required to attend court (27.6%; n = 16), and a little under a quarter testified in court
(20.7%; n = 12). A few indicated that they wanted their partner prosecuted, but he was
not prosecuted (12.1%; n = 7). Overall, the P-set structure for criminal justice
experiences had four levels, the result o f which were that 24 (41.4%) o f the participants
had no personal experience with the criminal justice system, 13 (22.4%) only had
experience with the police, 8 (13.8%) had experience with the prosecution (but not with
the court process), and 13 (22.4%) had court experience. This indicates that there was
considerable diversity in the participants’ experiences with the CJS.
Stages o f Abuse. The stages o f abuse were identified by examining the responses
to the Relationship Events Questionnaire (Appendix E) and following the definitions o f
the different stages (Appendix F). The P-set structure for stages o f abuse had four levels.
Twelve women (20.7%) were defined as stage one, 1 (1.7%) was defined as stage two, 26
(44.8%) were defined as stage three, and 18 (31.0%) were defined as stage four (16 were
stage fourA, and two were stage fourB). One person’s stage could not be identified
because insufficient information was available. With the exception o f stage two, there
was good representation o f women who were currently experiencing different stages o f
abuse.
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Participants ’ Use o f Victim Services. The most common victim service used by
participants was staying at a shelter (43.1%; n = 25). A number o f participants used
shelter services while living somewhere else (34.5%; n = 20), called a woman’s help
hotline (29.3%; n = 29.3), used victim services at a hospital (20.7%; n = 12) and/or used
victim services in the court system (13.8%; n = 8). Ten (17.2%) mentioned other services
such as specific agencies in the Toronto area, the Internet, private counseling, and
Children’s Aid. Overall, the P-set structure for victim’s services had three levels, the
results o f which were that 18 (31.0%) participants had not used any victim services, 29
(50%) had used shelter services (as residence or for other services) and 11 (19.0%) had
never used shelter services, but had used at least one other service. Note that 19 (32.8%)
had used shelter services and used at least one additional service. There was good
representation of women who had and who had not used a shelter or any victim services.
Q Analysis
In Q methodology the statistics o f factor analysis are used to identify the Q sorts
that are most similar. The resulting factors provide information about groups o f similar
Q sorts, or in other words groups o f women with similar perspectives. The factor
loadings reflect the correlation between each woman’s Q sort and each factor. For
example, a high positive loading indicates that the Q sort is very similar to the factor. In
the initial stages o f Q analysis the factors are little more than groups o f numbers and it is
not until the later stages o f analysis, when the factors are interpreted that they are more
adequately described as perspectives. For this reason, I use the word “factor” in the early
stages o f analysis and “perspective” in summaries and in the discussion.
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PQMethod version 2.11 (Schmolck, 2000), which is an MS-DOS statistical
program designed for Q studies, was used for the statistical analysis. This program was
chosen over other more widely used statistical programs (i.e., SPSS or SAS) because it
allows data to be entered as a distribution o f scores for each participant and contains
checks for accurate data entry. In addition the standard output is tailored to Q studies in
order to facilitate the factor interpretations.
As per the standard recommended procedures (Brown, 1980), principal
component analysis was performed on the correlation matrix o f participants (i.e., the
correlations between participants’ Q sorts) and the factors were rotated orthogonally
using Varimax rotation. Brown (1980) describes a number o f statistical ways one can
determine the appropriate number o f factors that should be interpreted, but stresses that
choosing a final solution is subjective. That is, both statistical and theoretical
significance needs to be taken into account. McKeown and Thomas (1988) also make
this point and emphasize that the solution chosen should highlight the theoretical
underpinnings o f the particular study. The first, and most commonly used method in R
studies is to examine the eigenvalues and cut off factors at an eignenvalue o f one. The
eignenvalue is the sum o f squared loadings for a factor and thus in a Q study is highly
influenced by the number o f people who participate, and is generally not considered the
best method for determining the number o f factors to interpret (Brown, 1980). In this
study a cut off o f one eignenvalue would have resulted in the interpretation o f 12 factors,
which by Q standards is far too many.
Another statistical criterion that Brown (1980) suggests is that factors with at least
two significant loadings should be rotated and examined for pure loadings. A person has
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a pure loading if their sort loads significantly (p < .01) on only one factor. In this case a
loading greater than .304 was significant (SEr x 2.5 8 )'. PQMethod allows for the
rotation o f a maximum o f eight factors. This is not a limitation because more than seven
factors would be highly unusual in a Q analysis (Brown, 1980). All eight rotated factors
had at least two significant loadings, so an eight factor solution was considered first by
examining the number o f pure loadings in the rotated factor solution. At least two or
three pure loadings are usually^ needed for an adequate interpretation o f a factor because
the interpretation is based solely on the Q sorts o f participants with pure loadings
(Brown, 1980). In an eight-factor solution 62% o f the variance was explained, and three
factors had only one pure loading (other loadings: 8, 3, 2, 2, and 2). In a seven-factor
solution 58% o f the variance was explained, and two factors had only one pure loading
(other loadings: 8, 3, 4, 2, and 2). And in a six-factor solution, 56% o f the variance was
explained, and one factor had zero and another had only one pure loading (other loadings:
9, 3 ,2 , and 3). Thus these three solutions were all discarded. A five-factor solution
resulted in factors with 7, 5, 3, 4, and 3 pure loadings and was determined to be the best
solution and the one that was used in all subsequent steps. This solution accounted for
52% o f the variance. Table 4 contains the factor loadings for each participant.
Interpretation o f Factors
Participants that loaded significantly on each factor were used to help determine
the perspective represented by that factor. The scores o f participants who loaded
significantly on each o f the extracted factors were merged (Brown, 1980). However,
before scores could be merged, the differences in loading strengths were taken into
'standard error o f a zero-order loading = SE^ = 1/1 iN =1/1 72 = 0.11785 (Brown, 1980, p.222)
^ An exception would be if a participant o f particular theoretical interest to the study was the only person to
load significantly on that factor (e.g., the CEO o f a company) (Brown, 1980).
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T a b le 4: F a c to r L o a d in g s
P a r ticip a n t

F a c to r 1

F a c to r 2

F a c to r 3

F a c to r 4

F a c to r 5

38Sara

0 .8 2 3 0 *

- 0 .1 8 0 8

0 .1 0 6 6

- 0 .0 9 5 8

0 .1 9 4 0

36

0 .7 8 5 0 *

0 .2 1 8 9

- 0 .0 3 4 0

- 0 .0 8 0 4

0 .2 1 7 6

33

0 .6 8 6 1 *

0 .2 6 4 6

0 .0 4 6 7

-0 .0 0 3 4

0 .0 7 8 3

1

0 .6 1 6 7 *

0 .1 0 0 4

0 .1 7 7 1

- 0 .2 2 4 7

- 0 .0 5 7 2

53

0 .4 8 2 4 *

0 .2 4 9 4

0 .0 0 5 9

0 .1 7 1 6

- 0 .1 5 6 3

10

0 .3 4 5 8 *

0 .1 4 5 0

- 0 .2 0 4 7

0 .1 1 1 3

0 .0 6 3 5

19

0 .3 3 5 2 *

- 0 .1 8 4 4

- 0 .1 4 7 8

- 0 .0 3 5 8

0 .0 0 0 3

39G race

0 .1 5 8 8

0 .7 2 3 5 *

0 .2 0 8 9

-0 .2 3 0 6

0 .2 8 3 0

58

0 .0 3 8 2

0 .6 6 7 0 *

0 .2 1 8 5

0 .2 2 4 1

- 0 .1 1 8 8

56

0 .0 0 0 8

0 .6 6 6 2 *

0 .3 0 0 2

0 .2 7 5 3

0 .0 9 3 5

5

-0 .0 3 3 7

0 .6 2 4 4 *

-0 .1 1 5 1

-0 .1 iiO

0 .0 8 8 6

3

- 0 .0 3 7 7

0 .5 3 4 7 *

0 .0 4 6 0

0 .2 9 1 3

0 .2 3 6 5

34

0 .1 0 1 9

- 0 .0 7 8 7

0 .7 4 9 4 *

0 .2 5 7 2

0 .0 2 4 8

3 5 S a v it a

-0 .1 6 4 1

0 .1 7 4 6

0 .6 4 4 7 *

-0 .0 0 1 4

-0 .2 3 9 1

16

- 0 .1 9 3 3

0 .1 7 9 6

0 .6 3 2 7 *

0 .0 8 1 3

0 .2 2 9 4

2 9 Y in g M a y

0 .0 5 7 8

0 .0 5 8 9

0 .1 4 3 9

0 .5 9 5 9 *

0 .0 8 3 7

45

-0 .1 8 2 4

0 .1 3 4 9

0 .0 5 5 3

0 .4 3 4 6 *

- 0 .0 8 5 3

46

-0 .0 7 9 2

0 .1 0 7 8

0 .0 7 3 9

0 .3 9 4 4 *

0 .1 0 4 6

27

-0 .0 0 9 4

- 0 .1 0 3 5

0 .2 2 3 3

0 .3 8 0 8 *

-0 .2 8 1 3

51 R e e n a

0 .1 4 0 3

0 .1 0 6 8

0 .2 7 0 4

-0 .0 3 5 6

0 .6 4 1 6 *

37Jen

- 0 .1 7 2 6

0 .2 6 6 4

- 0 .0 0 1 5

- 0 .0 9 9 7

0 .5 3 2 1 *

42

0 .2 4 9 4

0 .2 8 0 9

- 0 .1 1 0 6

0 .0 3 0 8

0 .4 8 5 9 *

2

0 .5 0 5 6 *

0 .2 2 7 5

0 .2 9 4 9

- 0 .3 1 0 2 *

- 0 .1 5 3 2

4

0 .6 7 6 9 *

0 .1 8 3 3

0 .2 2 3 7

0 .2 1 2 1

0 .4 0 3 3 *

6

0 .0 6 9 5

0 .4 7 1 3 *

0 .3 2 6 3 *

- 0 .0 0 4 3

0 .0 5 5 3

7

0 .1 7 5 8

0 .0 6 5 6

0 .2 6 8 2

0 .0 8 8 3

0 .2 8 1 5

8

0 .6 5 2 8 *

0 .2 7 2 0

0 .0 1 5 7

-0 .1 6 7 4

0 .4 3 5 2 *

9

0 .5 6 5 7 *

0 .1 2 0 8

- 0 .0 6 6 7

- 0 .1 4 5 2

0 .3 2 6 9 *

11

0 .3 2 1 0 *

0 .5 1 8 5 *

0 .1 3 7 6

- 0 .3 1 3 0 *

0 .2 0 0 7

12

0 .7 3 1 3 *

0 .1 4 2 8

0 .0 3 5 3

- 0 .3 1 9 6 *

- 0 .0 6 8 3

13

0 .5 1 8 6 *

0 .1 0 7 2

0 .0 1 0 7

0 .3 1 0 1 *

- 0 .1 0 1 7

14

0 .7 7 6 9 *

- 0 .1 1 1 7

- 0 .0 1 0 9

-0 .1 2 4 9

0 .3 1 2 8 *

15

0 .2 2 1 0

0 .5 5 6 1 *

0 .1 0 4 0

0 .2 6 4 1

0 .3 2 1 1 *

17

0 .4 7 9 6 *

0 .3 8 7 7 *

- 0 .1 1 8 4

-0 .2 2 6 7

0 .4 1 3 5 *

18

0 .3 8 4 5 *

0 .4 7 1 3 *

0 .3 2 7 3 *

-0 .2 9 6 9

-0 .1 0 1 4

20

0 .0 0 1 2

0 .4 1 8 2 *

0 .0 6 3 8

0 .3 8 9 7 *

0 .3 4 2 8 *

21

0 .3 7 2 1 *

0 .1 0 3 9

0 .3 9 9 9 *

- 0 .2 8 3 4

0 .4 0 0 1 *

22

0 .0 2 4 6

0 .6 9 8 5 *

0 .0 6 4 5

0 .3 7 6 3 *

- 0 .1 1 1 6

23

0 .4 3 2 3 *

0 .5 0 8 4 *

- 0 .0 6 0 6

0 .1 9 1 3

0 .3 2 2 0 *

24

0 .3 2 2 4 *

0 .5 9 4 4 *

- 0 .2 1 1 0

0 .1 7 8 7

0 .1 6 2 9

25

0 .2 5 5 1

0 .2 3 6 3

0 .1 3 1 7

0 .2 5 1 3

-0 .2 1 5 9

26

0 .6 7 9 4 *

0 .3 8 0 7 *

- 0 .1 1 1 4

0 .0 1 1 8

0 .1 3 5 8

28

0 .5 6 3 9 *

0 .2 8 7 0

- 0 .0 0 7 5

0 .1 3 9 7

0 .4 1 8 4 *

30

0 .5 8 9 2 *

0 .4 2 2 4 *

0 .1 2 2 6

-0 .0 7 5 9

0 .2 1 4 6

31

0 .4 0 1 2 *

0 .0 6 7 1

0 .5 8 1 8 *

-0 .0 2 3 4

0 .0 9 3 4

32

0 .3 1 0 2 *

- 0 .0 9 2 3

- 0 .0 0 7 9

0 .2 6 0 2

0 .4 8 3 3 *

40

- 0 .1 1 2 9

- 0 .2 1 4 6

0 .5 6 7 3 *

0 .4 1 9 8 *

- 0 .0 0 0 8

41

0 .4 3 2 1 *

0 .6 0 4 3 *

0 .1 2 5 2

0 .1 6 6 2

0 .1 0 0 3

43

0 .2 4 0 4

0 .5 2 0 9 *

- 0 .0 4 8 4

0 .2 2 0 9

0 .4 4 4 5 *

44

0 .3 7 7 5 *
0 .6 9 9 4 *

0 .0 8 6 1

47

0 .5 0 7 5 *
0 .3 4 7 4 *

- 0 .0 4 3 7

- 0 .3 8 4 5 *
- 0 .0 1 4 3

0 .3 0 9 9 *
0 .2 1 2 4

48

0 .3 2 0 5 *

0 .7 5 5 1 *

0 .0 4 0 1

- 0 .1 3 2 2

0 .0 6 4 9

49

0 .4 4 4 3 *

0 .3 2 5 8 *

- 0 .0 5 4 6

0 .1 0 0 0

0 .3 5 0 1 *

50

- 0 .0 6 6 2

0 .4 3 8 5 *

- 0 .2 5 1 2

0 .5 7 8 9 *

0 .0 0 6 0

52

0 .3 9 5 6 *

0 .4 9 6 2 *

- 0 .1 5 8 8

0 .0 6 4 7

0 .0 1 2 3

54

0 .3 0 0 9

0 .6 9 7 0 *

-0 .1 3 1 1

0 .1 3 2 9

0 .3 8 1 3 *

55

0 .5 1 6 1 *

0 .4 1 6 0 *

0 .0 7 8 1

- 0 .0 2 2 8

0 .0 0 4 6

57

0 .2 4 4 2

0 .5 3 3 7 *

- 0 .0 7 7 5

- 0 .0 5 0 0

0 .4 6 1 0 *

* p < .01

Note: Names are pseudonyms fo r the women interviewed.
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consideration, so that a relatively weak loading was not given the same meaning as a
stronger loading (Brown, 1980). Following the standard method described by Brown
(1980, p.240) scores were weighted for each factor loading, and multiplied by each
participant’s raw score for each item. The new scores (raw data x weighted score) were
added up for each Q sort statement, resulting in new total score for each statement that
encompassed all the women’s significant Q sort scores for that factor. The total scores
for each statement were then converted into Z-scores, and for easy interpretation these Zscores were transformed into numbers that represent the original distribution (e.g. -5 to
+5). For instance in this study the 4 smallest Z-scores were transformed into -5 s, the 4
largest Z-scores were transformed into +5s etc. These calculations produced a prototype
Q sort for each factor, which represent the women who loaded significantly on each
factor. PQMethod provided the Z-scores and transformed them into the units o f the
original distribution for each factor.
The perspectives represented by each prototype Q sort were identified by
examining each factor in four ways (Brown, 1980). First and most importantly, the
placement o f each Q statement was examined for each factor and compared with its
placement on other factors. The statements that were most strongly agreed with and most
strongly disagreed with were particularly important in helping to determine the meaning
of each factor. However any position was considered if a pattern that differentiated it
from other factors emerged. My knowledge o f the literature was particularly important in
this first step, as I was able to recognize patterns more easily in each o f the prototypes.
As I noticed interesting patterns, I developed hunches about the factors that I would test
by looking for other statements that would help confirm these hunches or lead me to new
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ideas. This step was necessarily subjective and the primary manner in which the factors
were interpreted so most o f my time was spent on this step. PQMethod provided a list o f
the statements in order o f agreement for each factor to make this initial analysis easier.
(See Appendix Q for the prototype Q sorts.)
The second step was statistical and was given less importance than the first step
because it provided less information. Its primary purpose was to help me recognize
patterns or give more attention to statements that did not necessarily stand out in their
placement, but did differentiate between factors. The statements that significantly
differentiate factors were determined by calculating the standard error (SEf = SD □ 1-rxx)
o f each factor followed by the standard error differences for each pair o f factors^ (SEDx-y
= DSEx^ + SEy^). Note that PQMethod uses the normalized factor scores to calculate the
standard error, for which the SD = 1.00. Statements that were significantly unique to
only one factor were considered particularly important in giving that factor meaning.
PQMethod provided the standard errors for each factor, the standard error deviations for
each pair o f factors (Appendix R), and a list o f statistically unique statements (at the p <
.05 and p < .01 level) for each factor (Appendix S).
Third, the demographics and experiences (e.g., age, ethnicity, use o f victim
services etc.) o f participants who load significantly on each factor were examined to
determine whether or not they could help in the interpretation o f the factors. For
instance, I looked for patterns in each factor that would indicate an absence or
predominance o f women o f a particular demographic group. Only the patterns that stood

^ A reliability coefficient is needed to calculate the SE. This is estimated using the follow ing equation
(Brown, 1980, P. 244):
fxx =p(-8) /I + (p -l).8 . p = the number o f persons defining that factor.
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out as important in understanding the emerging perspeetive were included in the analysis,
and for this reason, they appear at the end o f each factor description.
Fourth, interviews with women who loaded purely on one factor were used to
help confirm, correct or expand upon initial interpretations o f the factors. Women with
the highest loading on each factor were called for an interview. The woman with the
highest loading on factor three was not available, so the woman with the second highest
loading was interviewed. The two women with the highest loadings were interviewed for
factor five because it was the factor I was most unclear about after the initial
interpretations.
My interpretation o f each o f the five factors is in the sections that follow. Each
o f the four steps was used in the interpretations, although the emphasis was on statement
placement (first step) and the interview transcripts (fourth step) because these provided
the richest data. However, statements that significantly differentiated the factors (step
two) and the demographics and experiences (step three) are noted and described when
they helped illuminate the interpretation. I gave a descriptive name and a short
identifying name (follows in brackets) to each o f the perspectives that emerged from the
analysis o f the five factors; Factor one: Trust in the criminal justice system (‘trust’);
Factor two: Disappointment in the criminal justice system (‘disappointment’); Factor
three: Victims should have input into the criminal justice system and be sure they want
to use it (‘wants input’); Factor four: The criminal justice system cannot protect women
and can make matters worse (‘cannot protect’); Factor five: The eriminal justice system
should be used for her safety, for his rehabilitation, and for justice despite its problems
(‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’).
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Factor One: Trust in the Criminal Justice System
As shown in Table 4, seven women loaded purely on faetor one. An additional 25
women loaded significantly on this factor, but also loaded significantly on one or more
other factors. The estimated reliability for this factor was 0.966, and the normalized
standard error was 0.186. Seventeen percent o f the variance was explained by this factor.
Sara’s Q-sort was most strongly correlated with faetor one and she was
interviewed about her views on the CJS and her sorting o f the statements. Sara is a 46year-old white woman with a college diploma and two young children. She has used
victim services provided by the court system, and she has called an assaulted women’s
hotline on two occasions. She has been involved with the CJS for one incident o f abuse.
For that incident she called the police, they came to her home, her husband was arrested,
charged, and prosecuted. She was subpoenaed and testified in court. Her husband was
found guilty and was given probation. She left her husband three years ago, but
continues to be harassed and emotionally abused due to his continued contact with their
children.
Positive attitude toward people in the CJS. The women who loaded significantly
on factor one consistently rated the police’s attitude and behaviour towards victims of
domestic violence more positively than other women. Although the actual position
placement on the template was not always extreme (i.e., very large), the pattern is clearly
more positive than the position placement o f the statements in the other factors. In
addition almost all the statements listed below significantly differentiate factor one from
other factors. (The placement scores for each o f the prototype Q sorts are listed to the
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right under the factor number, and the current factor is bolded. Statements that
significantly differentiate the current factor are marked with stars; * < .05; ** <.01 ).

(1) I am very satisfied with police response to

FI

F2

F3

F4

F5

1**

-4

-2

-4

-3

-3**

5

3

5

2

-4**

3

3

3

0

-4**

2

0

-1

-1

-4**

-1

1

3

0

-3*

1

1

domestic violence.

(23) 1 don’t think police officers believe women who
are abused by their partners unless they’re really hurt.
(8) When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they
act as if nothing important has happened. They don’t
even make an effort to collect all the evidence.

(51) The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to
women and instead protect her partner because he is a
man.
(26) If a woman is forced to testify against her partner
when she doesn’t want to, she has no choice but to lie
in court.

(38) Police officers are cold. In most cases o f

-

1

0

domestic violence they don’t sympathize or even
listen to the woman.
Sara’s interactions with the police were very positive. For instance, she credits
them with helping her deal with her problem, “from the first policeman who answered
my 911 call. He’s the one who helped me make a decision to pursue the problem.” And
in explaining why she would use the CJS again if she needed to she said.
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And when I last, when I was finished with it the first time they assured me that I
could call any time. And the policemen that were involved you know all gave me
their cards and said phone if you have any problems. I haven’t need to but uhh
(pause). They were all good at counseling for the future and giving you tools to
work with, you know should you come across any other difficulties, how to
prepare yourself in the event, like having a cell phone. ... And then the police put
you, put me in touch with, I forget the name o f the groups now, a woman’s
support group who called the same day that I went through umm the police
station. And gave me lots more information.
Statements referring to the players in the court system (Crown attorneys and judges) were
also rated positively. Again, some o f the statement placement numbers are not
particularly large, but the pattern is clearly positive, and most o f the statements
significantly differentiated factor one from other factors.

(17) Crown attorneys support women who have been
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abused by their partners.

(3) Crown attorneys listen to women who have been
abused by their partners and believe what they have to
say. For example, they write down what women say
in a careful and accurate manner.

(20) I am very satisfied with the court process and
with the way judges deal with domestic violence.

(10) Crown attorneys often reduce charges against

3
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men who abuse their partners. It gets to a point where
the charges do not reflect the seriousness o f the
assault.
(25) Crown attorneys are too busy to do a good job
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1
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with domestic violence cases. They don’t have time
to prepare, so they just go from one case to the next
without seeming to care about any o f the cases.
(33) I am very satisfied with the way Crown attorneys

2

-5

deal with cases o f domestic violence.

Sara had a mixed reaction to her experience with the Crown attorney, but
conceded that he did “an ok job.” In response to a question asking what parts o f the CJS
do not work well, she said.
It was a bit disconcerting that umm they had spent hours with me, the policemen
had spent a long time with me and then the court appointed lawyer who was
defending me or prosecuting my husband, 1 forget. He had never met me before.
.. .And he never met me before, even when I was sitting in the anteroom o f the
courtroom for an hour or two before and he never met me. So I was kind o f upset
that this man has taken over my case and is pleading my case in front o f a judge
but he’s never met me. It was almost like 1 had steeled myself to get in the
courtroom and I wanted to tell my own story to the judge. I didn’t want this
strange lawyer to tell it. .. .But he did an ok job (slight laugh).
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Sara took many opportunities to make positive comments about the different people she
encountered throughout her experiences with the CJS. This was especially true with
regard to the police and to the women who work in victim services. She attributed
negative experiences (e.g., being frightened in court) to the situation and the positive ones
to the people who helped her through it. She also seems to have generalized the positive
encounters to everyone. For instance, in response to the first question about why women
should use the CJS she said, “Because 1 never ran into anyone who struck me in a
negative way at all. Everyone was extremely helpful, professional, umm sensitive to my
situation.” However, later in the interview it is clear that she did not think the Crown
attomey was particularly sensitive.
The CJS can be trusted to work in the victim ’s best interest. These statements
demonstrated a trust in a system that works for the benefit o f victims and with which
victims should cooperate.
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(14) When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the

F5
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woman’s side unless she is very sure she wants him
charged and convicted.

when she doesn’t want to, she has no choice but to lie
in court.
(42) Women who are abused by their partners are

-2*

portrayed badly in court. They are seen as jealous,
vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
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worse.
Sara felt that the system was on her side, especially because the people she
encountered were supportive. When asked why she would use the CJS again she said,
“Because I know they have, that the system is out there to help and support me. Ya.”
Sara also felt that the system listened to her when they sentenced her husband. She says,
“he had probation for a year, he did not have a jail sentence. I had said all along I did not
want him in jail because I didn’t want him losing his ability to earn income, his future
ability to whatever else the ramification are”
Trust in the CJS is perhaps best illustrated by the women’s support o f mandatory
arrest and to a lesser degree, no-drop prosecution. The pattern o f these statements shows
that the women who loaded on this factor were more supportive o f these policies than
other women. The two statements that significantly differentiate this factor refer to
instances where the policies may backfire and be more harmful to women. The women’s
disagreement with these statements may imply a trust that the policies would not work
against them.
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(2) I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic
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violence.

(32) I would be (or would have been) helped by
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mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence.

(52) Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence
can make things worse for the woman. If she defends
herself by hitting him back she might also be arrested.
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(60) Women who are abused by their partners aren’t
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in the right state o f mind to decide whether or not
their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that
decision for them.
(4) 1 support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic
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violence.
(18) I would be (or would have been) helped by no-
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drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
(49) A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because
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a woman can’t change her mind about having her
partner prosecuted for hitting her.
(11) A woman who has been abused by her partner

-4*

0

should have the option o f dropping the charges
against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
In explaining why she supported mandatory arrest, Sara said,
I never ever would have [charged him], ya, 1 wouldn’t have, the police, after they
heard the story said, well he will be charged by the police because I wouldn’t
have charged him... And the policeman just said, well what you’ve told me, he
will, we will cheirge him. [1: I see. And that was, that was good for you, you
didn’t want to be in control o f that...] I would have never done that... and in fact
his father called me for months and months harassing me on the phone after. And
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I kept trying to make it clear, still me, trying to make it clear to my father in-law
that I hadn’t charged him ... ‘Cause I wouldn’t have woken up for another five
years maybe saying I hope he’ll be happier... that system worked in that the
policeman just said, he will be charged by us, not by you. You, you’re the victim,
you’re not the, the proactive person who has to come out [and] charge him. You
know. Because you’re in a situation, psychologically for years where you, you
are put down. And you don’t feel like you have any power any more.
Sara seemed relieved to have the charging decision out o f her hands because it reduced
her blame and got her out o f a situation that she did not feel she had control over. She
seemed to believe that the police were taking action in her best interest.
Using the CJS demonstrates the seriousness o f abuse. An idea that was strongly
associated with factor one was that using the CJS demonstrates the seriousness o f abuse.
Women should therefore use the system to take a stand against abuse. In addition, the
CJS itself was seen as taking abuse seriously. Most o f the statements below did not
significantly differentiate factor one from other factors because notions o f seriousness
also stood out in other factors, especially in factor two (‘disappointment’ perspective,
discussed in a later section). However, it is important to note that the women who loaded
on factor one reacted strongly to these statements. What is unique is that these women
strongly endorsed the notion that abuse is a serious crime and believed that the CJS treats
it that way, which differentiated them from women who held the ‘disappointment’
perspective, which emerged from factor two.

(35) When an abusive partner is prosecuted the
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criminal justice system is on the woman’s side.
Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
(50) If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal
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justice system involved in my case to show him that
he can’t get away with abusing me. This would show
him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
(7) Beating your partner is certainly not a family

0

3

matter. It’s a criminal offence. I think if more people
were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f assaulting
their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more
seriously.
(39) There is no point in arresting men who abuse
their partners because they are just released again
with a slap on the wrist.
(36) If my partner hit me, I would want him

4

prosecuted because that is the safest thing for my
children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking
it’s ok to hit a woman.
What seemed to be particularly important for Sara was that using the CJS would
demonstrate to her daughters that this kind o f abuse was not acceptable. She says,
what I have is two daughters and I would hate for them to think that it's the right
thing to be with a man or be in any kind o f relationship with a man who [is]
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overbearing, overpowering, abusive, um m ... It's not ok (small laugh)....And 1
don't want my kids to think that ever. So I needed to become active and I wanted
my girls to see that I could take the bull by the horn so to speak. And fix a
problem and you... I needed help, 1

couldn't do it in my four walls, my

house. 1 was extremely dependent on this man emotionally psychologically,
beaten down too, so 1 didn't have any power. And I wouldn't want my girls to be
like that at all.
As is also demonstrated by the quote above, Sara talked about needing outside help to
bring the secret out o f the family and into the public domain. She believed that she could
not deal with the abuse within the confines o f the four walls o f her house. When she used
the criminal justice system, it confirmed to her that this was a serious problem, it was a
crime, and she did not have to deal with it alone. She felt that when the police arrived
they took it seriously. She said,
Ya, I really needed that outside help. That first policeman who came to the door
and said, look, I wouldn’t want to if 1 was a woman, he said, I wouldn’t want to
go to sleep every night with a baseball bat under my bed and a bicycle helmet on
my head to keep myself safe. Why? You know why do you do this?”
She also saw her case as being taken seriously because he was found guilty. She talked
about her court experience as less than positive, but that it had a positive outcome.
Women should use the CJS. Given that the women who loaded on factor one felt
positively toward the people who work in the CJS and appeared to trust that the system
worked in their best interest, it is perhaps not surprising that they endorsed using the
system both for themselves and for other women. Most o f the statements below did not
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significantly differentiate factor one from other factors. This is because others also
endorsed using the CJS. However, as will be demonstrated, the apparent reasons for the
endorsement are different in this factor.

(13) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
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prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
(6) If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case. It would help
stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
(50) If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case to show him that
he can’t get away with abusing me. This would show
him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
(28) Women who are abused by their partners might
as well not go to court. I think it’s a waste o f time.
Sara noted difficulties with the system such as the time delay in hearing her case,
which was one year, but in general she saw those kinds o f difficulties as small compared
to the benefit o f getting out o f the violent relationship. For instance, in explaining why
she disagreed with statement #28 she said, “It is a waste o f time, it’s a waste of, I mean
hours and hours and hours o f your life are wasted, but you’ve got to get out o f that
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relationship.” Sara indicated that women should use the CJS and when asked why said,
“well because 1 had a positive response, a positive experience.” And when asked on what
she was basing her judgment o f the CJS, she says.
Well I don’t have any other information to base my judgment on. Like I don’t
really watch TV, that kind o f stuff. I don’t have other women that I know who
have been through this these problems. So. That is my only way to base the
judgment o f the system is my own experience.
Her positive experience with the CJS has shaped her views o f it. It is somewhat
remarkable that on the first and only time that she called the police the CJS seemingly
went into action with textbook efficiency. The police were supportive, she was put in
touch with victim services, the prosecution went smoothly and he was convicted. Even
his sentence reflected her wishes. Perhaps most importantly she wanted the CJS to take
action and it did.
Demographics and experiences o f factor one. The demographics and experiences
o f the 21 women whose loadings were the highest on factor one (7 pure loading and 14
others) were examined in comparison to women whose loadings were highest on other
factors. The women who loaded on this factor were more likely to have been recruited
from the shelter in Windsor (8 o f the 12 women from the shelter loaded on this factor and
8 o f the 21 women who loaded on this factor were recruited from the shelter). However,
they were no more likely to have used a shelter or other victim services than women who
loaded on other factors. This may be explained in an understanding o f the shelter itself.
The shelter in Windsor has an unusually good relationship with the police service and the
staff encourages and provides support for criminal justice intervention when women
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decide to take that route. A second demographic that appears to be related to this factor
is limited direct experience with the CJS (12 o f the 23 women with no direct experience
loaded on this factor and 12 o f the 21 women on this factor had no direct experience).
Ironically, it appears that the women who have the least experience with the CJS are the
most positive. There may be an element o f naive optimism in the responses o f some o f
the women who loaded on this factor.
Summary o f factor one. The ‘trust’ perspective that emerged from this factor was
associated with a positive attitude toward the criminal justice system as a whole and
especially toward the people who work within the system. There appeared to be a trust
that the system would work in the victim’s best interest, and would demonstrate the
seriousness o f abuse to society and to the batterer. The women who held the ‘trust’
perspective would use the criminal justice system and believed other women should also
use it.
Factor Two: Disappointment in the CJS
Five women loaded purely, and an additional 22 women loaded significantly on
factor two. The estimated reliability was 0.952 and the normalized standard error was
0.218. Sixteen percent o f the variance was explained by this factor.
Grace was interviewed because her Q-sort was most strongly correlated with this
factor. She is a 42-year-old Chinese immigrant woman with a university degree. She has
never used victim services and has had limited experience with the CJS (i.e., she spoke
with the police on one occasion and her partner was not charged.) She is no longer in the
relationship, but continues to be emotionally abused.
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The CJS has the potential to demonstrate the seriousness o f abuse with strong
actions. The women who loaded on factor two saw the CJS as having the potential to
demonstrate the seriousness o f abuse. That is, a strong CJS response could demonstrate
to the batterer and to society that wife abuse is a serious crime that will not be tolerated.
The statements below did not significantly differentiate this factor because a similar
sentiment is expressed in factor one, which was associated with the ‘trust’ perspective.
However, the high numbers clearly indicate that demonstrating the seriousness o f abuse
was an important aspect o f factor two.

(50) If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal
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justice system involved in my case to show him that
he can’t get away with abusing me. This would show
him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
(7) Beating your partner is certainly not a family
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matter. It’s a criminal offence. I think if more people
were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f assaulting
their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more
seriously.
(64) If the police know that a man has abused his
partner, they should calm him down, warn him, and
provide advice and contact numbers for both him and
his partner. They should not arrest him.
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Grace brought up the notion o f using the CJS to demonstrate seriousness in her
interview. She emphasized that involving the CJS would show the batterer that his
actions are wrong, that the victim is willing to take a stand against the abuse, and that she
has an option for recourse. Grace made this point multiple times throughout the
interview.
Where there is a lot of domestic violence a warning should be one night in jail, so
he knows what it feels like. He can start thinking about what he has done and
think what if he does something more serious. It will get him thinking o f the
ramifications on his doings....
I disagree with that (that going to court is a waste o f time). It’s not a waste of
time, it’s a good use o f time because this may never happen again. He would
know it’s serious. If you take action, he would get the m essage....
He calmed down. He was surprised that I called [the police]. You have to take
action to show the man that what you say is what you’ll do, rather than just say
something and not take action....
My main point is. I’m taking serious action, I mean it.
The CJS does not treat wife abuse as seriously as it should. In contrast to factor
one (‘trust’ perspective), the women who loaded on factor two did not believe that the
CJS takes abuse as seriously as it should.

(68) The criminal justice system makes such a big
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deal about violence against women and then they
don’t do very much. That upsets me.
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(12) Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the
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sentence does not reflect the seriousness o f the
assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.

(10) Crown attorneys often reduce charges against
men who abuse their partners. It gets to a point where
the charges do not reflect the seriousness o f the
assault.

(22) Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits
me gives me a sense o f control over the situation.

Grace talked about the disappointing action that the police took when they came
to her house,
In my case the police came and could have done more, but they didn’t. They
should take domestic violence more seriously. More serious is a way to be very
firm, that action is going to he taken. Action should be taken immediately to show
the person it’s not a joking matter, it’s a serious offence.
When asked whether or not she wanted the police to arrest her partner she said, “Yes,
they don’t arrest usually, so they think they can get away with it.” She came back to this
idea o f leniency leading to more abuse when she said, “If prosecuted, if charges laid and
they are very lenient, then they’ll do it again.” Grace believed that a strong CJS response
was positive and would demonstrate to abusive men that the violence was serious, but she
did not believe that the CJS responded in a serious manner. In her view, “It should be
serious to teach him a lesson. There should be more serious charges so he’s aware it’s
not right to abuse women. He will be punished in a serious manner.”
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A negative view o f the CJS and the people who work in the system. Factor two
was associated with a general negativity towards the whole system, which encompassed
different people within the system, as well as the system itself. Although women who
loaded on other factors perceived specific areas quite negatively, factor two is unique in
the range rather than the strength o f the negative responses. The statements below were
selected to demonstrate this range.

(23) I don’t think police officers believe women who
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are abused by their partners unless they’re really hurt.
(1) I am very satisfied with police response to
domestic violence.
(33) I am very satisfied with the way Crovra attorneys
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deal with cases o f domestic violence.
(20) I am very satisfied with the court process and
with the way judges deal with domestic violence.
(44) The criminal justice system doesn’t work well
enough for women who are abused by their partners.
The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
(57) The criminal justice system makes the woman
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feel like a victim again. If the system could just give
women a little more power, women would have the
confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
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(14) When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the
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woman’s side unless she is very sure she wants him
charged and convicted.
Grace’s personal experience with the CJS was limited to interactions with the
police, which she described in a lukewarm manner. When asked what she thought o f the
police who came to her house she said, “They were helpful in a sense. They went by the
book. They were not sympathetic to me. They were quite neutral, this is just a domestic
abuse.” When asked about her agreement with statement #57 she said, “If we go and
prosecute, when I did call the police, they were neutral, not sympathetic. I felt they are
always on the m en’s side, we call the police, but the prosecution, the system is always on
their side.” From this response it seems that Grace has generalized her experience with
the police to the system as a whole. If the police are unsympathetic, there is little reason
to expect others within the system to be on her side. She agreed that her view was one of
disappointment with the CJS when asked about the title for this factor, “Yes. That seems
to fit (told her title o f her factor). A lot o f women would like to use it, but lack o f
resources and lack o f knowledge. There is a stereotype o f you women deserve it. The
system has a stereotype o f women that you deserve it.”
Grace was also frustrated with the complexity o f the CJS. “The whole process is
long and that is why I’m disappointed. If it was shorter or simpler, more women would
use the system.” On a number o f different occasions, she brought up the lack o f
resources to help women understand their options. In one such incident she said, “1 don’t
think, again, there is enough knowledge or resources for us to understand. I don’t
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understand the criminal justice system, so it puts me at a disadvantage.” Her confusion
about the system was apparent in this quote,
“All 1 can do is call the police -th a t’s all I know to do. 1 don’t know what are the
legal actions take. 1 don’t have money to hire a lawyer etc. 1 don’t know if 1 can
go to legal aid, small claims courts. I’m worried about that, 1 think about courts
and lawyers and that. Women are hesitant to prosecute because o f the cost.”
Perhaps most troubling was her expressed fear o f getting in trouble if she was to use the
CJS, which may be related to her immigrant status. “If we speak out w e’re afraid w e’ll
get in trouble. When we speak out it’s hard to get help. There are not enough resources
for women to get help to prosecute.”
Most Women should use the CJS, but with some trepidation. Despite the negative
feelings towards the CJS, the women who loaded on factor two generally believed that
women should use the CJS. The sentiment seemed to be that women should use the CJS
to demonstrate the seriousness o f abuse despite some o f the problems. However their
endorsement o f using the CJS was not overwhelming and did not extend to everyone.
The hassle o f using the CJS was still a consideration that might keep them from using the
system and the support was not strong for women who were unsure about leaving their
partners.

(66) If my partner hit me, I would not call the police
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because I wouldn’t want him arrested.
(67) After you leave and get away from an abusive
partner, there doesn’t seem to be any point in having
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him prosecuted.

(28) Women who are abused by their partners might
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(27) If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship -3
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as well not go to court. I think it’s a waste o f time.

(13) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.

with a partner who has hit her, there is no point in
prosecuting him.
It should be noted that any apprehension toward using the system was not because
o f continued attaehment to their partners, or feelings o f unfairness towards their partners.
The women who loaded on this factor were least likely to feel attached to their partners,
or worry about the consequences for him.

(29) If my partner hit me, 1wouldn’t want him
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prosecuted. 1wouldn’t want him to lose his job or
go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.

(43) I am (or was) very emotionally attaehed to my
partner and would have (or would have had) a hard
time even calling the poliee on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship
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and this is not what I want (or wanted).
(56) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the
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criminal justice system involved in my case because
the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
Grace believed that she would use the CJS if she needed to and that other women
should do the same. When asked whether or not she would use it she said, “Y es...
It is hard on the woman to prosecute, but it will stop him from doing it again.” And when
specifically asked about the discrepancy between her criticism o f the system and her
endorsement o f using it she said,
1 would use it anyway because I want him punished. I want him to know that I
have taken a serious action. I’m not just saying it. I’m doing it.. .The whole
process is long and that is why I’m disappointed. If it was shorter or simpler,
more women would use the system.
As discussed above, Grace thought it was very important to show her partner that she was
willing to call the police. It would show him that she could stand up for herself and that
in itself might help end the abuse.
Demographics and experiences o f factor two. The demographics and experiences
o f the 20 women whose loadings were the highest on factor two were examined. One
thing that stood out was that five o f the nine women who were recruited from the
Women’s Abuse council loaded on this factor (the others were dispersed throughout the
other factors). The women’s abuse council advocates for other abused women and is
very familiar with how the criminal justice system works in cases o f abuse. The
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sentiment expressed by this factor may in some cases be an activist one, although this did
not come out strongly in Grace’s interview. The problems with the CJS are clearly being
expressed because the system needs outside pressure before it will change. However,
women should continue to use the CJS because this kind o f violence is clearly criminal
and that message needs to be clear.
Summary o f factor two. The ‘disappointment’ perspective that emerged from
factor two is one o f disappointment with the CJS and the people that work within the
system. The CJS was perceived as having the potential to be a strong force that could
demonstrate the seriousness o f domestic violence, but that it fell short o f that potential.
Despite their disappointment, the women who held this perspective would use the CJS.
Factor three: Victims Should Have Input into the CJS, And be Sure They Want to Use it
Three women loaded purely, and an additional 5 women loaded significantly on
factor three. The estimated reliability for this factor was .923, and the normalized
standard error was .277. Six percent o f the variance was explained by this factor.
Savita had the second highest loading on factor three and was interviewed about
her views on the CJS and about her sort. She is a 23-year-old South Asian immigrant
woman with a university degree who is pursuing a post-graduate degree. She is currently
engaged and in an emotionally abusive relationship, although she does not define it as
abusive. She has not used any victim services or the CJS.
Forcing the CJS on victims will not help, but individualized responses might. The
women who loaded significantly on this factor strongly believed women were capable of
making up their own minds about arrest and prosecution decisions. Interestingly, when
sorting direct statements about mandatory arrest, a more neutral response was
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demonstrated. Perhaps women felt that the policy itself was okay because it forced the
police to act, but that women should be able to stop the pursuit o f charges after the arrest.
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(49) A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because 3
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(59) An abused woman is too frightened to ask for
arrest, so it is better that that decision is out o f her
hands.

(60) Women who are abused by their partners aren’t
in the right state o f mind to decide whether or not
their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that
decision for them.
(4)

1 support no-drop prosecution in cases o f
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3

2

domestic violence.

(11) A woman who has been abused by her partner
should have the option o f dropping the charges
against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?

a woman can’t change her mind about having her
partner prosecuted for hitting her.

(54) A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman

-2

who has been abused feel powerless. This is
because she has no control over whether or not her
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partner is prosecuted.
(2) I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic
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violence.
(32) I would be (or would have been) helped by
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mandatory arrest in cases of domestic violence.
Savita believed very strongly that women should be able to control their use o f the
CJS. She said, “She can [use the CJS] but her decision is there. The option is there.
There should be the option for her to take the justice system or not to take the justice
system. But if she doesn’t want to reconcile and just wants like, then there should be the
freedom o f her decision.” In explaining her disagreement with statement #49 she said,
Ya. Well first o f all it is that she is the person who is suffering the most, so she is
the person who is complaining and it is her partner, it is her life, so the decision
cannot be taken without her consent. So if she decides that it is, like her partner
should go to jail and whatever then it is okay for the abusing her. But if she later
on decides that it was not enough for her partner, like it was not enough abuse for
what her partner is going through, then it is like, and then again the police takes
her partner off and then again she has to run for the hassle o f court to get her
partner out o f that then that becomes even more hassle for her.
Savita also believed that women were neither too frightened nor too distraught to make
decisions. In explaining why she disagreed with item #60 she said,
“No. Why should, what, it is not that when she is abused she will lose her mental
stability or whatever. She hasn’t, she has, o f course because she has her mental
stability that is why she is identifying that she is being abused. It is not that she
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will, she will be mad by getting abused or whatever or be indecisive. If she is
indecisive, she is indecisive by her nature, not because o f getting abused.”
The women who loaded on this factor bad a high regard for a specially trained
workforce that would understand domestic violence. Perhaps there was a feeling that this
kind o f training would help provide individualized responses that could cater to women’s
different needs. In other words it may have been perceived as an alternative to the onesize-fits-all approach o f mandatory policies.

(37) There should be special domestic violence
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officers and special courts for domestic violence."^
(31) Special domestic violence officers help women
stay involved with the criminal justice system so that
their partner can be taken to court.
I had not considered the idea that specialized personnel might be an alternative to
specific policies until I interviewed Savita. In explaining why she strongly supported
item # 3 7 , Savita said,
Like there are a lots o f psychologies, emotions relationships which are involved in
it. Like there can’t be specific laws like this behaviour results in this, this
behaviour results in th is... [I ask her to clarity] Ya there can’t be a specific law,
which is valid for everybody because this case, every other case is a little different
from the other ones. So like there should be some people who could understand
the situation exactly and decide on the issue. Like just not only the police and law

Although #37 looks like it should not be significant it is. Recall that the significance level is calculated
fi-om the standardized Z-score, not from the statement placement number.
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and just going to court and just going to a jail or whatever....So there should be
some people who would understand both o f them.
Women should be sure before they engage the CJS. The women who loaded on
factor three believed that the CJS could only benefit women who were certain that they
wanted to use it. This was seen as most likely for women who were ready to leave their
partners.
FI
(30) If a woman wants the violence to end, but does
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not want the relationship to end, the criminal justice
system can’t help her.

(14) When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on

- 1 4

the woman’s side unless she is very sure she wants
him charged and convicted.
(27) If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship -3
with a partner who has hit her, there is no point in
prosecuting him.
(67) After you leave and get away from an abusive

-3

partner, there doesn’t seem to be any point in having
him prosecuted.
Savita brought up the notion that women should only use the CJS if they are sure
they want to leave their partner on a number o f different occasions. In response to
whether or not women should use the CJS she said.
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Weil it depends on the decision o f the w om an... It depends on the extent o f the,
the extent of the, the way she is being abused. If it is up to the extent that she
decides to leave and have a life o f her own and if it is beyond a certain extent,
beyond the mental abuse, it is physical then I would suggest her [that she use the
CJS]. But if it a mental abuse and if she wants to reconcile and think about the
decision then I think, well I would advise her to talk to her partner, that it is not
repeated, and think about it and then go for the criminal justice system.
Savita believed that if a woman used the CJS her relationship with her partner would end.
She said, “So it depends on the woman, like if she is like she should be mentally prepared
not to go and then return back when she goes for the criminal justice system because its
not in her hands anymore. It is in the hands o f somebody else.”
Emotional issues affecting views on CJS. Emotional issues such as love, guilt,
and fear may have affected these women’s views on the CJS. Along with the women in
factor four, which is associated with the ‘cannot protect’ perspective (discussed in a later
section), the women who loaded on factor three were most likely to agree that being
emotionally attached, feeling guilty, and worrying about what others would think would
influence women not to use the CJS. However, they were the least likely to agree that
fear would keep them from using the CJS.

(43) I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my
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partner and would have (or would have had) a hard
time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship
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and this is not what I want (or wanted).
(29) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
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prosecuted. 1 wouldn’t want him to lose his job or
go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.
(24) If my partner were arrested or taken to court for
hitting me, 1 would feel guilty and worry about what
people would think o f me.
(62) If my partner hit me, 1 would want him
prosecuted so that I could tell my story and let
people know what he did.
(65) My partner would (or would have) come after
me if I put him in jail for hitting me. I’d be scared to
find out what he would do once he was free.
(41) If my partner were charged for assaulting me,
he would kill me before the court date if I didn’t get
the charges dropped.
Savita talked about love as an explanation for not using the CJS. She said,
“1 think all women are not the same. Maybe somebody loves her husband so much that
[she] is ready to accept some more insults and then forgive him if he comes back and
says he won’t repeat.” She discussed guilt and blame in relation to her ethnic
background. To explain her agreement with statement #24, she said.
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I’m from an ethnic background and from my like Asian background, and from my
background it’s accepted that you’re getting married and you’ll have a nice
family, family life and if it goes up to a certain extent that 1 have to complain to
people and my partner is taken away eompletely by poliee or law, it is up to such
an extent, then I would maybe sometimes find myself also in not a very nice or
bappy position. [I: Do you think other people would blame you?] Well maybe
the relatives o f my husband’s family might blame me. Well another thing 1 felt, I
might feel guilty is somehow the relationship didn’t work out and, the relationship
whieh 1 would start is with a lot o f hope to make it work out, so once it ends 1
would feel guilty for myself and maybe for himself. ‘Cause there was not proper
understanding somehow.
Not against using CJS. Despite a strong dislike for polieies that did not take
women’s decisions into account, the women who loaded on this factor were not against
using the CJS per se and they generally believed the CJS did an adequate job.

(19) Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner
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that you can’t be abusive and get away with it. He’ll
learn not to do it again.
(50) If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case to show him that
he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that soeiety takes domestic violence
seriously.
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(66) If my partner hit me, I would not call the police -1
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because 1 wouldn’t want him arrested.
(28) Women who are abused by their partners might -5
as well not go to court. I think it’s a waste o f time.
(44) The criminal justice system doesn’t work well

0

enough for women who are abused by their partners.
The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Savita explained the discrepancy between disliking the mandatory intervention
policies and believing that women should use the system in this way,
So I wanted to keep, probably, 1 wanted to keep the option for the woman open
because she should react towards any abuse or any insult towards him. However,
if she decides not to react she should not be put in a position that she has to react.
In general it is good for the women to, like it is for the women’s sake that they
should react. That is a general statement. But however, for her personal case, if
somehow the situation is that she decides not to react, then the law should not be
such that it forces her to react.
Although Savita did not think women should be forced to use the CJS she believed using
the system was generally in women’s best interest. This was especially true if women
were prepared to leave their partners. Savita also seemed to support CJS intervention for
serious cases o f physical abuse and as a way o f preventing imminent and more serious
abuse. She said.
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Well, I think that when a woman is physically abused, the first step should be the
police should come and take the man away. And then decide about the court and
then decide how much the man is responsible and how much the woman is.
Because under any circumstances, whether you are drunk whether you are
provoking, ... [you] should not delay the issue and give time to the m an...
Demographics and experiences o f factor three. There were five women whose
loadings were the highest on this factor, and none o f them were White. One was African
Canadian, one was First Nations and three were South Asian Canadian. Only one
statement referred to discrimination, and although the endorsement o f discrimination was
not large, it did stand out as being the only positive number.

(56) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the
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criminal justice system involved in my case because
the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
Summary o f factor three. This ‘wants input’ perspective represented a strong
dislike o f policies that do not take the victim’s opinions and wishes into account. The
women who held this perspective did not want the CJS to make decisions for them. They
also endorsed the view that the CJS could only help women who were ready to leave their
partners, which may explain why emotional issues (i.e., attachment to the partner,
feelings o f guilt, worrying about what other would think) were relevant in this
perspective. However, this perspective was not associated with a strong negative reaction
to arrest or prosecution in general. Most o f the women who held the ‘wants input’
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perspective were South Asian, and all o f them were women o f colour, which may be
important in understanding this perspective.
Factor four: The CJS Cannot Protect Women and Can Make Matters Worse
Four women loaded purely and nine additional women loaded significantly (four
o f which loaded negatively) on factor four. The estimated reliability for this factor was
0.941, and the normalized standard error was 0. 243. Six percent o f the variance was
accounted for by this factor.
Ying M ay’s Q sort was most strongly correlated with this factor, and she was
interviewed. She is a 30-year-old Chinese immigrant woman with a post-graduate
degree. She has never used victim services, and has had limited interaction with the CJS.
The police have come to her home twice, but have never arrested her partner. She is
currently in an emotionally abusive relationship, and was previously married to a
physically abusive man.
The CJS is not a deterrent and cannot protect women. The women who loaded on
this factor did not believe that the CJS was a deterrent. Using the CJS would not make
them feel safer and might make them more frightened.
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learn not to do it again.
(16) If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he
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will not hit her again because he will not want to be
arrested again.
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(45) The police help decrease long-term violence in
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cases o f domestic abuse.
(6) If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case. It would help
stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
(36) If my partner hit me, I would want him
prosecuted because that is the safest thing for my
children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking
it’s okay to hit a woman.
Ying May did not believe the CJS would be a deterrent for violent men. She had
this response to statement #16,
Oh ya. (lots o f laughing)... There are so many examples, I really don’t think so. [I
ask about what examples].. .Umm, not in my own life, but in my friends and from
my relatives, even from T.V. from movies. Ya I would think, its like the nature,
they are naturally, they like to do that and they’ll just do that. But maybe if they
come back from the court and they really want to maintain the relationship with
that woman, maybe they will be better. But it’s really hard to say they will never
do that again. I strongly disagree with this.
Ying May had quite a negative experience with the police because her abuse was not
taken seriously and this has coloured her impression o f the whole system’s ability to
protect her. When asked what parts o f the CJS she thought worked well for victims she
said,
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Umm, I think maybe I don’t have too much experience in those parts. But it
seems it works very well, umm, well, but when it applies to me (small laugh)
[I:Ya, it didn’t work very well for you, from the sounds o f it.] Ya, ya. I’m not too
happy, I don’t think I was protected very very, very good, but umm. But I really,
I think because, I really 1 don’t have time to think about it very well. But umm,
every time when I recall is I just think, well, (small laugh) well since I’m not
protected very w ell... Ya. But I’m not umm, an expert in this field so 1 don’t
know. I really don’t know what wrong here, but I don’t feel w ell... Ya, ya. It
should be good, but umm it doesn’t, it doesn’t really make me very very happy
with it [the CJS]. But 1 don’t know what’s wrong with it (small laugh).
The CJS cannot be trusted to work in the victim ’s best interest. The women who
loaded on this factor did not think the CJS always acted in the victim’s best interest. The
system was likely to take the man’s side, and sometimes the victim would be worse off
after engaging the CJS because she would be at greater risk for violence or might get in
trouble with the law herself.
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(35) When an abusive partner is prosecuted the
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criminal justice system is on the woman’s side.
Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
(9) Arresting a man who has abused his partner will
make him angrier and he will take his anger out on
the woman.
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(52) Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence
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can make things worse for the woman. If she
defends herself by hitting him back she might also
be arrested.
(57) The criminal justice system makes the woman

1

4

feel like a victim again. If the system could just give
women a little more power, women would have the
confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
When the police came to Ying May’s home her partner had already left. Her
impression was that the police blamed her and threatened to charge her. In explaining
what happened she said,
They just came and they asked me the whole thing, the whole situation. And then
they make, make kind o f record, and then they left. [So they didn’t charge him?]
No. Ya, I think, they said the problem was caused by both o f us, so the fault is not
only from him. I did something wrong to o ... .Ya, I was at fault, half o f the fault it
belonged to me. [1 see. Because he hit you because you blocked his way, that’s
how they thought?] Ya, ya. They said so they won’t charge him and they won’t
charge me too. Because it’s not very serious case, so. Maybe they just
considered it that it’s just a fighting between families, husband and wife it’s just,
ya. [These are the policemen that told you this?] Ya, the policemen told me this.
Later in the interview she came back to this experience and explained that she would be
unlikely to call the police again because she would worry that it might affect her
immigration status. She said.
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Ya, just I think it’s because o f that unhappy experience again. So I think I’ii
never, I will suppress [calling the police] because they told me 1 was some kind o f
fault too. So next time when 1 try to look for help from them I will think again
did I do something wrong or I will think that, think about that again because you
know I am a new immigrant, and 1 very trigger my status here, 1 would be so 1
don’t want to be involved in any trouble, so well next time if 1 try to call the
police I would think about it again, if 1 did something wrong, or and also 1 think it
will effect the system protect me because 1 have to, w ell... [You don’t think the
system could protect you. It would affect your thinking about that.]
P: Ya. [So if umm, this ever happen to you again, you would think, did I do
anything to provoke this?] Ya. (slight laugh) [And if there is even the slightest
little possibility that maybe you did...] Ya, 1 wouldn’t call. Ya, because I’m just
calling for protection, for help, 1 don’t want to call somebody in and then they
said well that’s your fault. I really don’t want to do that even if 1 was hurt.
The experience she had with the police on one occasion has greatly influenced her
willingness to use the system again.
CJS does not provide justice coupled with negative attitude toward police. The
women who loaded on this factor did not think the CJS provided justice. That is, they did
not think that the end result o f using the system would be satisfactory. This was coupled
by a negative attitude toward the police in particular, but not toward other members o f the
system.

(48) Continuing with prosecution in cases o f
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domestic violence stops the man from getting away
with the abuse. He committed a crime and he
deserves to be punished.

(39) There is no point in arresting men who abuse
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(8) When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they -4
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their partners because they are just released again
with a slap on the wrist.

(72) If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case because that is
what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.

(23) I don’t think police officers believe women who -3
are abused by their partners unless they’re really
hurt.
(1) I am very satisfied with police response to
domestic violence.

(63) When responding to domestic disputes police
officers often act cocky and macho.

act as if nothing important has happened. They
don’t even make an effort to collect all the evidence.
Ying May’s negative experience with the police seems to have coloured her view
o f the whole system. She said,
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Umm, well I think 1 was hurt, so I called the police, but when they arrived they
told me that because 1 blocked his way, so it was not just his fault, it was my fault
too. So that it’s it’s acceptable that he hit me because 1 blocked his w ay...Ya, 1
was sur.. surprised, I think it’s not fair to me, but umm, that is the system.
Later she says,
I think when I sorted the cards maybe 1just recalled about the unhappy experience
with the policeman. So I put it for negative things. [If the police are bad, maybe
they’re all bad, kind of?] Even if 1 go to court maybe they will tell me the same
thing. That I blocked his way and, so. It is not the court system, maybe it is the
whole, well whole justice system. Ya, they don’t think about your feelings. Ya
but o f course they won’t think about your feelings, they just, they just want the
truth, what happen. They don’t care what you are thinking, what your situation is,
what your feelings at that time. They won’t think about it. But umm, well 1 was
confused. I don’t know, if I was a judge how will I think about well this woman,
she was hurt but she did something wrong. 1 don’t know if 1 was the judge what 1
will, what justice will do.
Emotional issues affecting views on CJS. Emotional issues were an important
consideration for the women who loaded on factor four. Feelings o f attachment, guilt,
and worry about what others would think were most strongly noted on this factor and
likely influenced their views on the use o f the CJS. Unlike the women who held the
‘wants input’ perspective (factor three), those who loaded on factor four also had a strong
fear o f the abuser.
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(43) I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my
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partner and would have (or would have had) a hard
time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship
and this is not what I want (or wanted).
(29) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
prosecuted. I wouldn’t want him to lose his job or
go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.

hitting me, I would feel guilty and worry about what
people would think o f me.
(62) If my partner hit me, I would want him

0

prosecuted so that I could tell my story and let
people know what he did.
Attachment to one’s partner comes up a number o f times in the interview both in
discussions o f Ying May’s own relationship and in discussions o f hypothetical
relationships. Regardless o f how attached a woman is to her partner, Ying May thinks
the woman should call the police if the abuse is serious, but she admits that knowing
when to define the abuse as serious is difficult. When discussing whether or not women
should use the CJS she said.
And she thinks well he’ll never do that again so she just keeps it. And if you
really want to keep the relationship then maybe she will just keep it. But if she
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thinks well she can’t stand it any more and she is looking for some other way to
solve the problem maybe, maybe she is better [using the CJS]... Ya but umm, hut
if the hurt is very serious, if it very badly o f course she couldn’t just umm, even if
she likes to still have that man, but if that man hurt her very seriously or very
badly.
In explaining her agreement with item #43 she said,
Ya, if I do love him, definitely I won’t do that [call the police]. But right now, it
really depends on the situation. When you are in the situation, you he very mad,
and by that time what you are thinking would be very different with what you are
thinking when you are become calm down. Like when I sit here and I don’t love
him anymore, so what you are saying has nothing to do with me, so I will be
thinking all o f these very considerate or very comfort. Right so, he’s just a man
and w e’ve been husband and wife for years and I won’t hurt him.
She seems to be saying that her emotional state would really affect her decision to call the
police. If she loved the man she would not want to call the police, but if she got angry
enough she might call them. Guilt and worry about what people would think was also
very salient for Ying May. She said,
Ya, even my family, they would think well this woman she is so, well, how can I
describe it, well, she is so, this woman can call the police, she could do that to her
husband. .. .If anything happens later she will call the police again.. .My family is
okay, but my friends, I think to my friends maybe they will think, this woman, she
is too, w ell.. .Too wicked.. .ya she even called the police to her husband. Well,
who will marry her again?”
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She related guilt and shame to her Chinese heritage when she was asked about her
agreement with statement #62. She said, “Ya (laughs). This is a cultural influence ‘cause
1 he was caught and charged because o f me and I sent him to the jail. 1 think I would be
very very guilty. Like I would be very shy to tell anybody else. Well Tm so strong, I’m
so powerful, well I wouldn’t do that.” For her it seems that talking about it in court
would be perceived as arrogant.
Although not particularly high, statement #65 was highest for factor four. Fear of
the batterer may also have affected the women’s responses to items that alluded to fear
such as being too frightened to ask for arrest.

(65) My partner would (or would have) come after
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me iff put him in jail for hitting me. I’d be scared to
find out what he would do once he was free.
(59) An abused woman is too frightened to ask for
arrest, so it is better that that decision is out o f her
hands.

(60) Women who are abused by their partners aren’t
in the right state o f mind to decide whether or not
their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that
decision for them.

(9) Arresting a man who has abused his partner will 0

-3

make him angrier and he will take his anger out on
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the woman.
Fear was not a dominant theme in Ying May’s interview, but it did surfaee in her
explanations o f some o f the statements. When she was read #65 she said, “Oh ya. [So
you think your own partner, the one who hit you would have been revengeful.] Ya, at
that time we were all very mad. So maybe he can do anything he want.” And when she
was explaining her disagreement with statement # 9 she said,
Ya. It’s not. I don’t think it really happen to me. But umm, I think I have this
feeling because I watch too many movies, (laughing) too much T.V. I just don’t
think, well a man who is released from prison, they will be more angry, because
well that woman just ruined my life. I will, maybe I will do anything I can to
fight her back.
Would not use the CJS, especially fo r prosecution. The women on this factor
were least likely to agree that they would use the CJS, and if forced to, would not likely
cooperate.
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(13) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
(67) After you leave and get away from an abusive
partner, there doesn’t seem to be any point in having
him prosecuted.
(34) A woman who has been abused by her partner
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should not drop the charges or fail to show up to
testify. If she does the violence will continue.
(26) If a woman is forced to testify against her

-4

partner when she doesn’t want to, she has no choice
but to lie in court.
When Ying May was first asked about whether or not women should use the CJS,
she indicated that they should, but when asked why she quickly adds that this would only
be best in very serious cases when a third party is needed. And when asked about cases
that are not very serious she says,
Ya if it is not so serious, but it is very hard to say how is serious and how is not
serious. So, but if the problem really can be solved by themselves it is better just
to keep it in the family. Not to, Ya. Because 1 know sometimes if they look for
help from other parts maybe it will just make the case even more worse.
A similar scenario occurs when she was asked about whether or not she would use the
CJS if she needed to. She indicates that she would, and has in the past. However, later in
the interview after she describes her “unhappy experience with the policeman” it
becomes clear that she probably would not call them again.
Demographics and experiences offactor four. The demographics and
experiences o f the five women who loaded most significantly on this factor were
examined. All o f the women who loaded on this factor had experience with the CJS.
Two only had police experience, one had prosecution experience, and two had court
experience. All o f the women had experienced physical abuse (stage two to fourA) and
all, but one, were still being abused. So some o f their views may be a result o f still being
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currently physically abused. Only one o f the five women who loaded on this factor was
White.
’N ummary offactor four. Women who held the ‘cannot protect’ perspective
believed that the CJS could not ensure the safety o f victims o f domestic violence and was
not a deterrent to abusers. They were also the most fearful, emotionally attached, and
likely to experience guilt if their partners were charged. They had a negative attitude
toward the system as whole, but especially toward the police, and they believed that the
CJS could turn against victims and make matters worse for them. The women who held
this perspective were least likely to indicate that they would use the CJS or that other
women should use it. Some o f the women’s demographics and experiences may be
important in understanding this perspective. In particular, the fact that they had all
experienced physical abuse and were all currently being abused could explain the high
level o f fear. The high percentage o f minority women who held this perspective and the
‘wants input’ perspective (factor three), and the fact that both o f the women interviewed
connected their ethnicity to emotions o f guilt and worry about what people might think
could be important in understanding these perspectives.
Factor Five: The CJS Should be Used fo r Her Safety, fo r His Rehabilitation, and fo r
Justice Despite its Problems
Three women loaded purely, and an additional 16 women loaded significantly on
factor five. The estimated reliability for this factor was 0.923, and the normalized
standard error was 0.277. Seven percent o f the variance was explained by factor five.
Two interviews were conducted. Reena’s Q sort was most strongly correlated
with factor five. She is a 54-year-old South Asian Canadian woman. She has a college
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diploma and two young adult children. She has ealled an assaulted woman’s hotline onee
and has also used vietim serviees provided by the eourts on one occasion. She has
substantial experience with the CJS. She has ealled the police six times, and someone
else has ealled on her behalf once. The police have come to her house four times and her
partner has been arrested twice. He was prosecuted and found guilty once. Although
Reena did not testify in court, she has watched a number o f other women testify through
her work with Court Wateh. She has been married for 26 years and lives with the man
who has assaulted her. He has not been physically abusive in two years, but continues to
be verbally abusive.
Jen’s Q sort had the second highest correlation with factor five. She is a 38-yearold Caribbean Canadian woman. She has a high-school education and one small child.
She has stayed in a shelter for women 15 times and once used shelter services while
living somewhere else. She has ealled the police twice and on one occasion someone else
called on her behalf. The poliee have come to her home twiee and her partner was
arrested twice. On one occasion she wanted the police to arrest and they did not. He was
charged and proseeuted on one occasion, and she was subpoenaed and testified in court.
The abuse stopped 12 years ago when she left him. She is currently in a non-abusive
relationship that is three years old.
Using the CJS can stop the abuse. The women who loaded on this faetor were
most likely to believe that using the CJS eould stop the abuse both temporarily and
permanently. They consistently supported notions o f deterrence, although some o f the
unit numbers were not very large. Statement #19 in partieular may have been affected by
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a general negativity towards Crown attorneys and the court process, which is discussed in
a later section.

(36) If my partner hit me, I would want him
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prosecuted because that is the safest thing for my
children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking
it’s okay to hit a woman.
(46) Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops

2

4

the violence underway and the woman is safe while
he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
(19) Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner
that you can’t be abusive and get away with it. He’ll
learn not to do it again.
(16) I f a man is arrested for abusing his partner he
will not hit her again because he will not want to be
arrested again.
(45) The police help decrease long-term violence in
cases o f domestic abuse.
Both Reena and Jen believed that using the CJS could be a deterrent to future
abuse, although there was no guarantee that it would always stop a man from being
abusive. Jen explained that women should use the CJS to help stop the abuse. She said.
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.. .victims should get some eould get some relief if their assaulter got punished.
[Okay, So you mean relief in the sense that the abuse might stop?] Ya, definitely
the abuse would stop. If you went to that extreme. You have more chances o f it
stopping.
Jen also felt that the CJS eould proteet women, but that the woman herself had to have
personal strength and resolve to get the case prosecuted. Her reaction to this factor’s title
was,
It [the CJS] can protect, women, it can protect victims, if you keep your strength,
and you know, don’t allow say a Crown to push, you know umm persuade you
not to follow through with it if you keep umm, your head straight and just umm
keep pursuing and umm go all the way, you can get some, you could possibly
could get somewhere... Ya. It does keep them safe for at least that time being,
you ean say.
Reena had more personal experience with deterrence. The first time she used the
CJS, her husband was not charged. And she acknowledged that this was okay with her
beeause “at first all [she] wanted to do was to frighten him.” However as the abuse
escalated, her husband became accustomed to speaking to the police. She described it
this way,
1 think, the police took so long to eharge him, you know three four visits later, ah,
to a certain extent it made him feel, ah, sort o f these are empty threats they’re
never going to charge me. You know, like you can keep calling them, you know,
like so you’re wasting publie money. Rather than ah something is going to come
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out of this one o f these days. So that was good that like they did eventually
eharge him.
Later in the interview she directly attributed an escalation o f violence to the police’s lack
o f action the night before. She said, “so the next time in fact maybe they [the police] told
him, we don’t see any marks so w e’re not going to charge you. And I felt that he had got
so complacent that they’re not going to charge me that he actually scratched my face.”
Reena’s husband eventually spent 17 days in jail, which she believes to be the reason
why he has not been physically abusive in the last two years.
My husband got the fear o f the law beeause o f those 17 days. He was locked up
with heavy duty criminals who didn’t like the way he looked and was threatening
to smash his face in. So that was, I think the major deterrent. You know being
taken away in handcuffs and going to sleeping in jail in the division for the night,
I don’t think bothered him so much because the next day he was very defiant in
the court, you know. Because he thought, you know, I’m getting out today. But
those fellows threatening to smash his brains in, you know really frightened
him ...
Reena’s husband continues to be verbally abusive, but she believes he does not hit her
because he is afraid that she will call the police again. She said, “Because as 1 say, it
triggers in his head that like if he touches me, if he lets his anger get away from him and
he touches him, I have, 1 have this option [calling the police].”
Reena has also done Court Wateh, so she has seen a number o f trials, and
although she feels the CJS was a deterrent in her ease, she believes that that is often not
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the case because men have “learned how to beat the system” by admitting guilt
immediately and getting off with a light sentence.
The CJS should be used fo r justice (punishment) and rehabilitation. The women
who loaded on this factor supported the idea that abusive men should be punished
although there is some evidence that they did not believe that CJS always did this
strongly enough (e.g., statement #68). The notion o f using the CJS so that men will not
get away with abuse may have been particularly important.

(48) Continuing with prosecution in cases o f
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domestic violence stops the man from getting away
with the abuse. He committed a crime and he
deserves to be punished.
(68) The criminal justice system makes such a big
deal about violence against women and then they
don’t do very much. That upsets me.
(72) If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal
justice system involved in my case because that is
what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
(7) Beating your partner is certainly not a family

5

matter. It’s a criminal offence. 1 think if more
people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be
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taken more seriously.
Jen supported the idea that abusive men should be punished, although she was
less likely to believe that they actually would be punished. In response to why she would
use the CJS Jen said,
Because umm. I’ve experienced, kind o f the abuse, and I think that umm, more I
realize that the, they shouldn’t, people, people shouldn’t, that’s not respectful
behaviour and people shouldn’t get away with that. They should be punished. [I;
So you feel that if you did use the CJS, that there would be justice, that there
would he punishment for him?] I would hope that, I would think that umm,
justice umm works for umm the person wounded.
Reena saw the punishing aspect o f the criminal justice system was important for
deterrence in her own situation. She also thought it was very important that this kind of
violence be treated as a crime, which accordingly involves punishment. In explaining
why she agreed with item #48 she said.
And that domestic violence is a crime. Because not only does it involve the two
or four people it goes on to involve generations. Because I think that he is the
way he is because he was an abused child. He comes from a home o f domestic
violence, which nobody paid any attention to. [So by using the criminal justice
system you show that it’s serious] Umm hmm. [Is that the idea?] Ya. And not
only serious. I want it to be made a crime. You know like drunken driving is a
crime.
This factor was the one that was most associated with wanting treatment for
abusive men, and for their own partners in particular.
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(71) I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system
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involved in my case because they could get my
partner into treatment.
(5) Most men who are charged with abusing their
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partners are sentenced to receive treatment. 1 think
this is the best kind o f sentence.
Jen was supportive o f treatment because it might help some couples reconcile. In
response to her agreement with statement #5, she said,
Ya, I really am supportive o f that, o f treatment because it could resolve the issue,
ya know, maybe it could help them if they go through treatment and they, you
know some men are really serious but they don’t want completely out o f the set,
you know away from their wives and their children, you know once they’ve
gotten some treatment and they’re able to talk it out and they come to their
sentence, and ah, and there is a lot o f reconciliation, which I’m supportive of. [I:
So it could keep the couple together in a more healthy relationship?] Ya, ya. And
sometimes it is a first time and they deserve a second chance as well. Ya, just
because it ya, could happen once or even a few, it doesn’t mean that it will always
continue. Ya know it’s just like a, it’s like, kind o f like a substance abuse kind of.
Reena had personal experience with treatment because her husband was sentenced to
anger management. She had this to say about his treatment.
It helped in a way that my husband is very interested in learning about different
things. And ah, so he’s become an expert on anger management to a certain
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extent, but he doesn’t think that he is somebody that needs it.. .But when they had
a session where accept responsibility for your actions, he refused, completely... I
felt that instead o f like stopping there and saying, no until you do this we cannot
proceed, they moved on. Like it was impossible to budge him so alright you’re
one o f the many, so let’s just move on. You know, so he’s still in that same
m indset.. .Ah, he has not touched me since then. I don’t know whether he can
control his anger. He still sort o f yells and screams and you feel like his veins are
going to pop out of his head. But he is terrified o f touching me because, ah, he
knows I can call back even though his probation is over, umm, this still hangs
over his head.
Although he has not hit her since he was sentenced, she does not attribute this to his
treatment. Nevertheless, she remained supportive o f treatment, perhaps “longer
treatment.” She did think there were some positive aspects to anger management. “For
instance, he has learned is that if he feels he is getting out of control, he better get out o f
the situation. And he walks away, which is a good thing.”
Both women were supportive o f treatment for abusive men, but they saw it fitting
into the CJS system in slightly different ways. For Jen, justice would be served if
essentially good men who “went a little wrong” were given the opportunity for treatment
so that they could possibly reconcile with their wives. And bad men, “the monsters” got
jail. Reena saw it differently. Because abuse is a crime everyone should be punished,
but if it were to stop there, “What happens to the next woman? Because there will be
another woman.” That is, she saw punishment as particular to one relationship in which
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the person may learn that if he hits her again, she will call the police. Treatment,
however, might help the abusive man actually learn not to be abusive.
Court experience and Crown attorneys are viewed negatively. This factor was
associated with a very negative attitude toward the experiences that women have in court
and toward Crown attorneys. Unlike other factors, the system as whole and police
officers in particular were not rated negatively. In this factor the real problems seemed to
start after prosecution.

(55) Women who are abused by their partners
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should not be required to testify because they have
been through enough. Testifying causes more stress
and fear.
(28) Women who are abused by their partners might
as well not go to court. I think it’s a waste o f time.
(42) Women who are abused by their partners are
portrayed badly in court. They are seen as jealous,
vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
(20) I am very satisfied with the court process and
with the way judges deal with domestic violence.
(17) Crown attorneys support women who have
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been abused by their partners.
(47) Crown attorneys help women who have been
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abused by their partners to stay involved with the
case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
(3) Crown attorneys listen to women who have been
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abused by their partners and believe what they have
to say. For example, they write down what women
say in a careful and accurate manner.
Jen began her interview with a relatively positive attitude toward the court
process. When asked about what parts o f the court system work well she said,
“I think the whole court experiences.... Ya, 1 think it’s important to call the
police when you know you feel you violated, when something is not right. And 1
think prosecutors can be very supportive and judges as well, they, they’re really
understanding, they, that’s my impression, 1 think.”
However, later in the interview she was quite critical o f Crown Attorneys.
The Crowns are just out to umm, you know, make the woman look bad, like what
are you doing wasting people’s time or whatever and umm, you know, make her
feel not good at all... or go back and tell the women, you sure you want to do it,
and try to talk her out o f it and all that, well it’s hard enough what you have to go
through and then she’ll back down, that’s what the whole thing, 1 do think.
Her criticism o f the system became quite passionate at times.
W hat’s wrong with the justice, our justice system is that we have like these judges
and these Crown attorneys interfering with all that, like Crowns pushing the
women to get away, not to pursue it, which you know they really need to do
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‘cause those guys are really monsters and they need to go to jail. And you have
these judges, that ‘I don’t care, it’s tax payers money’, you know, ‘let’s stop now
wasting the taxpayers money, and this is all too expensive for taxpayers’...
Reena had mostly formed her negative impression o f the court system through her work
with Court Watch. In particular she thought many men got off easy because they had
simply learned how the system worked. She also got a bad impression o f some judges
and some prosecutors by watching them work.
I didn’t think that the courts were on the side o f the woman. Sometimes I found
judges dozing. You know. And it seemed to be mixed, if there were male
prosecutor they kept their mouth shut and let the defense go to town on the
women. And if they were female prosecutors, they jumped up and there seemed
to be this ah aggravation going on between the defense and the prosecutor, like
you know.
Reena also had her own negative experiences with the court system. Although her
husband spent 17 days in jail, it was not part of his sentence. The judge would not grant
him bail and put him in jail because “for whatever reason the judge did not like his
attitude.” Reena did not feel this was fair and it was not what she expected. She said.
And uh, so they practically put him away and threw away the key. Umm o f
course this is not quite what I expected or wanted because we also work together.
We have a business together, and ah, I didn’t know what to d o .. .eventually, uh,
the lawyer called me and said that he had ah, asked him to represent him, and I
would have to pay for it. Now o f course because we have joint accounts, we have
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everything together, you know, and ah, so there was no ehoiee in the m atter.. .So I
felt that he was not given a fair ehance either, you know.
Women should use the CJS despite its problems. Despite the expressed problems
with Crown attorneys and eourt experiences, the women who loaded on this factor still
believed that women should pursue justice by using the CJS.
FI
(67) After you leave and get away from an abusive
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partner, there doesn’t seem to be any point in having
him prosecuted.
(27) If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship
with a partner who has hit her, there is no point in
prosecuting him.
(48) Continuing with prosecution in cases o f
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domestic violence stops the man from getting away
with the abuse. He committed a crime and he
deserves to he punished.
(66) If my partner hit me, I would not call the police
because I wouldn’t want him arrested.
(13) If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him
prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
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Although both Reena and Jen clearly felt that women should use the CJS if they
are abused, they also noted a number o f problems with the CJS and were cautious about
endorsing it whole heartedly. In response to the first question about whether or not
women should use the CJS both Jen and Reena noted that there are good and bad aspects
to the CJS. In explaining why women should use the CJS Jen said “Because, umm, it
would probably do them more good than it would do harm, they should, umm, the umm,
like victims should get some could get some relief if their assaulted got punished.” She
went on to explain that harm might come because “these is always that possibility too
that you could emotionally be kind o f scarred if you if you didn’t see justice.” Reena’s
response to the same question was.
Because there is some protection. Umm knowing that the, it is, that the police and
umm, the justice system is hopefully on their side. It doesn’t always work out the
first time because umm, the police came to my place at least three times before
they laid charges. So it can be discouraging umm, when they come and talk to
you and umm ask to see bruises and if you haven’t got any bruises then they
haven’t got any proof and then they walk away. So it umm, sometimes there can
he, there are precautions to calling them.
Demographics and experiences offactor five. The demographics and experiences
of the five women who loaded most significantly on factor five were examined. Two
things stood out. Three o f the five women were Caribbean, and four o f the five women
had left their physically abusive partner over two years ago. The exception was Reena
who remained with her husband, but had not been physically abused in two years.
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Summary offactor five. Women who held the ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’
perspective believed that the CJS could protect victims o f abuse and change the abuser’s
behaviour through deterrence and treatment. Ambivalence was present in this perspective
because while prosecution o f the batterer was seen as important, the court experience and
Crown attorney was viewed quite negatively. All o f the women who held this
perspective had been free from physical abuse for over two years.
Comparing Stages o f Abuse to Factors
The coefficient o f contingency, which is based on the chi-square statistic, but is
less sensitive to small cell frequencies, is more useful when comparing varying sample
sizes. Therefore, it was chosen to determine whether or not there was a significant
relationship between the factor that a woman loaded on and her stage o f abuse. The four
original stages were: Prelude to physical abuse (stage one). Denying the abuse and
hoping for better times (stage two). Labeling the abuse and actively coping with
escalating violence (stage three), and Arriving at nonviolence and healing (stage four). In
addition the last stage was divided into women who had and had not experienced physical
violence, resulting in five groups o f women. However, only three groups were
considered in the analysis. The original five groups o f women were collapsed into three
by merging one person categorized as stage two with stage three participants and by
merging two people categorized as stage fourB (no physical violence) with the stage
fourA participants. This was done to help minimize empty cells in the analysis and
because the interpretation o f a stage with only one or two people would be difficult. To
increase the number o f participants, all o f the women who loaded significantly (p < .01)
on one or more factors were included in the analysis. When a woman loaded
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significantly on two or more factors, she was included in the faetor on which she loaded
the highest. The five factors that emerged from the Q analysis were compared to three
stages o f abuse (stages one, three, and four). The results o f the analysis were not
signifieant, contingency coefficient (N = 55) = 3 63, p = 0.398. Table 5 presents the
counts in each cell.
The small number o f participants in factors four and five might not have been
sufficient to produee a significant result in the above analysis, but the pattern was of
interest; therefore, two additional analysis were conducted to compare each o f those
faetors with the stages of abuse. Whether or not a participant loaded significantly on
factor four (‘cannot protect’ perspective) was compared to the three stages o f abuse. The
analysis was not signifieant, contingency coefficient (N = 55) = .098,/? == .765. The same
analysis was done for factor five (‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’ perspective), which
was significant, contingency coefficient (N = 55) = 3 0 7 ,p = .057. Factor five (‘safety,
rehabilitation, and justiee’ perspective) had more women in stage four (‘arriving at
nonviolence and healing’) than would be expected by ehance alone. Table 6 presents the
counts for each o f these analyses.
Although not an original hypothesis the emphasis on experienee with the CJS that
was noted in the interviews was interesting. Therefore a post hoe analysis o f experience
with different areas o f the CJS was conducted. The five factors were compared to the
four different types o f experience with the CJS (none, police only, proseeution, and
court). Women were placed at the highest level o f their CJS involvement. The results o f
the analysis were not significant, contingency coefficient

(12) = 3 1 6 ,p = .683. Table

7 presents the eounts for this analysis.
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Table 5
Overall Chi-square Analysis o f the Number o f Women in Each Factor by Stage ofAbuse
Stage 1

Stage 3

Stage 4

(n = 1 2 )

{n = 25)

(n = 18)

Factor 1 (n = 21)

7 (4.6)"

8 (9.5)

6 (6.9)

Factor 2 {n= 19)

3 (4.1)

10 (8.6)

6 (6.2)

Factor 3 (n = 5)

1(1.1)

3 (2.3)

1 (1.6)

Factor 4 (n = 5)

1(1.1)

3 (2.3)

1 (1.6)

Factor 5 (n == 5)

0(1.1)

1 (2.3)

4(1.6)

' Numbers in brackets refer to the expected counts.
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Table 6
Individual Chi-square Analysis fo r Factor Four and Five Separately -Number o f Women
in Each Factor by Stages o f Abuse
Stage 1

Stage 3

Stage 4

X \2 )

P

Faetor 4 (n = 5)

1(1.i r

3 (2.3)

1 (1.6)

.098

.765

Factor 5 (n = 5)

0(1.1)

1 (2.3)

4(1.6)

.307

.057

Numbers in brackets refer to the expected counts.
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Table 7
Overall Chi-square Analysis o f the Number o f Women in Each Factor by Experience with
the Criminal Justice System
None

Police

Prosecution

Court

in = 23)

(« = 12)

(n-S)

(n = 1 3 )

Factor 1 (« = 21)

12 (8.6)"

4 (4.5)

1 (3.0)

4 (4.9)

Factor 2 (« = 20)

7 (8.2)

5 (4.3)

4 (2.9)

4 (4.6)

Factor 3 (« = 5)

2(2.1)

1(1.1)

1(.7)

1 (1.2)

Factor 4 (« = 5)

0(2.1)

2(1.1)

1(.7)

2(1.2)

Factor 5 (« = 5)

2(2.1)

0(1.1)

1(.7)

2(1.2)

......

‘Numbers in brackets refer to the expected counts.
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Discussion
Many past researchers have coneeptualised abused women’s perspectives about
the CJS in a dichotomised fashion (e.g., Barata, 1999; Jaffe, et ah, Smith, 2000). On one
side, women are seen as favouring the use o f the CJS (e.g., satisfied, cooperative,
continuing with prosecution, etc.), and, on the other side, women are seen as opposing it
(e.g., dissatisfied, uncooperative, seeking to drop charges, etc.). If this were an accurate
description o f women’s views, there would have been only one perspective (a single
factor solution) in the current study, with which some women would have agreed and
some would have disagreed. Instead, five qualitatively different perspectives have
emerged; ‘trust’ (factor one), ‘disappointment’ (factor two), ‘wants input’ (factor three),
‘cannot protect’ (factor four), and ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’ (factor five).
The main goal o f this study was to examine women’s perspectives about the CJS
as a whole. This was accomplished in the analysis o f the five perspectives and each
perspective was deseribed at length in the results section. One perspective (‘trust’; factor
one) was clearly positive and one (‘carmot protect’; factor four) was clearly negative, but
even these two perspectives cannot be described as opposites. The other three
perspectives were less dominated by women’s overall sense o f positive or negative regard
for the system, but rather contained collections o f ideas that have not been well
documented in previous studies. These ideas were important in describing and
understanding one or more o f the perspectives that emerged in this study. Sometimes the
findings o f past research were challenged and more often things that have only been
hinted at in the past were more fully developed. Issues were raised that ranged from
challenging the importance o f satisfaction measures, which have been widely used in past
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research (e.g., Byrne et al. 1999; Fleury, 2000; Horton, Simonidis, and Simonidis, 1987),
to examining how views o f different CJS personnel interact with an overall perspective of
the system itself, to describing interesting combinations o f ideas such as wanting the CJS
to both punish and rehabilitate. These and other issues are considered first because they
set the groundwork for a discussion o f the wider implications o f this study and o f the
implications o f the five perspectives that emerged.
Issues that Stood Out in the Women’s Perspectives
Satisfaction with the Criminal Justice System
Past quantitative research has relied heavily on the use o f satisfaction ratings to
measure victims’ perceptions o f different areas o f the criminal justice system. Findings
have generally ranged from neutral to positive levels o f satisfaction depending on what
areas o f the system were being measured (the police have generally received higher
ratings than Crown attorneys, judges or the court process) (Fleury, 2000; Jaffe, et al.,
1986; Lewis, 2000; London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991; Wiist & McFarlane, 1998).
There were three statements in this study that specifically asked about satisfaction. An
examination o f their placement suggests lower satisfaction in this study than in previous
studies.

(1) I am very satisfied with police response to
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domestic violence.
(33) I am very satisfied with the way Crown attorneys
deal with cases o f domestic violence.
(20) I am very satisfied with the court process and
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with the way judges deal with domestic violence.
One explanation is that the recruitment strategy in this study brought in women
who were much less satisfied with the CJS. However, this is strongly contradicted by the
‘trust’ perspective (factor one). The women who held this perspective were clearly more
pleased with the whole CJS and with the people in the system than were other women.
Nevertheless, the placement o f their satisfaction statements was not very positive.
Another explanation is that the method used in this study is different from standard
ratings o f satisfaction because participants had to compare statements to each other and
only statements that stood out as salient were placed in positions o f strong agreement or
strong disagreement. Perhaps the satisfaction statements simply did not capture the
women’s beliefs as well as other statements. This brings into question the meaning o f
high satisfaction ratings in past studies. Ratings o f satisfaction in various settings have
been critiqued in the past because high rates o f satisfaction are common in many service
settings when standard Likert scales are used (Shaw, 1984). Thus, past research that has
shown positive ratings o f the CJS is not surprising. “Satisfaction” can certainly mean
different things to different people, and as an overall evaluation it may not be very
meaningful. Satisfaction ratings may have more to do with how the CJS performs in
relation to the woman’s expectation. For instance, if the woman expects the police to
simply reprimand her partner, but they also provide her with a victim service number, the
satisfaction rating may be exaggerated.
The satisfaetion statements in this study do seem to have captured extreme
dissatisfaetion in the ‘disappointment’ (faetor two), ‘cannot protect’ (factor four) and
‘safety, rehabilitation and justice’ (faetor five) perspectives even though extreme
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dissatisfaction is rarely observed in other studies (Fleury (2000) is an exception). This
study may have been better able to capture dissatisfaction for two reasons. First, past
studies that have used quantitative methods necessarily obscure opinions that are in the
minority so a minority view o f dissatisfaction would not have been noted. Second, the
women in this study read many statements about the CJS and considered them in relation
to each other. For instance, after considering a number o f statements about Crown
attomeys and prosecutors, the women who held the ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’
perspective (factor five) may have realized that their satisfaction was low and thus placed
statements #33 and #20 in a strongly disagree position. There is some support for this
notion in past research. For example, Erez and Belknap (1998) found unusually low
ratings o f satisfaction (although not extreme dissatisfaction). They had participants
answer open-ended questions about both their positive and negative interactions with CJS
personnel before they completed the satisfaction ratings. This suggests that satisfaction
ratings should only be used after women have had the opportunity to reflect on the CJS in
a meaningful way. It also suggests that Q-sorting may be a particularly effective way for
participants to evaluate the CJS because it allows for such reflection.
As noted above, the satisfaction ratings in Fleury’s (2000) study also reflect
extreme dissatisfaction for some women, and her overall results are closest to the findings
in the current study. Fleury used cluster analysis to examine satisfaction across four
areas o f the CJS (i.e., police, prosecutor, court process and court outcome) with survivors
who all had substantial experience with different areas o f the CJS. One o f her clusters is
similar to the ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) in the current study because it was positive
across all four aspects o f the system. There is also some similarity between her low
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satisfaction across the board cluster, which captured extreme dissatisfaetion, and the
‘disappointment’ (faetor two) and ‘eannot protect’ (factor four) perspectives in the
current study. And there is a resemblance between her cluster two (increasingly
dissatisfied as the process continues) and the ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’
perspective (factor five) in that both groups o f women were most unhappy with the court
process and sentencing. So although there is some consistency between Fleruy’s study
and the eurrent findings, the eluster analysis o f satisfaction ratings does not provide the
richness needed to paint detailed perspectives o f the CJS. Satisfaction was only one o f
many areas that were important in distinguishing and understanding the perspectives that
emerged in this study.
Views about the People in the Criminal Justice System
W omen’s views about different CJS persormel were important in distinguishing
between different perspectives. The ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) was the only one that
was really dominated by an emphasis on all the people within the CJS. The women who
held this view felt quite positively about CJS personnel in general. For the
‘disappointment’ perspective (factor two) it was the range o f negative perceptions about
different people throughout the system that stood out. The women who held the ‘cannot
protect’ perspective (factor four) felt quite negative about the police, but relatively
neutral about other personnel. In contrast, the ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justiee’
perspeetive (factor five) was dominated by a negative attitude toward prosecutors and
judges.
Criticism o f the court process has been an overriding theme in past research.
Bennett et al. (1999) found that confusion about how the system worked and frustration
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over its slowness were dominant concerns for victims. Victims have also expressed
dissatisfaction with reduced charges (Cretney & Davis, 1997) and court outcomes
(Landau, 1998; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). Most quantitative studies find
that Crown attomeys received lower ratings o f satisfaction and helpfulness than police
officers (Erez & Belknap, 1998; Fleury, 2000; London Family Court, 1991). This view is
best represented by the ‘safety, rehabilitation and justice’ perspective (faetor five).
Although the women who held this perspective did not have an overall negative attitude
toward using the CJS, they were very negative about the court process. Crown attomeys
and judges. This may be because these women valued punishment and rehabilitation and
may not have believed that prosecution actually brought about either o f these things. A
negative attitude toward the court process may have dominated in only one perspeetive
because relatively few women in this study compared to past research studies had
experience with the court process. About a third o f women had partners who were
prosecuted and only about a quarter were required to attend court. Including women
without extensive experience with the CJS strengthens this study because most women
will not have a case that goes to prosecution, but that does not mean that they do not have
an opinion about the CJS. If we want to know what battered women think o f the CJS,
these women must also be included. Interestingly, the women with the least experience
were most likely to hold the ‘tm sf (factor one) perspeetive. Therefore, the negative
attitudes about the process, which are expressed in the ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’
perspective’ (factor five) are not likely to influence women’s decisions to engage the
system for the first time.
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In contrast to the relative ease with which many women plaeed their cards in
positions that expressed dissatisfaction with different CJS personnel, there was a real
hesitation in the interviews towards saying anything negative about them. For instance,
Ying May (‘cannot protect’; factor four) clearly had a terrible experience with the police,
but was very hesitant to complain about it early on in the interview. In response to the
first few questions she indicates that most women should use the CJS and that she herself
would use it, but later in the interview it became clear that she would not likely ever call
the police again. Grace (‘disappointment’; factor two) wanted the police to arrest her
partner, and even though they did not, she says, “they were helpful in a sense.” Sara
(‘trust’; faetor one) took many opportunities to praise the people that she encountered
throughout the system, but was reluctant to criticize the Crown attorney even though she
was not satisfied with the amount o f time he spent with her. Jen (‘safety, rehabilitation,
and justiee’; factor five) at first makes generally positive eomments about how Crown
attomeys can be supportive to women, but later makes very specific and negative
comments about how Crown attomeys push women to drop charges^.
Hesitation toward eritieizing the CJS is understandable because it may appear
ungrateful. The system is there to catch and punish the guilty and thus protect the

^ It is worth noting that Jen was the only partieipant who struek me as being less
than entirely candid in her interview. When asked if her case was proseeuted she says,
“Umm, ya I had one case that went court. No, not really, not really, no.” In her
discussions about Crown attomeys and judges she became quite passionate 2ind it
sounded like she might have had some personal experience, but she did not frame it that
way. 1 asked her a few times throughout the interview if she was basing her judgments
on personal experiences, but she eonsistently said no. However, she had indieated in her
questionnaire that she had testified against her partner on one occasion. I wondered if she
had had an experience that she did not want to tell me about, perhaps an incident where
she had also been violent or felt at fault. There is not much in the transcript to base this
conclusion on, but I do believe that there was a missing pieee to her story.
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innocent. The people who work in the system are the proverbial “good guys” so if a
victim is not appreciative she may feel that it says something negative about her. This
context needs to be seriously considered when evaluations o f the CJS are developed.
Interviews may be especially affected because o f the lack o f anonymity. A recent study
has examined the helpfulness o f the police by victims o f domestic violence (Apsler,
Cummins & Carl, 2003), and found that helpfulness ratings were extremely high with
75% o f the participants giving the highest rating. However, the participants in this study
were interviewed by one o f three police officers (two male and one female), and it is
difficult to believe that many participants would have been comfortable criticizing the
interviewer’s fellow officers. The participants in my study appeared hesitant in the
interviews (although not in the card sorting exercise) to criticize the CJS even though
they knew this was my dissertation and 1 had no cormection whatsoever to the criminal
justice system. Therefore, it seems that hesitation to criticize members of the CJS eannot
be taken lightly and interviews should be balanced with methods that allow for
anonymity.
Evaluations that occur within the context o f mandatory policies may be especially
influenced by a lack o f anonymity. The policies force the people in the CJS to arrest and
prosecute, which is what society perceives to be their jobs. It may be, therefore, easier to
criticize police who do not arrest or prosecutors who do not prosecute than those who do
arrest and prosecute. Apsler et al.’s (2003) study took place within the context o f a
recently instituted mandatory arrest policy. As expected, participants who wanted arrest
and got arrest, rated the police as much more helpful than women who wanted arrest and
did not get it. However, there was no difference for women who did not want arrest.
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That is, for these women having their partners actually arrested did not affect their
helpfulness ratings. To me this indicates that the women who did not want arrest, may
not have felt at liberty to complain when their partners were in fact arrested. This
touches on views about mandatory intervention policies, which are discussed next.
Views about Mandatory Intervention
Past research on victims’ views o f mandatory intervention policies such as
mandatory arrest and no-drop prosecution has resulted in positive evaluations (Barata,
1999; Smith, 2000, 2001). This is most closely associated with the ‘trust’ perspective
(factor one). The women who held this perspective were most supportive o f mandatory
arrest, although their support for no-drop prosecution was not overwhelming. These
women were also more like the women in previous studies in that they were more likely
to be recruited from a shelter. This finding supports concems made by the authors o f
these studies that positive evaluations from certain select samples might not generalize to
all abused women. The ‘trust’ perspective may only represent women who have faith in
the system and have positive attitudes toward the people who work in the system.
The ‘wants input’ perspective (factor three) was also very relevant to mandatory
intervention policies in that there was a strong dislike for no-drop prosecution, although a
relatively neutral response to mandatory arrest. This perspective has not been found in
past research because the survey methods have led to an emphasis on the majority view,
which is a positive evaluation o f the policies (Barata, 1999; Smith, 2000, 2001). The
women with the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor three) believed that abused women
were capable o f deciding that they wanted their partners arrested and that they should be
able to decide if they wanted the charges dropped. These women were not necessarily
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against using the CJS, but they wanted choice. In my past research, I found that feeling
committed to one’s partner predicted a woman’s dislike o f mandatory arrest (Barata,
1999). This may explain why the women with the ‘wants input’ perspective emphasized
that women should be sure that they want to leave their partner before they engage the
system. These women seemed to be expressing a desire for a more personalized
response, perhaps one that would take women’s feelings o f love, attachment, and guilt
into consideration.
The women who had the most overall negative attitude toward the CJS (‘cannot
protect’; factor four) were not necessarily against mandatory intervention policies
(although they did not support them either). Perhaps this ambivalence was the result of
realizing that the policies would force the police and prosecutors to act when they might
otherwise be reluctant. That is, part o f the reason that these women were quite negative
about the police was because they saw them as not responding, but these policies would
force them to respond. The ‘wants input’ and ‘cannot protect’ perspectives highlight the
fact that a negative view o f the CJS does not necessarily go together with a negative view
o f mandatory intervention policies.
Academics have debated whether or not these policies are empowering (Buzawa
& Buzawa, 1993; Gelles, 1993a; Hoyle & Sanders, 2000; Stark (1993). However,
victims’ views on whether or not the CJS does or should empower abused women have
not been well researched. Consequently, there were few statements in this study that
directly related to empowerment. The four statements below are peripherally related.

(22) Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits
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me gives me a sense o f control over the situation.
(54) A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman
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who has been abused feel powerless. This is
because she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
(61) 1 want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted in

-2

order to get him to do something (for example, to
give me a divorce, give me custody o f the children,
get himself into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.).
If he did this, 1 would want to drop the charges.
(57) The criminal justice system makes the woman
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3
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feel like a victim again. If the system could just give
women a little more power, women would have the
confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
There was no clear pattern in the above statements and most o f the statements did
not stand out in any o f the perspectives. It may be that empowerment, or gaining power
as it has been phrased in past research, is not an important goal for women who use the
CJS. It may not be realistic or appropriate to expect the CJS to empower women who
have been abused. This work might better be put in the hands o f victim services.
However, it is absolutely essential that activists continue to work toward ensuring that the
system does not disempower women who engage in it.
A recent study published since this dissertation was conceived, sheds some light
on the issue o f empowerment. Miller (2003) analysed the victim interviews from one o f
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the arrest experiment replication studies with respect to power. In the past these
interviews had only been analysed as a measure o f whether or not abuse reoccurred.
Miller (2003) examined victims’ perceptions o f personal power (one item about her
independence) and legal power (six semantic-differential items such as helpless/powerful
and weak/strong following police intervention). She found that whether or not the man
was arrested was not related to the victim’s personal power, but it was negatively related
to her legal power. This is probably because many women did not want their partners
arrested. As expected, legal power was higher for those women who wanted arrest and
he was arrested. Legal power was also positively associated with her satisfaction with
the police and with her perceptions o f safety. Miller (2003) reasoned that an effective
response to domestic violence is one that reflects the victim’s preferences and autonomy.
This is in line with the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor three), which emphasized a
desire for a more personalized CJS response.
It is important to remember that Miller’s (2003) study was not originally designed
to explore power issues, but rather took advantage o f data that had been collected as part
o f the arrest experiment. At this point researchers are not clear on what empowerment is
when it is discussed in relation to the CJS. We clearly need an in-depth qualitative study
to better understand whether or not empowerment and disempowerment are meaningful
issues for abused women who use the CJS.
One o f the key arguments around empowerment is that mandatory policies force
the CJS to act, which in turn empowers victims (Stark, 1993). The argument is that by
forcing the CJS to act, police and prosecutor bias against treating the violence seriously
will be reduced. This is not a trivial concern given the lack o f police and prosecutor
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action in the 1970s and early 1980s despite laws that clearly made battery a crime
(Hemmons, 1981; Oppenlander, 1982). However the flaw in the logic is that forcing the
CJS to arrest and prosecute does not necessarily mean that the CJS will start perceiving
domestic violence as a serious crime and it certainly does not mean that the CJS will be
on the victim’s side. The importance o f demonstrating the seriousness o f abuse is a
separate issue and stood out in different perspectives.
Demonstrating the Seriousness o f Abuse
Demonstrating the seriousness o f abuse to the batterer, society, or others by using
the CJS was a key aspect o f both perspectives ‘trust’ (factor one) and ‘disappointment’
(factor two). This idea has been noted by activists in the early shelter movement (Dobash
& Dobash, 1992) £ind has more recently been used by academics as a justification for
mandatory intervention policies (Buzawa, Austin, and Buzawa, 1995; Edwards, 1989;
Pagelow, 1992; Stark, 1993). This issue was also mentioned by a minority o f women as
an explanation for supporting mandatory arrest (21%) and no-drop prosecution (9%) in
my previous study (Barata, 1999) and for supporting prosecution (25%) in a study of
African American women done by another researcher (Weisz, 2002). Therefore,
demonstrating the seriousness o f abuse is a salient issue for some women. Academics
and activists have taken this notion o f seriousness one step further and argued that taking
strong criminal action against abuse can create a culture o f intolerance towards violence
against women, which will ultimately deter men from abusing women. Pence (1999)
compares the women who use the criminal justice system in cases o f domestic violence to
the first African-American children who attended all-White schools when they were
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being desegregated. These children, like women who use the CJS, did not benefit
personally, but “the victory was for those who followed” (p.33).
However, the notion o f taking violence seriously may not have this emphasis
when victims express it. In Sara’s interview (‘trust’; factor one) she emphasized that it
was important to show her daughters that this kind o f abuse was wrong and that using the
CJS would demonstrate this to them. For Grace (‘disappointment’; factor two) the most
important thing was that using the CJS would show her partner that she personally could
take a stand against the abuse. For these women the seriousness o f abuse had a much
more personal meaning and did not extend into an abstract benefit for future women,
apart from their own daughters. The idea o f forcing some women to use the CJS for the
greater good o f other women may be unfair if they do not see this as a priority. This is
especially true if some women will choose to engage the CJS (for whatever reason) even
without policies that force them, and there are women who choose to engage the system.
In fact they may be in the majority. A recent study that interviewed attomeys and judges
found that only one in five women refused to testify or testified for the defense (Hartman
& Belknap, 2003). If many women are willing to use the CJS, especially when they
have the support o f police, prosecutors and judges, it does not seem necessary or
beneficial to drag a few others through the system when they are adamant that they will
not testify against their partners or will lie in court. Perhaps the police, prosecutors and
judges could still be forced to act (mandatory charging), but women could have the
option o f declining their actions (drop the charge). The analogy o f Black children
attending all-White schools is then replaced by the analogy o f the suffrage movement
where a few women fought for the right to vote, and all women won the option to vote.
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As female voting became more acceptable (a change in culture), more women voted.
Perhaps a culture o f change (which I believe has begun) within the CJS will encourage
more women to use the system, and not because future women will benefit, but because
the victory will be theirs.
Punishment and Rehabilitation
Using the CJS for safety, for justice (punishment), and for the rehabilitation o f
batterers emerged in this study in the ‘safety, justice, and rehabilitation’ perspective
(factor five), but has not been well documented in past research. It is worth noting that
the CJS was not seen to increase women’s safety in any other perspective including the
most positive perspective (‘trust’; factor one). Lewis et al. (2000) found three themes for
why women used the criminal justice system: protection, prevention, and rehabilitation;
however; these themes were presented as separate reasons given by different women
rather than as a unified perspective. The fact that safety, rehabilitation, and punishment
came together in one perspective is interesting and at first may seem counterintuitive.
Why would women who want rehabilitation also want punishment? The answer may be
in these women’s belief that using the CJS can actually stop and prevent future violence.
The mechanism by which this occurs is possibly in both the preventative aspect o f
deterrence due to punishment and in the educational aspect o f treatment. Interestingly, in
these women’s views, support for treatment did not necessarily imply that the couple
would or should remain together, which is sometimes an assumption o f court ordered
treatment. Reena advocated treatment because she felt it was the best way to prevent
future violence against other women. She saw the deterrent effects o f punishment as
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being more relevant for the current relationship because the man was aware that this
particular woman was willing and able to engage the CJS.
Punishment was certainly related to prevention in this perspective, but it was also
considered important in and of itself. Reena was adamant that punishment was important
because abuse is a crime, and like any crime there should be a real consequence. Jen
noted that punishment was important because some men were “monsters” and as such
deserved punishment. The idea o f wanting abusive men punished is often linked in our
minds to notions o f revenge, which does seem to be what Jen was expressing. Revenge
has not been adequately examined in past research. At most, authors note it in passing as
being mentioned by very few women but have not elaborated on how revenge is
expressed (Hoyle & Saunders, 2000; Lewis, 2000). However, wanting punishment and
wanting revenge are not the same. For Reena, punishment was more closely linked to
notions o f justice rather than revenge. This may be similar to the sentiment many people
feel when a mass murder or child molester is caught. Generally the public expresses
outrage and wants the person punished, but these feelings are not adequately described as
revenge, which is generally the result o f a personal grievance.
Who Will Use the CJS? The Influences o f Past Experiences
In four out o f the five perspectives victims were generally in favour o f using the
CJS (perspectives ‘trust’, ‘disappointment’, ‘wants input’, and ‘safety, justice, and
rehabilitation’; factors one to three and five). Yet, in a number o f perspectives there were
also reasons that could explain why women might not use the CJS (perspectives
‘disappointment’, ‘wants input’, ‘cannot protect’, and ‘safety, justice, and rehabilitation’;
factors two to five). For example, women with the ‘disappointment’ perspective (factor
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two) emphasized the system’s inadequacies (Bennett et al., 1999). Women who held the
‘wants input’ and ‘eannot protect’ (faetors three and four) perspectives emphasized
emotional issues such as love and guilt (Bennett et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 1995; Tim
Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). Women with the ‘cannot protect’ (factor four)
perspective also emphasized a lack o f protection from future violence (Bennett et al.,
1999; Erez & Belknap, 1998, Fischer & Rose, 1995; Ford, 1991; Floyle & Sanders, 2000;
Tim Roberts Focus Consultants), and the women who held the ‘safety, justice and
rehabilitation’ (faetor five) perspective emphasized the frustrations and hassles associated
with proseeution (Bermett et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 1995). These four perspectives all
contain elements associated with the stereotype o f the uncooperative victim (Cannings,
1984; Mcleod, 1983; Wasoff, 1982), but none o f them capture this stereotype in its
entirety. Yet as noted above, in all but one o f these perspectives there are also elements
that would support using the CJS. For most women, it would appear that they could go
either way; they may engage the CJS and remain committed to taking the case to
prosecution or they may never engage or try to disengage before proseeution. This does
not mean that there are only two kinds o f views about the system, but rather that different
views can lead to the same behaviours depending on the circumstances. Perhaps we
need to start viewing all women as having the potential to be both cooperative and
uncooperative rather than trying to differentiate between the two. If CJS personnel were
trained to think about the situation in this way they might be less likely to stigmatize
some women as uncooperative and by doing so, produce the uncooperative behaviour.
A determining faetor in whether or not women will use the CJS might be how
past experiences have shaped women’s perspective o f the CJS as a whole. This has not
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been adequately examined in past research, but it seemed to be important in the
interviews conducted in this study. Sara (‘trust’; factor one) engaged the system on only
one occasion, but had a very positive experience. She says that, if she needed, she would
call the police again and attributes her attitude to her past interactions with the system.
Many women who held the ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) had very limited experienee
with the CJS, and their positive evaluation is consistent with past research. Stephens and
Sinden (2000) found that multiple interactions with the police led to more negative
perceptions, and that negative perceptions o f the police are extended to the whole system.
Ying May (‘cannot protect’; factor four) had a very negative interaction with the police
and directly attributed her unwillingness to use the system again to that interaction. Like
many women in Stephen and Sinden’s study Ying May also extended her negative view
o f the police to the system as a whole. Reena (‘safely, justice and rehabilitation’; factor
five), through her own experiences and her work with Court Watch^, had a lot of
experienee with court cases and her perceptions o f attomeys, judges, and the process as a
whole were quite negative. Clearly the way women are treated by the people in the
system on past occasions can be an important faetor in the development o f their
perspectives, and in their decision on whether or not to engage the CJS.
Survivors’ Varying Perspectives on the Criminal Justice System as a Function o f the
Stage o f Abuse
A secondary goal o f this study was to examine the relationship between a
woman’s perspective on the CJS and her current stage o f abuse. Four stages were
considered: ‘prelude to physical violence’ (stage one), ‘denying the abuse and hoping for

* Court Watch is a program that uses volunteers to watch and take notes during court cases involving
domestic violence as a way to increase the court system’s accountability towards victims.
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better times’ (stage two), ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating
violence’ (stage three), and ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stage four). Three very
general hypotheses were made. The first was that women who were ‘denying the abuse
and hoping for better times’ (stage two) would have negative views about the CJS as a
whole and dislike mandatory intervention policies in comparison to other women.
Unfortunately there was only one woman who fit the stage two criteria, so this analysis
was not possible. However, it is interesting to note that this one woman was most
strongly associated with the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor three). That is, she was
quite negative about the mandatory intervention policies. I examined the other two
women who also held the ‘wants input’ perspective. One was Savita who was
interviewed. She indicated that she had not been physically abused and was therefore
categorized as ‘prelude to physical abuse’ (stage one); however later in her questionnaire
she wrote that she has tried to defend herself by hitting him back, so she may have been
physically hit at some point. She did not label the relationship as abusive, although she
did respond “yes” to all the previous questions (i.e., felt what he had said or done was
unacceptable, felt scared or threatened by what he said or did; felt confused about herself
because o f what he said or did, and felt that he wanted to control her actions). Her
response to one of the final items on the questionnaire made it clear that she was not
thinking about leaving. She wrote, “Men don’t change, but I love him so 1 want to
continue with the situation.” She seems to be most closely associated with
Landenburger’s (1989) ‘enduring’ phase where abuse is tolerated in order to maintain
the relationship. She also may be generalizing his behaviour to all men, which may be
keeping her from labeling it as abusive. So although Savita was technically in the first
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stage, her cognitions may have been more like women who were ‘denying the abuse and
hoping for better times’ (stage two). The third woman who held the ‘wants input’
perspective (factor three) was clearly ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with
escalating violence’ (stage three). She had taken substantial step towards stopping the
abuse and leaving the relationship, and although she was still very upset -sh e filled the
back o f the questionnaire with her story -there was no indication that she wanted to
return to the relationship. Overall, there may have been a relationship between ‘denying
the abuse and hoping for better times’ (stage two) and negative views o f no-drop
prosecution which was most closely associated with the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor
three), but the limited number o f women categorized as stage two, make this
interpretation difficult.
There was no significant relationship between a woman’s stage o f abuse and the
most negative perspective (‘cannot protect’; factor four), but there was an interesting
trend. Four o f the five women who held the ‘cannot protect’ perspective were still in an
abusive relationship. This may be important because the negative attitude toward the CJS
that was associated with this perspective may have been partially related to current and
ongoing abuse or current and ongoing contact with the system. The woman who held this
perspective indicated that feelings o f love, guilt, and fear influenced their views on the
CJS. This is consistent with Hoyle and Sanders (2000) finding that women who were not
thinking about leaving the abusive relationship were less likely to reengage the CJS
despite continued violence compared to women who had already left or were considering
leaving. Higher commitment towards a partner has also been associated with a negative
attitude towards mandatory arrest and no-drop prosecution (Barata, 1999).
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The second general hypothesis, which was not supported, had two parts. The first
was that women who were ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating
violence’ (stage three) would have conflicting views about the CJS. A perspective that
was defined by conflicting views did not emerge, although three perspectives had mixed
feelings about using the CJS (‘disappointment’, ‘wants input’, and ‘safety, justice, and
rehabilitation’; factors two, three, and five). The women who were ‘labeling the abuse
and actively coping with escalating violence’ (stage three) were spread throughout the
five perspectives, so in that sense their views were conflicting with each other, although it
is probably more accurate to describe their views as varied. The second part o f this
hypothesis was that women who were ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with
escalating violence’ (stage three) would perceive mandatory intervention policies in a
generally positive manner. The ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) was most closely
associated with positive attitudes about mandatory intervention policies, but there was no
evidence that the women who held this perspective were more likely to be categorized as
in stage three, so there was no support for this part o f the hypothesis.
The third general hypothesis was that the women who were ‘arriving at
nonviolence and healing’ (stage four) would hold positive views about the CJS and
would perceive mandatory intervention policies as helpful. Women categorized as stage
four were significantly more likely to hold the ‘safety, justice, and rehabilitation’
perspective’ (factor five). In fact only one woman who held this perspective was not
categorized as in stage four (Reena), and although she was still being emotionally abused
she had not been physically abused in two years. However, this perspective was not
associated with more positive views about the CJS in general or mandatory intervention
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policies. In fact, there was surprisingly little relationship between stage o f abuse and
overall positive or negative perspectives o f the CJS or mandatory intervention policies.
In each o f my original hypotheses, I predicted that positive views o f the CJS and
positive views o f mandatory intervention policies would come together in one or more
perspectives and that negative views o f the CJS and mandatory intervention policies
would appear together in different perspectives. This was not generally the case.
Although the ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) did have positive elements o f both, there was
no one perspective that had negative elements o f both intervention policies and the CJS in
general.
There was a relationship between ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stage
four) and the ‘safety, justice, and rehabilitation’ perspective (factor five). This
perspective was associated with the belief that the CJS can stop the abuse and should be
used for the victim’s safety and to punish the batterer and get him into treatment. It may
be that after the abuse has ended women are more reflective about why the abuse ended
and may be more likely to credit the CJS. It may also be that women who use the CJS
successfully are more likely to see an end to the abuse and or the relationship. A number
of studies show an association between leaving the batterer and staying engaged with the
CJS (Fisher & Rose, 1995; Horton et al., Hoyle & Sanders, 2000; Smith, 2001; W olf et
al., 2000). In Reena’s interview she did credit the CJS with the fact that her husband had
not physically assaulted her since his last interaction with the system, which resulted in
jail time.
Research on the stages o f abuse has been advancing rapidly and authors are now
trying to develop reliable methods o f identifying a woman’s stage o f abuse so that
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tailored counseling that meets her where she is and works with her current beliefs and
desires can be implemented (Dienemann, Campbell, Landenburger & Curry, 2002;
Frasier, Slatt, Kowlowitz, & Glowa, 2001). Frasier et al.’s research applies the
Prochaska and DiClemente’s (1982) transtheoretical model o f change to domestic
violence, which I rejected as a possible theoretical model for the stages in the current
study because it seemed to imply that stopping the abuse was completely within the
woman’s control. Dienemarm et al.’s (2002) work on this issue began with much o f the
same grounded theory literature that I used to develop the stages in this study; however,
the actual method for identifying each state (their terminology) was substantially
different. Trained counselors conducted their usual intake interviews and then filled out a
form by circling the identifying features o f each state. There were no particular questions
for particular states. The counselor used the overall interview to evaluate the woman’s
thinking about her relationship and herself. The goal o f these two studies was to tailor
counseling to meet the woman’s needs, and each article provides practical ways to work
with women in each stage/state. As the research on stages o f abuse develops, it might
also be applied to the CJS. That is, the system might better tailor its actions to serve
individual women. Research for best CJS practices for each stage would have to be
developed, but perceptions o f the CJS would likely be important for at least some stages.
For example, if women who are denying the abuse and hoping for better times are in fact
more likely to have the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor three), it might be more
beneficial to allow them that input even if it means dropping the charge, and emphasizing
to them that this does not mean they cannot engage the CJS for a future assault.
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The Relationship Events Questionnaire developed for this study might be useful
to CJS personnel because, unlike counselors, they ^vould not have the time to fully
explore and understand the woman’s relationship and her thinking about it, which is
essential in Dienemarm et al.’s (2002) process for distinguishing between states.
However, a general understanding o f where a woman is in her thinking about her
relationship could be gained by having her answer the questionnaire items. Her
responses may help victim advocates within the CJS better support her through the
process. I do not believe that categorizing woman according to stages and then
automatically deciding to drop or proceed with charges would be useful. Rather CJS
persormel could be educated about the stages o f abuse that women go through, and use
that information to tailor their advice to meet the woman at a place where she is willing
to listen (much like the work that is being done with counselors).
Limitations and Strengths
As with all research, there are some limitations in this study. The ability to
estimate the frequency o f each perspective in the general population was not a goal o f
this study, and the nonrandom recruitment strategy does not allow for these kinds o f
generalizations. For instance, the ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) was the most common
in this study, but this does not imply that most women in the general population hold this
perspective. These women, many o f whom were from the shelter, may simply have been
easier to recruit.
The difficulty o f truly recruiting a representative sample is highlighted by the
disappointing representation o f women who were ‘denying the abuse and hoping for
better times’ (stage two) despite efforts to specifically recruit these women. It may he
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that this stage, as it was defined, is so fleeting that it is difficult to capture. However, this
stage is well documented in past research, so this is unlikely (Campbel et al., 1998;
Landenburger, 1989; Lempert, 1996; Merritt-Gray & Wuest, 1995; Mills, 1995; Sleutel,
1998). The fluidity o f women’s cognitions in this stage coupled by the nature o f the
questionnaire design may have made it more difficult to identify these women. This
stage is more about feelings and cognitions than about behaviours, which make it more
difficult to capture in a written questiormaire. The literature about stages o f abuse
emphasizes the confusing nature o f this stage (Lemper, 1996; Merritt-Gray & Wuest,
1995; Mills, 1985; Sleutel, 1998), which leads to a number o f reasons why women
experiencing stage two might not have volunteered or might not have been identified.
First, women may try to deny the abuse by not thinking about it (Lemper, 1996; Mills,
1985), but participation in the study required quite a bit o f thinking about the topic and
may actually have changed their thinking about their own situation, even temporarily.
After sorting 72 statements about abusive relationships, answering yes to a number o f
questions about abuse, and acknowledging that they have been physically hurt, it might
have been difficult not to label their experience as abuse, which was a key identifying
element for this stage. Second, women often hide the abuse in this stage (Landenburger,
1989; Lempert, 1996), so they may not have acknowledged a physical assault on the
questionnaire. Third, women who are actively trying to avoid thinking about the abuse
would be unlikely to volunteer for a study about difficult relationships.
The recruitment strategy I used led me to ask about the kinds o f experiences
women had with the CJS, but 1 did not specifically recruit women whose experiences
were either recent or long past, nor did I ask when they last interacted with the CJS (i.e..
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when was the last time they spoke to a police officer, when they were scheduled to
testify, when they last testified etc.) Nevertheless, women with a range o f past and
current interactions with the CJS are likely to have participated in this study because
women with varied experiences with the CJS and women who were in different stages of
abuse were recruited. However asking for this information in the final questionnaire
might have been helpful in understanding the perspectives that emerged. For instance,
might the ‘cannot protect’ perspective (factor four) be related to current and ongoing
contact with the CJS?
Using the existing literature to develop the Q statements had both benefits and
limitations. The obvious benefit was that the results o f this study are more easily
interpreted in the light o f past findings. However, by using the existing literature the
statements were limited to what survivors had said in past qualitative research and what
academics had theorized. For instance, I did not find direct quotes about feelings o f
empowerment or disempowerment, so only a few statements touched on this issue. In
addition, past research has not adequately represented some women, especially ethnic
minority women, and women who have not used victim services or the CJS. Therefore,
the statements chosen might not have captured some o f the thoughts, feelings, and
concerns o f these women. This may have created a situation in which some women
could have been more limited in their ability to express their perspective with the
statements provided. The fact that three perspectives (‘wants input’, ‘cannot protect’, and
‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice; factors three to five) were almost entirely comprised o f
ethnic minority women does give credence to the fact that these women’s perspectives
may be substantially different from White women’s perspectives. However, these
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minority women were still able to represent their perspectives with the Q statements,
which implies that the method was not overly restrictive or alienating for these women.
Despite these limitations, the current study adds to our understanding about how
women who have been abused think about the CJS. Women who have been
underrepresented in past research were represented here. The use o f this particular
recruitment strategy helped insure that women with many different experiences were
included. O f particular importance was the fact that women who had not been physically
assaulted, who had minimal or no interaction with the CJS, and who had not used victim
services participated in this study. There was also a good representation o f women of
different ethnicities. The nature o f the methodology helped bring to light views that have
not been heard in past quantitative research and helped us understand how themes that
have emerged in past qualitative research are linked for some groups o f women. Albeit it
in a limited way, this study also examined how perspectives are related, or perhaps not
related, to stages o f abuse, which had not been examined in the past. The main
contribution o f this study is that the complexity o f women’s perspectives about the CJS is
illustrated. The perspectives that emerged are new in their complexity and in their
substance. New combinations o f issues were identified as important for some women
and old assumptions such as the relationship between supporting mandatory intervention
policies and wanting CJS intervention are challenged. The implications o f these
perspectives are discussed in the next section.
Implications o f the Perspectives that Emerged
Overall, the emergence o f multiple perspectives as opposed to one polarized
perspective has theoretical, methodological, and applied implications for research and
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practice. From a theoretical perspective, the results highlight the fact that subjective
views are rarely black and white. Beginning with a dualist model o f abused women’s
perspectives in an effort to predict other beliefs or behaviours may be futile. For
instance, in past work (Barata, 1999), I tried to uncover variables that would predict
battered women’s views about mandatory intervention policies. I began with the
assumption that they either liked them or did not, but found surprisingly few predictive
variables. It now seems obvious that whether or not women liked mandatory intervention
policies is not complex enough to accurately predict other beliefs.
In this study, I began with the assumption that positive evaluations o f the CJS
would come together in perspectives that supported mandatory intervention polieies.
This was garnered from the literature review in which the two ideas ‘logically’ go
together. For instance, some authors have noted that the policies are disempowering
because for many reasons women may not want their partners arrested and prosecuted
(Buzawa & Buzawa, 1993; Gelles 1993a). The problem is that the simplicity o f the logic
ignores many other issues that can also affect a woman’s views o f the policies. In other
words, she may want her partner arrested, but may still not like the policies. The results
of this study showed that supporting mandatory intervention polieies and wanting CJS
intervention do not automatically go together. There is some relationship for some
women (e.g., ‘trust’ perspective; factor one), but researchers cannot assume a linear
relationship for all women.
Adding to the eomplexity o f women’s views is that they are not static over time.
Although the stages analysis did not capture changes in perspeetives as well as
hypothesized, the interviews suggest that perspectives may be quite malleable to change
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over time. Actual experience with the CJS over time, rather than the stage o f abuse the
woman is experiencing, may be more relevant in understanding changing perspectives
over time. A single negative experience with the CJS may be sufficient to drastically
alter a woman’s view, perhaps especially for women with little personal experience with
the CJS. The influence o f negative experiences stood out as a powerful influence on
perspectives for some o f the women who were interviewed. The very positive ‘trust’
perspective (factor one) could easily he changed by a negative interaction. For instance, 1
wonder what Ying May’s perspective was before her negative experience with the police.
And I wonder how a more positive experience would have changed her perspective. The
potential o f experiences with the CJS to alter women’s perspectives over time highlights
the importance o f training CJS personnel about the issues involved in domestic violence.
Some attention has been given to providing training to all police officers and developing
specialized domestic violence units where domestic violence officers work (Hoyle &
Sanders, 2000), hut other CJS personnel also need to be trained so that at least disastrous
interactions (e.g., victim blaming) can he avoided.
A methodological implication o f the multiple perspectives that emerged is that
research in this area, perhaps especially program and policy evaluative research, must
include a broader range o f abused women (e.g., women with and without CJS and victim
service experience, women o f different ethnicities, etc.). The importance o f the amount
and type o f experience women have had with the CJS has been hinted at in past research
(Stephens & Sinden, 2000) and was found to he important in shaping women’s
perspectives in the current study. Women with the ‘trust’ perspectives (factor one) were
more likely to have had little experience with the CJS. In contrast all o f the women with
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the most negative perspective (cannot protect, factor four) had had experience with the
CJS. If we want to understand how all women might benefit or be hurt by using the CJS,
we must include women who have decided not to use it.
Experience with victim services is also likely to be important in shaping women’s
views. The women who were recruited from the shelter in this study were more likely to
have the ‘trust’ perspective (factor one). While this local shelter may be unusual in its
extremely positive relationship with the police, this is likely to be important in
understanding the positive evaluations o f mandatory intervention policies, which have
been found in past research that has only recruited from shelters (Barata, 1999; Smith,
2000 , 2001 ).
Evidence is also mounting that ethnically diverse women have different
perspectives about the CJS than White women (Smith, 2001; Weisz, 2002). In this study
the ‘trust’ and ‘disappointment’ perspectives (factors one and two) were held by a
majority o f White women, and the other three perspectives were overwhelmingly held by
non-White women. It is unlikely that ethnically diverse women have been consciously
excluded from past research; it is more likely these women have not been included
because recruitment has largely been from the CJS itself and from victim services, and
these women might be less likely to use these systems. In the current study, diverse
ethnicity was not part o f the recruitment strategy but by recruiting outside the usual
systems, ethnic diversity was achieved. However, in the future it will be important to do
more in-depth research with women o f particular ethnic backgrounds. With the
exception o f African American women in the United States (Weisz, 2002) and First
Nations women in Canada (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996) most studies that have
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examined women’s perspectives of the CJS have not recruited a majority o f women o f a
particular ethnicity. Three o f the five women with the ‘wants input’ perspective (factor
three) were South Asian, and three o f the five women with the ‘safety, rehabilitation and
justice’ perspective were Caribbean indicating that there may be important commonalities
among some women with similar ethnic backgrounds.
Another methodological implication o f the current study is that the method used
to examine women’s views about the CJS must allow for multiple perspectives, which are
not necessarily linked in a linear fashion. Multiple perspectives are also more likely to
emerge when women have an opportunity to reflect on the CJS before they provide their
answers. Q methodology does this quite well because women go through the statements
at least twice and are able to move the statements around multiple times as they consider
them in relation to each other. Standard survey questions are unlikely to accomplish
either o f these goals. Various qualitative methods are likely to be better suited at
understanding women’s perspectives on the CJS, but as already discussed the inability to
provide anonymity in some qualitative methods cannot be taken lightly because women
may be unwilling to criticize the CJS in one-on-one interviews.
The emergence o f multiple perspectives also suggests some practical implications
for the CJS and for policy development. CJS personnel need to be trained to avoid
thinking about abused women in a dualistic manner, which tends to stereotype them as
cooperative or uncooperative. Noncooperation is a frequently voiced claim o f law
officials (Cannings, 1984; Wasoff, 1982), and more recent research reveals that CJS
personnel continue to hold negative stereotypes about battered women. Many police
officers believe that battered women are very likely to want charges dropped or are
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otherwise uncooperative with prosecutors (Ferraro, 1998), despite the fact that most
women testify against the batterer (Hartman & Belknap, 2003). Attorneys who prosecute
and defend batterers also continue to hold stereotypical images o f victims. For instance
they believe that women are usually uncooperative because they are concerned for the
batterer’s well being or because they want to maintain the relationship (Erez & King,
2000), whereas victims are more likely to name fear as the reason for wanting to drop
charges (Erez & Belknap, 1998). Helping CJS personnel understand the complexity and
fluidity o f women’s perspectives may help combat the tendency to stereotype. One way
to do this would be to educate them about the different perspectives that emerged in this
study.
The development o f mandatory intervention policies has in some ways been built
upon the stereotypes expressed above. No-drop prosecution does not allow the victim to
drop a charge against the batterer, presumably because noncooperation is a problem. O f
course the policies also address prosecutor bias against pursuing the charge (Cannings,
1984; Sanders, 1988). That some women were historically unhappy with the
unresponsiveness o f the CJS is undeniable. Cases o f blatant disregard for victim safety
and for victim pleas to arrest and prosecute came to the attention o f victim advocates and
eventually the media in the form o f lawsuits (Dobash & Dobash, 1992; Sparks, 1997;
Zorza, 1992). There were likely to be many more women that were unhappy with the
status quo, but whose cases were not sensational enough to grab attention. With the
implementation o f mandatory policies, we are now seeing a very different scenario. In
some cases the new zeal to arrest and prosecute is hurting some abused women through
dual arrest (Dasgupta, 2002; Hirschel & Buzawa, 2002) and the filing o f other charges
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such as failure to appear (Snider, 1994). Again, the less sensational cases where women
are unhappy with the new status quo are less likely to come to our attention.
Snider (1994) sees the new policies as (at best) a symbolic victory that may have
come at the cost o f lower class women and women o f colour. In her words, “Mobilizing
class bias (and probably racism as well) in the name o f justice, and feminism, is not a
clever strategy” (Snider, 1994, p.87). Those who are already vulnerable because o f class,
ethnicity, race or gender will be more negatively affected by policies that focus on
punishment (Snider, 1994). Some evidence for this does exist. Mandatory arrest has
increased rates o f arrest in domestic violence cases, but it has disproportionately
increased the number o f women arrested (Dasgupta, 2002; Hirschel & Buzawa, 2002).
Similarly, what little research exists, suggests that minority women are less satisfied with
mandatory intervention policies (Smith, 2001), and that they may be discriminated
against when mandatory intervention polices are used (e.g., through dual arrest) because
ethnic and cultural difference are ignored in a one size fits all approach (Dasgupta, 2002).
So what policies, if any, should be mandated? The solution is clearly not to go
back to a time when the CJS largely ignored domestic violence. The police remain the
main resource for victims during an acute battering episode. Mandatory or pro-arrest
policies are still needed to ensure that bias against arrest does not once again become
commonplace. Unfortunately, these policies have also had the unintended consequence
o f increases in dual arrests. The rates o f dual arrest vary substantially from state to state,
but have been reported to be as high as 23% in Connecticut and as low as 4.9% in Rode
Island (Hirschel & Buzawa, 2002). McMahon and Pence (2003) discuss Duluth,
Minnesota’s strategy for reducing the number o f battered women arrested by careful
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attention to cases o f self-defense and by determining and arresting only the primary
aggressor. They indicate that a majority o f these cases can be eliminated through “a welltrained police department, using a predominant aggressor policy, and monitoring
compliance among arresting officers” (p. 65). Many states are moving towards this
model and 24 states already have a primary or predominant aggressor assessment law
(Hirschel & Buzawa, 2002).
However, even when the batterer (and not the victim) is correctly arrested, it is
also important that the victim’s views, needs, and wants play a greater role at various
points throughout prosecution. The victim should be able to drop the case if the
altemative is likely to make things worse for her (e.g., charged for failing to appear, lying
in court, etc.). Perhaps a system could be put in place in which arrest and prosecution are
the preferred courses o f action, and the victim would have to meet with a victim advocate
in order to have the charge dropped. A victim advocate would be better suited to
understand the situation and advise the victim than a prosecutor whose advice would be
influenced by wanting to win the case (Erez & King, 2000). Unlike the defense attorney
who advises the client, but ultimately cannot act without the client’s consent, the
prosecutor is not the victim’s attorney and, as such, is not obligated to take the victim’s
opinions into consideration. The system is set up as if victims do not have a stake or
interest in the outcome o f the case (Busby, 1999); however, in domestic violence cases
this is clearly not accurate and the system needs to incorporate her opinions. This is
already occurring to some degree with regards to sentencing. Sara (‘trust’ perspective;
factor one) indicated that her opinion about the sentence that her ex-husband should
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receive was taken into eonsideration and he did not receive jail time because that is not
what she wanted.
McMahon and Pence (2003) note that attorney discretion to prosecute or defer a
case is sometimes necessary in order to obtain justice. For instance, they describe the
work o f women’s advocates in Duluth who are encouraging prosecutor discretion in cases
where women, who are clearly not battering their partners, are charged with assault.
Prosecutor discretion may also be appropriate in some cases where the female victim
does not want to prosecute. Snider (1994) believes that ameliorative reforms within the
CJS are more likely by emphasizing differentiation rather than universalism. This may
be especially important in a country such as Canada where the people affected by
mandatory intervention policies are so ethnically diverse. The best course o f action in
one ease is not likely to be the same in another. Each woman’s unique circumstances and
perspectives should be incorporated into each decision that is made once a charge is laid.
Policies that alienate some women are not good enough. Her perspective needs to be
understood before decisions can be made (e.g., continuing with prosecution, allowing
him to plead guilty to a lesser charge, putting him on probation, sentencing, etc.). This
study provides a description o f some o f the perspeetives that abused women have
expressed and may be useful in advising other women who hold similar perspectives. A
brief assessment o f more specific implications for each perspective follows.
The ‘Trust in the CJS ’ Perspective
The ‘trust’ perspective (factor one) was clearly more positive than other
perspectives, and was dominated by a sense o f trust in the system, including its policies
and its people. Because o f this trust, these women probably have the most potential to
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feel empowered by using the CJS. What little has been written about empowerment
through the use o f the CJS tends to focus on gaining power by having powerful others
(i.e., police, prosecutors, judges) on your side, and/or by being treated seriously by the
CJS (Stark, 1993). In my own study, in which most women supported mandatory arrest
and no-drop prosecution, participants rated being taken seriously by the police and
Crown attorneys as the best outcome o f these policies (Barata, 1999). The women who
held the ‘trust’ perspective did perceive the CJS to be on their side and did believe that
woman abuse was actually taken seriously by the CJS. It is possible that if anyone can
feel empowered through the use o f the CJS, it will be women who hold this perspective,
but it seems unlikely that women with other perspectives could benefit in this manner.
Women who are socially marginalized may be particularly unlikely to trust the CJS or
feel empowered by it. The fact that the ‘trust’ perspective was held by a majority o f
White women may indicate that this perspective is less likely to be held by marginalized
women. As McMahon and Pence (2003) have emphasized, middle-class White women
do not face the same risks when they call the police. Women who lack legal and
financial resources are more vulnerable to the intrusion o f state agencies in their lives
(McMahon & Pence, 2003).
The ‘Disappointment in the C JS’ Perspective
The combination o f believing that the CJS can demonstrate the seriousness o f
abuse and at the same time, believing that the CJS does not treat abuse seriously, might
represent a victim/activist perspective. This idea has been addressed in academic
thinking about the problem, but had not yet been captured in the literature on victims’
perspectives. This perspective identifies an important resource for abused woman, but
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says the status quo is not good enough. A number o f women from the Woman Abuse
Accountability Committee held this perspective. This committee is made up o f women
who have experienced or are currently experiencing abuse, and their work helps keep the
Woman Abuse Council o f Toronto focused on issues that are important to victims.
The notion o f victim as activist is not well understood. We usually think o f
activists as separate from victims or as survivors who become activists, but activists can
and often do develop a passion for the work because o f past or current abuse (Warrior,
1978). Activist victims have played an important role in grass-roots domestic abuse
committees and shelter development (Mann, 2000). There is some evidence that some
activist victims took part in this study. The women who held the ‘disappointment’
perspective were no more likely to be ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stage four)
than other women, indicating that many o f these women were still actively experiencing
abuse. O f the five women who held this perspective and were part o f the Woman Abuse
Council, three were ‘labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalation violence’
(stage three) and two were ‘arriving at nonviolence and healing’ (stage four), indicating
that there were at least three women who were both activists and currently experiencing
abuse. These women may be particularly vocal and assertive when they engage the CJS.
Their demands and non-victim-like attitude might alienate CJS personnel, but the effect
can be also be positive. For instance, Reena (‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’
perspective; factor five) was a victim advocate and a victim. She volunteered for at least
two organizations that helped abused women while at the same time dealing with her own
abuse. At one point she told the police officer who arrived at her house that she was a
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member o f the Woman Abuse Council and she wanted to know exactly when they did
charge, and her impression was that “they seemed to back right up then.”
The ‘Victims Should Have Input Into the CJS and be Sure They Want to Use it ’
Perspective
The ‘wants input’ perspective is new in that it emphasizes a lack o f support for
mandatory intervention policies. The literature to date on mandatory policies, which has
been entirely quantitative, suggests widespread support for the policies and had not yet
given voice to these women (Barata, 1999; Smith 2000, 2001). O f particular interest is
that the women who held this perspective were not against using the CJS per se, as one
might expect. Their dislike for these policies seemed instead to be combined with a
desire for more personal choice and more individualized treatment. A similar desire for
more personal choice was noted in studies that have examined the benefits o f obtaining
restraining orders (Fischer & Rose, 1995) and British interdicts (Lewis et al., 2000).
The women who held the ‘wants input’ perspective believed that women should
engage the system only when they are ready to leave their partners, and emotional issues
such as love and guilt affected their thinking about the CJS. The emotional turmoil that
some women feel when they use the CJS has been well documented in past research
(Bennett et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 1995; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996). If
forced to use the system before they were ready, the women who held this perspective
would be likely to react quite negatively. This is unfortunate because their relatively
positive evaluations o f the CJS indicated that in the future they might be very receptive to
CJS interventions. However, if they have a negative experience on one occasion their
perspective o f the CJS might change to one that is more negative and they may avoid the
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system in the future. This information needs to be shared with CJS personnel and others
who work with abused women. Women who do not want to use the CJS and want to stay
with their partners may still be willing to use other services and we need to find ways o f
providing them the services they are willing to use. The CJS also needs to find ways of
maintaining open communication with these women, so that if they change their minds
the option o f using the CJS is still there for them.
The fact that the women who held this perspective were all o f colour is also
important. Mandatory intervention policies may be perceived more negatively by women
who are not White. This is an important consideration given that ethnic minority women
have not been well represented in previous evaluations o f these interventions. Although
relatively few Black women participated in Smith’s (2001) study, the author did a
comparison by ethnicity. She found that Black women were much less likely than White
women to support mandatory arrest and no-drop prosecution, and yet they were more
likely to have wanted their partner arrested. This suggests, that like the women who held
the ‘wants input’ perspective, they were not against CJS intervention per se, but wanted
to maintain some control over the process. A recent study of African American women’s
views found that the majority (65%) favoured the prosecutor pressing charges against
their partner (Weisz, 2002). Unfortunately, Weisz (2002) did not examine the
participants’ perspectives on whether or not the victim should be allowed to later drop the
charges.
‘The CJS Cannot Protect Women and Can Make Matters Worse ’ Perspective
The women who held the ‘cannot protect’ perspective emphasized the system’s
lack o f ability to protect and it’s potential to harm. Women who hold this perspective are
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not likely to come into contact with the CJS by choice. If they find themselves entwined
in the system because o f mandatory intervention policies, they may resist by
complaining, trying to have the charges dropped, not showing up, lying in court, or
otherwise sabotaging the prosecutor’s case. This kind o f behaviour would undoubtedly
lead CJS personnel to have a negative impression £ind might lead them to react negatively
towards these women thus reinforcing the woman’s perception that the system is not
there to help victims. Yet it seems very important that these women are not pushed away
because they were also the most fearful and might be in the most danger. All o f the
women who held this perspective had experienced physical abuse and were currently in
an abusive relationship.
Recent research suggests that women who refuse to testify (and the case would
otherwise be dropped) may be the most likely to benefit from having their partners
sentenced to probation. Ames and Dunham (2002) described probation as asymptotic
justice for intimate partner violence. That is, probation might help achieve justice, but
only eventually. They used case study examples to show how probation could reduce
violence or at a later date result in significant punishment. For example, a man sentenced
to probation for abuse may end up in jail in the future for violating a probation order.
They found that probation was particularly effective for women who refused to testify or
otherwise tried to compromise the prosecution’s case. Ames and Dunham (2002)
reported that less evidence is required for a sentence o f probation and defendants are
more likely to accept plea bargains. Probation is also more likely to result in continued
prosecution, the defendant remains more accountable for his future actions, and if he
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violates his probation (many actions besides recurrent abuse are violations) a more severe
sentence is imminent.
‘The CJS Should be Used fo r her Safely, fo r his Rehabilitation, and fo r Justice Despite its
Problems ’ Perspective
The ‘safety, rehabilitation, and justice’ perspective (factor five) combined beliefs
o f safety, rehabilitation, and justice or punishment. Notions o f the victim wanting
rehabilitation and/or punishment have been peripheral in past research. This may be
because rehabilitation implies a desire to maintain the relationship and punishment
implies a desire for revenge, neither or which are acceptable options for a “good” victim.
However, the emphasis in this perspective is that the CJS is able to reduce violence,
which may he likely through both rehabilitation and punishment. Despite the theme of
rehabilitation, this perspective did not focus on maintaining the relationship or on
feelings o f love and attachment. So it would be inaccurate to assume that a woman who
wants her partner in treatment is committed to continuing the relationship.
This ‘safety, justice, and rehabilitation’ perspective may also be one o f reflection.
The women who held this perspective were more likely to be ‘arriving at nonviolence and
healing’ (stage four), and thus could look back on the abuse with a little hit o f distance.
Some may have directly attributed the end o f the abuse to the CJS, which may have
influenced their belief that the CJS could help stop abuse. This was certainly the case for
Reena. It seems somewhat promising that women who have moved past the abuse would
be more likely to perceive the CJS as able to stop abuse. Their focus on punishment and
rehabilitation may indicate that this was the process by which they believed the abuse
could he stopped. However, these women’s negative evaluation o f the process o f
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prosecution was disconcerting although perhaps not surprising. When looking back on
the whole experience it seems likely that prosecution would stand out as particularly
difficult. Past research shows that women are often dissatisfied with court outcomes
(Cretney & Davis, 1997; Landau, 1998; Tim Roberts Focus Consultants, 1996) and that
they rate more dissatisfaction with prosecutors and judges than with the police (Erez &
Belknap, 1998; Fleury, 2000; London Family Court, 1991).
Conclusion
Continuing to view abused women who come into contact with the criminal
justice system in a polarized fashion that labels them as either cooperative or noncooperative is clearly inaccurate and is likely a harmful approach that further stigmatizes
women and disconnects them from the CJS and the people in the system. The focus for
many activists and researchers in the past 20 years has been on how to force the CJS to
enforce justice and ensure that all cases o f wife abuse are treated seriously. This has
largely lead to the implementation o f policies that aim to ensure a uniform response to
wife abuse. It is likely that this was the more direct route to force the CJS to act and to
begin to bring about systematic cultural change o f a system that had for too long treated
wife abuse as a personal problem that had nothing to do with fighting crime. Flowever, a
forceful criminal justice response does not necessarily have to be uniform and it certainly
does not have to forget that each case brings a unique set o f circumstances. The
challenge for the future is to ascertain how to maintain a forceful criminal justice
response, maintain a continuation o f a culture o f change and yet meet the individual
needs o f many different women. The perspectives o f the women in the current study
provide a number o f suggestions. Certainly we can do better.
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Appendix A: Concourse
Level 2i \ Police
Negative Perspectives
Positive Perspectives
(1) The police are very helpful to victims o f (9) The police act bored (Fleury, 2000)
domestic violence when they are called to a (Qaunt.) or “act as if nothing [important
domestic dispute. (Lewis, Dobash, Dobash, has] happened”^ when dealing with cases
o f wife abuse. (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
& Cavanagh, 2000) (Quant.)*
(Open-ended)
(10) When attending a domestic dispute,
(2) 1 am very satisfied with the way the
poliee
officers “act like it [is] just a
police respond to domestic violence.
domestic, no big deal, just part o f life.”
(Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)(Jaffe, Wolfe,
(Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
Teleford, «&Austin, 1986) (Quant.)
(11) The police “act as if it’s [the victim’s]
(3) Police officers empathize with the
fault” when they attend domestic disputes.
victim in domestic disputes. (Stephens &
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
(12) Police officers are not likely to believe
(4) Police officers “listen to [victims] and
the victim when they arrive at a domestic
are sympathetic. [They can make the
dispute. (Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
victim] feel good about [herself]”
(Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
(13) Police officers are “cold” and “just
(5) Police officers “eneourage [victims] to
[don’t] care [about victims o f domestic
think about [their] options such as arrest
violence]. (Stephens & Sinden, 2000)
and an order o f prosecution. (Stephens &
(Qual.) (Byrne, Kilpatrick, Howley, &
Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
Beatty, 1999) (Quant.)
(14) Poliee officers act “cocky, really kind
(6) Domestic violence officers, who are
o f macho” and make the victim feel like
specifically trained to deal with domestic
she wouldn’t “dare say anything else.”
disputes, provide the support the victim
(Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
needs to stay involved with the criminal
justice system. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000)
(Qual.)
(7) The police are very effective in helping
(15) Police officers are all the same when it
comes to domestic violence. They stick
to reduce the violence. (Wiist &
together in a “brotherhood” that protects
McFarlane, 1998) (Quant.)
the batterer. (Stephens & Sinden, 2000)
(Qual.)
(8) Police provide short-term protection
(16) “The police are chauvinist. They
aren’t fair to women still.” (Stephens &
from the immediate threat o f violence.
(Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
(17) “If [the police] don’t see blood, they
don’t believe [the victim]. (Barata, 1999)
’ Each level represents an area o f discourse identified by the balanced block design (see table 2).
* The item in brackets after each reference refers to the way the information obtained from that reference
was collected (i.e., quantitative data, qualitative data, open-ended data).
^ Direct quotes indicate that the language comes directly from a survivor o f domestic violence.
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(Open-ended)
(18) Police officers should be more
understanding in cases o f domestic
violence. (London Family Court Clinic
Inc., 1991) (Quant.)
(19) The police should provide victims
with more information about the court
process and about victim services when
they attend a domestic dispute. (London
Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991) (Quant.)
(20) Police officers do not make enough of
an effort to gather all the necessary
evidence in domestic violence cases.
(Byrne et al., 1999) (Quant.)
Level b: Arrest and Mandatory Arrest
Positive Perspectives
(1) 1 support mandatory arrest where police
officers that are called to a domestic
dispute are required by law to arrest the
batterer if there is reason to believe that an
offense has occurred regardless o f whether
or not the victim wants him arrested.
(Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(2) Arrest “scares [the batterer] to stop the
violence.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

(3) “If [the batterer is arrested], it may be a
deterrent just knowing he’s going to be
arrested every time.” (Barata, 1999) (Open
ended)
(4) I would benefit from mandatory arrest
where police officers that are called to a
domestic dispute are required by law to
arrest the batterer if there is reason to
believe that an offense has occurred
regardless o f whether or not the victim
wants him arrested. (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(5) Arrest “helps stop the immediate
situation” and “the woman is safe for the
time being.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(6) Arrest o f the batterer “provides safety
for the victim” (Barata, 1999) (Openended)

Negative Perspectives
(19) Arrest “would make the abuser more
angry” and he “would take his anger out on
[the victim].” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

(20) Arrest would “make the man more
angry causing him to become more abusive
and she would be even more afraid.”
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(21) 1 would “fell guilty for having [my
partner] arrested, especially if children
were present.” (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
(22) If my partner were arrested, I would
“fear what others would think o f [me]
because [I] called the police.” (Barata,
1999) (Open-ended)

(23) There is no point in arresting batterers
because they are just released again with a
slap on the wrist. (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
(24) Mandatory arrest can “make the
situation worse” because the victim herself
might be arrested if she defended herself by
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(7) “If [arrest] happens repeatedly, it may
be a deterrent just knowing he’s going to
be arrested every time.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(8) Arrest “gives [the victim] time to make
other temporary living arrangements.
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(9) Arrest “helps stop the immediate
situation” and “the woman is safe for the
time being.” (Barata, 1999) (Open ended)
(10) Arresting the batterer is important
because it provides a temporary respite for
the victim that she can use to plan for her
future. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
(11) “Abuse is a crime the same as a B&E
so they should automatically be arrested.”
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(12) “Arrest gives a direct message to the
offender that abuse and violence will not be
tolerated.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(13) Arrest “provides an incidence report,
thus precipitating possible action or
enforcement in the future.” In other words,
it “starts a paper trail.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(14) Mandatory arrest “makes it easier for a
woman who might be afraid to state any
abuse.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(15) Mandatory arrest is “beneficial
because the batterer would know that it
wasn’t [the victim’s] fault that he was
arrested.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(16) Mandatory arrest is “beneficial
because if [the victim] is too afraid to
press charges it would be done for [her].”
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(17) Mandatory arrest is beneficial because
the victim cannot stop the police from
arresting her partner. (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(18) The batterer should be arrested as
payback for what he has done to his
partner. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)

hitting the batterer. (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
(25) 1 don’t want to involve the police. “1
want peace in my life. 1just want to get
away.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(26) The police should calm the batterer
down or wam him, but not arrest him.
(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(27) The police should provide advice and
get the batterer some help, but not arrest
him. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(28) Calling the police doesn’t increase or
decrease violence. The batterer will
continue to be violent whether the victim
calls the police or not. (Hoyle & Sanders,
2000) (Qual.)
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Level c; Attorneys
Positive Perspectives
(1) Crown/prosecuting attorneys listen to
victims o f domestic violence and believe
what they have to say. (Fleury, 2000)
(Quant.)

(2) Crown/prosecuting attorneys are
supportive of victims o f domestic violence.
(Erez & Belknap, 1998)(Open-ended)
(London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991)
(Quant.) (Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)

(3) 1 am very satisfied with the way the
Crown/prosecuting attorneys handle cases
of domestic violence. (Fleury, 2000)
(Quant.) (London Family Court Clinic Inc.,
1991) (Quant.)
(4) Crown/prosecuting attorneys can
encourage the victims to stay involved with
the case by, for example, telling her they
can “get him, with her help” (Erez &
Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(5) Crown/prosecuting attorneys “take
statements in a careful and accurate manner
making sure not to exelude anything.”
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)

Negative Perspectives
(6) The Crown/prosecuting attorney often
reduces charges against batterers to the
point where they do not reflect the
seriousness o f the assault. (Cretney &
Davis, 1997) (Quant.) (Byrne et al., 1999)
Quant.)
(7) Crown/prosecuting attorneys are too
busy to do a good job with domestic
violence cases. They just go from one case
to the next without seeming to care about
any o f the cases. They often don’t even
look at the case materials until the court
date. (Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Openended)
(8) Crown/prosecuting attorneys are very
mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the
victim feel revictimized. (Landau, 2000)
(Open-ended)
(9) Crown/prosecuting attomeys don’t
really take the victim’s opinion into
consideration when they make decisions
about the case. (Byrne et al., 1999)
(Quant.)

Level d: Prosecution and Mandatory Prosecution
Negative Perspectives
Positive Perspectives
(15) [Dropping charges is the victim’s]
(1) [The victim] dropping charges will not
choice -w hy should [she] get arrested for
improve the situation; it will just enable it
not showing up or dropping charges.” (Erez
to continue.” (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
& Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(Open-ended)
(16) If I couldn’t get the charges against
(2) Proceeding with prosecution “stops the
my partner dropped, I would lie in court so
abuser from getting away with the abuse.”
that he would not be found guilty. (Barata,
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
1999) (Open-ended)
(17) If a woman is forced to testify against
(3) “One advantage [of a no-drop
her partner when she doesn’t want to she
prosecution policy] would be that it would
teach the violent [partner] that you can’t hit has no choice but to lie in court. (Landau,
1998) (Open-ended)
your [partner] and get away with it.”
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(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(4) If the batterer is prosecuted, it would
“feel [like] someone is on [the victim’s]
side and like [the violence] would be taken
seriously.” (Barata, 1999)(Open-ended)
(5) A no-drop policy is “an advantage
because at first you could be upset at your
partner and then you may [tell yourself] to
just drop the charges because your getting
along, but this way you couldn’t [drop the
charges].” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(6) “The woman after being abused is not
capable o f making a decision o f whether or
not he should be arrested or charged, [so
the criminal justice system needs to decide
to arrest and charge him].” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(7) “I want to be safe and the only way is to
keep the charges on him and keep him in
jail.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

(8) “I’m not sure I would lay charges ...
but charges need to be laid. Let him face it.
He deserves to be charged even if I’m
afraid to.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

(9) Strong prosecution policies “give [the
victim] support because the courts would
be on [her] side.” (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
(10) “Its about fear. I would feel more
control knowing once [the charges] are
laid, that’s it. I can’t take it back.” (Barata,
1999) (Open-ended)
(11) I support no-drop prosecution where
neither the victim nor the
Crown/prosecuting attorney can drop the
charge once its been laid against their
batterer. (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(12) I would benefit from no-drop
prosecution where neither the victim nor
the Crown/prosecuting attorney can drop
the charge once its been laid against their

(18) If my partner was charged for assault,
“he could kill me before court if I [didn’t]
get the charges dropped.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(19) A no-drop policy “would [make me]
feel I have no power.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)

(20) I wouldn’t support a no-drop policy
because “I like to feel like I have control
over what is happening. I don’t like others
deciding what to do for me.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(21) Mandatory charging “removes the
flexibility to look at the context. The
woman has no say in why she called [the
police] and what she wants done. It
increases feelings o f powerlessness.”
(Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
(22) I want him arrested “to show him that
he can’t treat me like this. However, I
don’t really want to get him in trouble, [and
I don’t want things] to go to far. [I don’t
want him prosecuted].” (Hoyle & Sanders,
2000) (Qual.)
(23) Fear o f violent retaliation is the main
reason that I wouldn’t support prosecution
by recanting or refusing to show up for
court. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(24) If you don’t “want to end the
relationship, I [see] no point in prosecuting
[the batterer]. (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000)
(Qual.)
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batterer. (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(13) “ [Abused] women aren’t in the right
state o f mind to make [the decision to
charge their partner]. They have other
things on their mind. The law [should do]
the thinking for you. (Landau, 2000)
(Open-ended)
(14) “H e’ll be charged and he’ll learn not
to do it again.” (Barata, 1999) (Openended)

Level e: Judges/Courtroom experiencesA^erc
Positive Perspectives
(1) 1 hope that most batterers are sentenced
to receive treatment to help them control
their violence. (Cretney & Davis, 1997)
(Quant.)
(2) Most batterers are sentenced to
substantial jail time when they are
convicted o f assaulting their partners.
(Cretney & Davis, 1997) (Quant.)
(3) 1 am very satisfied with the court
process is cases o f domestic violence.
(Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)

(4) I am very satisfied with the outcome o f
domestic violence court cases. (Fleury,
2000) (Quant.)
(5) 1 am very satisfied with the way the
judges respond to domestic violence eases.
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Quant.)
(6) [Victims o f domestic violence] should
be required to testify “because I think the
abuser should have to sit there and hear
what [she] has to say.” (Erez & Belknap,
1998) (Open-ended)
(7) [Victims o f domestic violence] should
be required to testify “because no one will
know unless [she] tells[s] what happened.”
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)

let
Negative Perspectives
(8) Even when a batterer is convicted, the
sentence does not reflect the seriousness o f
the assault. (Cretney & Davis, 1997)
(Quant.) (Byrne et al., 1999)(Quant.)
(9) “[Victims o f domestic violence] might
as well not go to court really. I don’t think
there’s any value in that.” (Cretney &
Davis, 1997) (Quant.)
(10) Victims o f domestic violence are
portrayed badly in court as jealous,
vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic,
crazy or worse. (Cretney & Davis, 1997)
(Quant.)
(11) The courtroom is not the place to
address domestic violence problems.
(Cretney & Davis, 1997) (Quant.)
(12) “If he get a fine, he will just see it as a
joke unless jail time was involved.”
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(13) [Victims o f domestic violence] should
not be required to testify “because [they]
have been through enough.”(Erez &
Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(14) [Victims o f domestic violence] should
not be required to testify because there is
“too much turmoil and pain o f having to
face the abuser” in court. (Erez & Belknap,
1998) (Open-ended)
(15) “My partner would come after me if I
put him in jail. I’d be scared to find out
what he would do once he was free.”
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(Barata, 1999)(Open-ended)
(16) I’m “not sure how going to court
would help me -w hat I really want is him
out o f my life.” (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000)
(Qual.)
(17) Testifying against the batterer in court
is one o f the most frightening things a
victim could be asked to do. (Bennett,
Goodman, & Dutton, 1999)(Qual.)
(18) Going to court is a “pure and utter
waste o f time. [The abuser forces you to go
by not pleading guilty]. And the judge just
goes, ‘you’re a bad boy, here’s a fine.’”
(Bennett et al., 1999) (Qual.)
Level f: Why use the Criminal Justice System
Negative Perspectives (why don’t use)
Positive Perspectives (why use)
(19) 1 would not prosecute my partner
(1) I would prosecute my partner because
because “it’s scary and it takes a lot o f guts
o f “the fear of him continuing to try and
to come forward about domestic violence.
hurt me and [because of] his threats to kill
You’ve already been threatened, beaten and
me.” (Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Opentraumatized by the abuser, after you come
ended)
forward, you fear for your life!” (Erez &
Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(2) I would prosecute my partner “because (20) I would drop charges if my partner
gave me what I wanted (e.g. a divorce,
I would rather be dead than live [with
abuse] any longer. (Erez & Belknap, 1998) custody o f the children, got counseling, left
me alone, stop harassing me, stopped
(Open-ended)
abusing me etc.) (Ford, 1991) (Qual.)
(21) 1 wouldn’t want to prosecute because 1
(3) I would prosecute my partner for the
wouldn’t want more hassles in my life.
sake o f my children. (Erez & Belknap,
(Ford, 1991) (Qual.)
1998) (Open-ended)
(22) 1 wouldn’t want to proseeute because 1
(4) “1 don’t want my children to grow up
wouldn’t want my partner to go to jail.
thinking you [can] hit a woman. [1 would
(Ford, 1991) (Qual.)
take my partner] to court so [the children
would] know it is wrong [to abuse your
partner].” (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
(23) 1 wouldn’t want to prosecute because 1
(5) 1 would prosecute my partner because
wouldn’t want my partner to loose his job.
you get to a point where you say “enough
(Ford, 1991)(Qual.)
is enough” and you know you just can’t
take the abuse any longer. (Erez &
Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(24) 1 wouldn’t want to see my partner go
(6) 1 would put my partner “in jail to
to jail because 1 feel sorry for him. 1 want
straighten him out.” (Erez & Belknap,
him to get the help he needs. (Lewis et al.,
1998) (Open-ended)
2000) (Qual.)
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(7) I would prosecute my partner to get him
to do what I want (e.g. give me a divorce,
give me custody o f the children, get
counseling, leave me alone, stop harassing
me, stopped abusing me etc.). (Ford, 1991)
(Qual.)
(8) 1 would have my partner “charged so
he’d realize that he couldn’t get away with
it.” (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
(9) “I would like to [go to court] to give my
point o f view and let people know what
he’s done.” (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
(10) By using the criminal justice system “I
want [my partner] to find out that it’s not
just me. Society takes [abuse] seriously.
And you don’t have to put up with it.
(Fischer & Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
(11) “I knew that in order to keep my own
sanity and feel better and feel safe, that I
needed to do something legally. ... At least
if it didn’t stop ... there would be enough
people around me that if something
seriously, seriously happened to me
because o f him, that he was not going to
get away with anything.” (Fischer & Rose,
1995) (Qual.)
(12) I got the criminal justice system
involved to “show him just how serious I
was about this: I’m not all talk and no
show.” (Fischer & Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
(13) Most victims o f domestic violence
will use the criminal justice system when
the physical abuse becomes unbearable.
(Wiist & McFarlane, 1998) (Quant.)
(14) Victims of domestic violence will use
the criminal justice system when they
finally decide that they are going to make a
change in their lives. (Fischer & Rose,
1995) (Qual.)
(15) Victims o f domestic violence will use
the criminal justice system when they get
angry enough. (Fischer & Rose, 1995)

(25) Continuing with prosecution means
there is “no chance o f ever finding peace
between [yourself] and your partner.”
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

(26) I would feel guilty if my partner was
prosecuted for abusing me. (Lewis et al.,
2000) (Qual.) (Bennett et al., 1999) (Qual.)
(27) “I [would have] a hard time even
calling the police on [my partner] because I
[am] so emotionally attached.”(Fischer &
Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
(28) Involving the criminal justice system
“is not worth it because he’d kill me iff got
him into trouble” (Hoyle & Sanders, 2000)
(Qual.)
(29) The time period between the batterer’s
arrest and the resolution o f the case is
extremely frightening for victims because
they are “worried about what [the batterer
will] do.” Using the criminal justice system
does not make the victim feel protected, in
fact it can make her feel like she is more
likely to get hurt. (Bennett et al., 1999)
(Qual.) (Fischer & Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
(30) “Locking [a batterer] up is not a
solution to the problem. [What] he needs is
help.” (Bennett et al., 1999) (Qual.)
(31) The criminal justice system is racist,
and particularly unfair to Black and
Aboriginal men. (Bennett et al., 1999)
(Qual.) (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants,
1996) (Quant.)
(32) It is extremely hard for a vietim to
take that next step and seek out the criminal
justice system for help because she knows
it will almost eertainly mean the end o f the
relationship. (Fiseher & Rose, 1995)
(Qual.)
(33) “I would be afraid to eall the police
with both o f us knowing her could be
arrested.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
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(Qual.)
(16) Victims o f domestic violence will use
the criminal justice system when they
realize their lives are in danger. (Landau,
2000) (Quant.)
(17) I would use the criminal justiee system
to seek retribution for what has been done
to me.(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(18) I would prosecute my partner to get
him the treatment that he needs. (Lewis et
al., 2000) (Qual.)

(34) “I don’t feel [arresting my partner
would be] good for me. I wouldn’t call the
police.” (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(35) I would not call the poliee after my
partner hit me because I wouldn’t want him
arrested. (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(36) “If he’s arrested it will make my
financial situation worse.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(37) “It would hurt the kids because their
father had to go to court. The kids would
see what was going on.” (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)
(38) After “1 left him [and] got away from
the violenee, there didn’t seem to be any
point in getting him proseeuted.” (Hoyle &
Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)

Level g: General comments on the Criminal Justice System
Negative Perspectives
Positive Perspectives
(8) “The law isn’t on my side” (Stephens &
(1) “Beating [your spouse] is certainly not
Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
a family matter and beating and abuse is a
criminal offence.” (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
(9) “A Temporary Proteetion Order
(2) A Temporary Protection
Order/Restraining is “great because it gives (restraining order) is not worth the paper it
is [written] on.” (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
me the power to say ‘yes, you ean com in’
(Open-ended)
or ‘no, I don’t want to see you.’ Or, ‘If you
don’t go 1 can use it.” (Lewis et al., 2000)
(Qual).
(10) If a victim wants to end the violence,
(3) “You’ve got to be ready to call the
but not the relationship, the criminal justiee
police if you take out a retraining order.
system does not provide many options for
You ean’t just use it if you feel like it.”
her. (Landau, 1998) (Qaunt.)
(Horton, Simonidis, & Simonidis, 1987)
(Open ended)
(11) “The [criminal justice] system doesn’t
(4) “I personally think that if more men
work well enough” for victims o f domestic
were prosecuted and convicted [for
assaulting their partners] people would take violence.” (Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Openthis more seriously.” (Barata, 1999) (Open- ended)
ended)
(12) The criminal justiee system
(5) Knowing I can call the police gives me
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a sense o f control. (Fischer & Rose, 1995)
(Quant.)

(6) There should be “special police
officers” and special courts for domestic
violence. (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qaul.)
(7) A victim can exert some power and
control over her partner by using the
criminal justice system. (Fischer & Rose,
1995 )(Qual.)

revictimizes women. “If the system could
just give women a little more power,
women would have the confidence to get
out.” (Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
(13) The criminal justice system isn’t on
your side unless your determined to have
your partner charged and convicted.
(Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
(14) The criminal justice system “makes
such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much.
That upsets me.” (Landau, 2000) (Openended)
(15) Using the criminal justice system is
extremely confusing. “The whole process
should be simple.”(Bennett et al., 1999)
(Qual.)
(16) It is frustrating to use the criminal
justice system because the process is so
slow. It can feel like the victim “is doing
time instead o f the defendant.” (Bennett et
al., 1999) (Qual.) (London Family Court
Clinic Inc., 1991) (Quant.)
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Appendix B: Q Sort Statements
Level
Poliee
Positive Perspeetives
1 am very satisfied with the way the poliee
respond to domestic violenee (2)” .
(Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)*^ (Jaffe, Wolfe,
Teleford, & Austin, 1986) (Quant.)

Police officers tell women who have been
abused by their partners to think about
having their partner arrested and
prosecuted' . (5)
( Stephens & Sinden, 2000)
(Qual.)
Special domestic violence officers help
women stay involved with the criminal
justice system so that their partner ean be
taken to court. (6)
(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)

The poliee help decrease long-term
violenee in eases o f domestic abuse. (7)
(Wiist & McFarlane, 1998) (Quant.)
In cases o f domestic violence the police
provide short-term protection from the
immediate threat o f abuse. (8)
(Lewis, Dobash, Dobash, & Cavanagh,
2000) (Qual.)

Level b. Arrest and Mandatory arrest
Positive Perspectives
1 support mandatory arrest in eases of

Negative Perspeetives
When the poliee arrive at a domestic
dispute they act as if nothing important has
happened. They don’t even make an effort
to collect all the evidence. (9,10,)
(Byrne, Kilpatrick, Howley, & Beatty,
1999) (Quant.) (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
(Open-ended) (Stephens & Sinden, 2000)
(Qual.)
1 don’t think police officers believe women
who are abused by their partners unless
they are really hurt. (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 7 )
( Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
Poliee officers are cold. In most eases of
domestic violenee they don’t sympathize or
even listen to the woman. (3, 4 ,1 3 ,1 8 )
( Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
(Byrne, et al., 1999) (Quant.)
(London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991)
(Quant.)
The poliee are still sexist. They aren’t fair
to women and instead protect her partner
because he is a man. (15,16)
( Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)
When responding to domestic disputes
poliee officers often act eoeky and macho.
(14)
( Stephens & Sinden, 2000) (Qual.)

Negative Perspeetives
Arresting a man who has abused his partner

Each level represents an area o f discourse identified by the balanced block design (see table 2).
’' Numbers in bold refer to the concourse statements in Appendix A that were used to develop the Q sort
statement.
The item in brackets after each reference refers to the way the information obtained from that reference
was collected (i.e., quantitative data, qualitative data, open-ended data).
Phrases in bold indicate that the definition for the phrase is found in the glossary.
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domestic violence. (1) (Smith, 2000)
(Quant.)

If a man is arrested for abusing his partner
he will not hit her again because he will not
want to be arrested again. (2 ,3 , 7, 28)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended) (Hoyle &
Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)

I would be (or would have been) helped by
mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic
violence. (4) (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
Arresting a man who has hit his partner
stops the violence underway and the
woman is safe while he is gone. This is
important because it gives her time to make
plans such as finding a place to live. (5, 6,
8, 9,10) (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) and (Lewis et al.,
2000)
An abused woman is too frightened to ask
for arrest, so it is better that that decision is
out of her hands. (1 4 ,1 6 ,1 7 ) (Barata,
1999) (Open-ended)

Level e: Attomeys
Positive Perspeetives
Crown attorneys listen to women who
have been abused by their partners and
believe what they have to say. For
example, they write down what women say
in a careful and accurate manner. (1,5)
(Fleury, 2000) (Quant.) (Erez & Belknap,
1998) (Open-ended)
Crown attorneys support women who
have been abused by their partners. (2)

will make him angrier and he will take his
anger out on the woman. (19,20)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
If my partner were arrested or taken to
court for hitting me, I would feel guilty and
worry about what people would think o f
me. (2 1 ,2 2 ,26f'"^) (Barata, 1999)(Openended) (Lewis et al., 2000)(Qual.)
(Bennett, Goodman, & Dutton, 1999)
(Qual.)
There is no point in arresting men who
abuse their partners because they are just
released again with a slap on the wrist. (23)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic
violence can make things worse for the
woman. If she defends herself by hitting
him back she might also be arrested. (24)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

If the poliee know that a man has abused
his partner, they should calm him down,
wam him, and provide advice and contact
numbers for both him and his partner.
Thev should not arrest him. (26,27) IHovle
& Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)

Negative Perspectives
Crown attorneys often reduce charges
against men who abuse their partners. It
gets to a point where the charges do not
reflect the seriousness o f the assault. (6)
(Cretney & Davis, 1997) (Byme et al.,
1999) (Quant.)
Crown attorneys are too busy to do a
good job with domestic violence cases.

A letter follow ing a number indicates that a concourse statement from a different level was also
incorporated into this statement. In this case concourse statement 26 from level f (why use the criminal
justice system) was incorporated into this Q statement.
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(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
(London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991)
(Quant.) (Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)
1 am very satisfied with the way Crown
attorneys deal with cases o f domestic
violence. (3) (Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)
(London Family Court Clinic Inc., 1991)
(Quant.)
Crown attorneys help women who have
heen abused by their partners to stay
involved with the case. For example, they
tell her that a conviction is possible if she
testifies. (4) (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
(Open-ended)

They don’t have time to prepare, so they
just go from one case to the next without
seeming to care about any o f the cases. (7)
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
Crown attorneys are very mean to women
who want to drop charges against their
partners. It can make the woman feel like a
victim o f the court system. (8) (Landau,
2000) (Open-ended)
Crown attorneys don’t really care what
the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
(9) (Byrne et al., 1999) (Quant.)

Level d. Prosecution and Mandatory prosecultion
Negative Perspectives
Positive Perspectives
A woman who has been abused by her
1 support no-drop prosecution in cases of
partner should have the option o f dropping
domestic violence. (11) (Smith, 2000)
the charges against him. Why should she
(Quant.)
get in trouble for not showing up for court?
(15) (Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
1 would be (or would have been) helped by If a woman is forced to testify against her
partner when she doesn’t want to, she has
no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic
no choice but to lie in court. (16,17)
violence. (12). (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended) (Landau,
1998) (Open-ended)
If my partner were charged for assaulting
A woman who has been abused by her
me, he would kill me before the court date
partner should not drop the charges or fail
if 1 didn’t get the charges dropped. (7,18,
to show up to testify. If she does the
23) ((Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
violence will continue. (1) (Erez &
Belknap, 1998)(Open-ended)
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f
woman who has been abused feel
domestic violence stops the man from
powerless. This is because she has no
getting away with the abuse. He
control over whether or not her partner is
committed a crime and he deserves to be
prosecuted. (10,19 ,20 ,21) (Barata,
punished. (2, blS ) (Barata, 1999) (Open1999) (Open-ended) (Landau, 2000)
ended) (Hoyle et al., 2000) (Qual.)
(Open-ended)
If a woman doesn’t want to end the
Being prosecuted teaches the violent
relationship with a partner who has hit her,
partner that you can’t he abusive and get
away with it. H e’ll learn not to do it again. there is no point in prosecuting him. (24)
(3,14) (Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
(Hoyle et al., 2000) (Qual.)
When an abusive partner is prosecuted, the
criminal justice system is on the woman’s
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side. Prosecution means that the violence
is being treated seriously. (4, 9) (Barata,
1999) (Open-ended)
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful
because a woman can’t change her mind
about having her partner prosecuted for
hitting her. (5) (Barata, 1999) (Openended)
Women who are abused by their partners
aren’t in the right state o f mind to decide
whether or not their partner should be
arrested and charged. They are afraid o f
him, so the law needs to make that decision
for them. (6 ,8 ,1 3 ) (Barata, 1999) (Openended) (Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
ict
Negative Perspectives
Even when an abusive partner is convicted,
the sentence does not reflect the
seriousness o f the assault. Abusive
partners rarely receive jail time. (2, 8 ,1 2 ,
18) (Cretney & Davis, 1997) (Quant.)
(Byrne et al., 1999) (Quant.)
Women who are abused by their partners
1 am very satisfied with the court process
and with the way judges deal with domestic might as well not go to court. 1 think it’s a
waste o f time. ( 9 , 18) (Bennett et al., 1999;
violence. (3, 4 ,5 ) (Fleury, 2000) (Quant.)
Cretney et al., 1997) (Quant.)
(Erez & Belknap, 1998) (Quant.)
Women who are abused by their partners
are portrayed badly in court. They are seen
as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent,
alcoholic, crazy or worse. (10) (Cretney &
Davis, 1997) (Quant.)
Women who are abused by their partners
should not be required to testify because
they have been through enough. Testifying
causes more stress and fear. (6, 7 ,1 3 ,1 4 )
(Bermett et al., 1999) (Qual.) (Erez &
Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended)
My partner would (or would have) come
after me if I put him in jail for hitting me.
I’d be scared to find out what he would do
once he was free. (15) (Barata, 1999)
(Open-ended)

Level e: Judges/Courtroom experiencesWerc
Positive Perspectives
Most men who are charged with abusing
their partners are sentenced to receive
treatment. 1 think this is the best kind of
sentence. (1) (Cretney & Davis, 1997)
(Quant.)
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Level f: Why use the Criminal Justice System
Negative Perspectives (why don’t use)
Positive Perspectives (why use)
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the
prosecuted because involving the criminal
criminal justice system involved in my
justice system is too much o f a hassle. It
case. It would help stop my partner from
wouldn’t be worth the stress. It just
hurting me and make me feel safer. (1,11,
wouldn’t be good for me. (21,34) (Barata,
1 9 ,2 8 ,2 9 ,3 3 ) (Barata, 1999) (Open1999) (Ford, 1991) (Qual.)
ended) (Bennett et al., 1999) (Qual.) (Erez
& Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended) (Fischer
& Rose, 1995) (Qual.) (Hoyle et al., 2000)
(Qual.)
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him I
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted
prosecuted. I wouldn’t want him to lose
because you get to a point where you say,
his job or go to jail because what he would
“enough is enough.” You just can’t take
need is help, not punishment. (22, 23, 24,
the abuse any longer. (2, 5 ,1 3 ,1 6 ) (Erez
30) (Bennett et al., 1999) (Qual.) (Ford,
& Belknap, 1998) (Open-ended) (Landau,
1991) (Qual.) (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
2000) (Quant.) (Wiist & McFarlane, 1998)
(Quant.)
1 am (or was) very emotionally attached to
If my partner hit me, 1 would want him
my partner and would have (or would have
prosecuted because that is the safest thing
had) a hard time even calling the police on
for my children. I wouldn’t want them to
him. Involving the criminal justice system
grow up thinking it’s okay to hit a woman.
would end the relationship, and this is not
(3 ,4 ,3 7 ) (Barata, 1999) (Erez & Belkanp,
what I want (or wanted). (25, 27,32)
1998) (Open-ended) (Lewis et al., 2000)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended) (Fischer &
(Qual.)
Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the
criminal justice system involved in my case criminal justice system involved in my case
because the system is racist. It is very
to show him that he can’t get away with
unfair to Black, Aboriginal, and other
abusing me. This would show him that
minority men. (31) (Bennett et al., 1999)
society takes domestic violence seriously.
(8,10) (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.) (Fischer (Qual.) (Tim Roberts Focus Consultants,
1996) (Quant.)
& Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
If my partner hit me, 1 would not call the
1 want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted
police because 1 wouldn’t want him
in order to get him to do something (for
arrested. (35) (Smith, 2000) (Quant.)
example, to give me a divorce, give me
custody of the children, get himself into
counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he
did this, I would want to drop the charges.
(7,20) (Ford, 1991) (Qual.)
After you leave and get away from an
If my partner hit me, I would want him
abusive partner, there doesn’t seem to be
prosecuted so that I could tell my story
any point in having him prosecuted. (38)
and let people know what he did. (9)
(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000) (Qual.)
(Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want the
Women who are abused by their partners
criminal justice system involved because it
will use the criminal justice system when
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they finally decide to make a real change in
their lives. Sometimes that means getting
angry enough to want him arrested. (14,
15) (Fischer & Rose, 1995) (Qual.)
1 want (or wanted) the criminal justice
system involved in my case because they
could get my partner into treatment. (18)
(Lewis et al., 2000) (Qual.)
If my partner hit me, I would want the
criminal justice system involved in my case
because that is what he deserves. This
would punish and straighten him out. (6,
17) (Erez & Belkanp, 1998) (Open-ended)
(Hoyle & Sanders, 2000)

would leave me without money. (36)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)

Level g: General comments on the CJS (and restraining orders)
Negative Perspectives
Positive Perspectives
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t
Beating your partner is certainly not a
on the woman’s side unless she is very sure
family matter. It’s a criminal offence. I
she wants him charged and convicted. (8,
think if more people were arrested,
13) (Stephens et al., 2000) (Qual.) (Landau,
prosecuted, and convicted o f assaulting
2000) (Open-ended)
their partners, this kind o f abuse would be
taken more seriously. ( 1 , 4 , 11b, 12b)
(Barata, 1999) (Open-ended)
Knowing 1 can call the police if my partner If a woman wants the violence to end, but
hits me gives me a sense o f control over the does not want the relationship to end, the
criminal justice system can’t help her. (10)
situation. (5, 7) (Fischer & Rose, 1995)
(Landau, 1998)((5aunt.)
(Quant.)
There should be special domestic violence The criminal justice system doesn’t work
well enough for women who are abused by
officers and special courts for domestic
their
partners. The system is very difficult
violence. (6) (Lewis et al., 2000) (Qaul.)
to understand and the whole process is too
slow. (1 1 ,1 5 ,1 6 ) (Bennett et al., 1999)
(Qual.) (London Family Court Clinic Inc.,
1991) (Quant.) (Erez & Belknap, 1998)
(Open-ended)
The criminal justice system makes the
woman feel like a victim again. If the
system could just give women a little more
power, women would have the confidence
to get out o f violent relationships. (12)
(Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
The criminal justice system makes such a
big deal about violence against women and
then they don’t do very much. That upsets
me. (14) (Landau, 2000) (Open-ended)
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Appendix C: Q Statement Template
*Note that the actual template is substantially larger spanning almost 4 legal size pages.

Strongly
Disagree
-5
(4)

Strongly
Agree
-4
(5)

-3
(6)

-2
(7)

-1
(8)

0
(12)

+1
(8)

+2
(7)

+3
(6)
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Appendix D: Record Sheet
On this sheet record each statement number (1 - 72) under the number that you
sorted it under.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
-5

Agree
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4
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Appendix E; Relationship Events
R l. Have you every been emotionallv hurt or scared by something a male romantic partner purposely
said or did? (For example, put you down, demanded obedience, treated you rudely, said you were
dumb, insulted you in front o f others, told you that you were ugly or fat, demanded sex, threatened to hit
you etc.)
□

yes

□

no

If y o u said n o to R l, skip to question R2.
If y o u said yes to R l, please answer questions a to e before you move on to R2.
a) Did what this partner say or do to you ever reach a level where you thought it was not
acceptable (i.e., you think he went too far)? □

yes

□

no

b) Did you ever feel seared or threatened by what he said or did?

□

yes

□ no

c) Did what he say or do make you confused about yourself?

□

yes

□ no

d) Would you describe this partner as wanting to control your actions?
□ yes
□ no
e) Would you describe your relationship with this partner as abusive?
□

yes

□

no

f) Are you still in this relationship? □

yes

□

no (if n o , skip to R2)

-----------------

g) If you said yes you are still in the relationship, do you think that things will improve?
□

yes

□

no

□ they already have; he has not emotionally hurt me in over a year

i. Have you ever been phvsicallv hurt by something a male romantic partner purposely did? (For
example, pushed or shoved you violently, hit, slapped or punched you, beat you, twisted your fingers,
arms, or legs, bit or scratched you, tried to choke or strangle you, physically forced you to have sex etc.)
□

yes

□

no

If you said no to R2, skip to question R3 on the next page.
If you said yes to R2 please answer questions a to c before you move on to R3.
a) Would you describe your relationship with this partner as abusive?
□

yes

□

no

b) Are you still in this relationship? □ yes □ no (if no, skip to R3 on the next page)
c) If you said yes you are still in the relationship, do you think that things will improve?
□

yes

□

no

□ they already have; he has not physically hurt me in over a year

Please move on to R3 on the next page.
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R3. If you have not experienced emotional or physical hurt by a partner, you can stop now, and move
onto the second questionnaire on purple paper.
If you have experienced emotional or physical hurt by a partner, what kinds o f things have you done to
try to stop or minimize the emotional or physical hurt that you experienced? Check everything that you
have tried even if it did not help.
□

Covered up the situation so others would not find out.

□ Tried to avoid fights or avoid getting him angry.
□

Tried to ignore the problem.

□ Changed my behaviour to please him.
□ Focused on other aspects o f my life.
□

Tried to be a better partner.

□ Tried to understand him and why he says or does things to hurt me.
□ Tried to predict his bad moods, so 1 could get out o f the way.
□

Tried to defend myself by yelling back at him.

□ Tried to defend myself by hitting him back.
□ Asked my friends or family for advice.
□ Moved into a hotel or in with friends or family for awhile.
□ Stayed at a shelter.
□

Called the police.

□

Pressed criminal charges against him.

□ Testified against him in court
□ Talked myself into staying away from him.
□ Took financial action to strengthen my independence from him (for example, started a separate bank
account, got a job, saved money without his knowledge etc.)
□

Called an agency that helps victims o f domestic violence.

□

Called a lawyer.

□

Sought a divorce.

□ Left him temporarily.
□ Left him forever.

Please move onto R4 on the next page.
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R 4. Have you ever had a ‘turning point’ in your relationship with the partner who emotionally or physically hurt
you when you su d d en ly realized that things were getting worse and things were not going to change without
something drastic happening? (For example, you leaving him, you having him charged, him seeking counseling
etc.)
□

yes

□

no

I f y o u said no to R 4, please skip to R5.
I f you said ^ to R 4, describe this ‘turning point’ before you move on to R5. (Use the back of this page if you
need more room.)

R 5. Have you ever tried to leave or have you ever actually left this partner one or more times?
□ yes
□ no
I f you said no to R 5, please move onto R 6
I f you said yes to R 5, how many times have you tried to leave or have you actually left your partner?
R 6. Has your partner completely stopped emotionally and physically hurting you?
□ yes
□ no
I f you said no to R 6, please move onto R l l on the next page.
I f you said yes to R 6, please answer the last few questions on this page before you move on to Rl 1
R 7. How long ago did he stop emotionally or physically hurting you? (Estimate in months or years.)
R 8. What do you think made him stop hurting you? (Use the back of this page if you need more room.)

R 9. In your regular day-to-day life, do you feel pretty sure that he will not emotionally and/or physically hurt you
again? □

yes

□

no I f you said no, explain w hy?

RIO. Do you believe that you have begun to heal from the emotional and/or physical hurt that you experienced?
□ yes
□ no
P lease m ove on to R l l on th e n ex t page.
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R l l . What is/or was your relationship with the partner that emotionally or physically hurt you?
□

Casually dating

□ Living together (common law)

□

Exclusively dating

□ Separated

□

Engaged

□ Divorced

□

Married

□ Other: (please

specify)_________________

R12. How long have you been in (were you in) the relationship mentioned above?______

Please move onto to the second questionnaire on purple paper.
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Appendix F: Definitions o f Stages
Directions:
Use the definitions below to identify the stage that best illustrates the participant’s current
experience o f the relationship she describes. Remember that the stages are not
necessarily sequential. Stages can be skipped. For example a woman does not have to
have experienced all the stages to arrive at stage four.
Not abused (these women will he excluded from the study)
Some women may never have experienced an abusive relationship. These women should
answer no to questions R l and R2. Some women may answer yes to question R l ;
however, if they go on to answer no to questions R la - R le, consider them to be not
abused.
Stage 1: Prelude to physical abuse
Women in this stage must have experienced emotional abuse, but not physical abuse.
They must answer at least one o f R la - R le yes. They must still be in the relationship or
have left the relationship less than 1 year ago. They must have experienced emotional
abuse within the past year. They are not likely to define the relationship as abusive.
They are likely to believe that the relationship will improve. They may have tried some of
the first nine strategies (passive coping) on the questionnaire to minimize the abuse, but
they are not likely to have tried other strategies. They are not likely to have had a
‘turning point’. They are not likely to have tried to leave their partner.
Stage 2: Denying the abuse and hoping for better times
Women in this stage must have experienced physical abuse. They are likely to have
experienced emotional abuse as well. They must still be in the relationship or have left
the relationship less than 1 year ago. They must have experienced physical abuse within
the past year. They are not likely to define the relationship as abusive. They are likely to
believe that the relationship will improve. They may have tried some o f the first ten
strategies (passive coping) on the questionnaire to minimize the abuse, but they are not
likely to have tried other strategies (active coping). They are not likely to have o f had a
‘tuming point’. They are not likely to have tried to leave or actually left their partner.
Stage 3: Labeling the abuse and actively coping with escalating violence
Women in this stage must have experienced physical abuse. They are likely to have
experienced emotional abuse. They must still be in the relationship or have left the
relationship less than 1 year ago. They must have experienced physical abuse within the
past year. They are likely to define the relationship as abusive. They are not likely to
believe the relationship will improve. They are likely to have tried some o f the first ten
strategies (passive eoping) and some o f the other strategies (active coping). They are
likely to have had a ‘turning point’. They are likely to have tried to leave or actually left
their partner one or more times.
Stage 4a: Arriving at nonviolence and healing
Women in this stage may belong to one o f two versions. Women in version A will have
experienced physical abuse. They are likely to have experienced emotional abuse. They
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have left the relationship or continue to be in the relationship, but have not experienced
emotional or physical abuse in over one year. They must feel that the abuse will not
happen again. They are likely to believe that they have begun to heal from the abuse.
They are likely to have tried both some o f the first ten strategies (passive coping) and
some of the other strategies (active coping). They are likely to have had a ‘turning point’.
They are likely to have tried to leave or actually left their partner one or more times.
Stage 4b: Arriving at nonviolence and healing
Women in version B will have experienced only emotional abuse. They have left the
relationship or continue to be in the relationship, but have not experienced emotional
abuse in over one year. They feel that the abuse will not happen again. They are likely to
believe that they have begun to heal from the abuse. They are likely to have tried both
some o f the first nine strategies (passive coping) and some, although not many, o f the
other strategies (active coping). They are likely to have had a ‘turning point’. They are
likely to have tried to leave or actually left their partner one or more times.
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Appendix G: Background Questionnaire
B1. What is your age?
B2. What is the highest level o f education that you have achieved?
□

No formal education

□

Some college/university (year lev el____ )

□

Some elementary school

□

College diploma

□

Finished elementary school

□

University degree

□

Some high school

□

Postgraduate degree

□

Graduated from high-school (completed grade 12)

B3. To which ethnic group(s) do you belong? (Check as many as apply)
□

European Canadian (i.e., W hite)□

□

African Canadian

□ South Asian Canadian

□

First Nations/Native

□

East or Southeast Asian Canadian

□

Caribbean Canadian

□

Arab Canadian

□

Latin, Central, and South American Canadian

Other (please specify):_____________________________

B4. What is your religious affiliation?
□

None

□

Jewish

□

Roman Catholic

□

Muslim

□

Protestant

□

Other: (please specify)

B5. What is your sexual orientation?
□

Heterosexual (straight)

□

Bisexual

□

Lesbian

□

Other: (please specify)

B6. Are you currently in a romantic relationship?
If yes, what is your relationship?

□

yes

□

no

□

Casually dating

□

Living together (common law)

□

Exclusively dating

□

Separated

□

Engaged

□

Divorced

□

Married

□

Other: (please specify)______

B7. If you are currently in a relationship, how long have you been in that relationship?
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B8. How many children do you have if any?_______
B9. How old are your children?________
BIO. How many children live with you, and what are their ages?
B 11. What city do you live in ? _______________
B12. How long have you lived in the city you mentioned above?
B13. Check any or all o f the victim services that you have used below and indicate how
manv times you have used that service.
□

Stayed in a shelter for women. How many tim es?________

□

Used shelter services while living elsewhere (for example, support groups,
phoned for information, victim counseling etc.) How many tim es?________

□

Called an assaulted women’s hotline. How many tim es?________

□

Used victim services at a hospital. How many tim es?________

□

Used victim services provided by the courts system. How many tim es?____

□

Other: (please specify)_________________

□

Did not use any service.

B14. Indicate the number o f times each o f the following things has happened.
If it has never happened write 0.
a. How many times have you called the police because your partner hurt y o u ?_
b. How many times has someone else called the police because your partner hurt
you or they thought he was going to hurt y o u ?______
c. How many times did the police come to your home because your partner hurt
you? _ _ _ _
d. How many times has your partner been arrested because he hurt y o u ?______
e. How many times did you want the police to arrest your partner when they
arrived, but they did not arrest h im ? ______
f. How many times has your partner been charged for hurting y o u ? ______
g. How many times has your partner been prosecuted (taken to court) for hurting
y o u ?______
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h. How many times have you been subpoenaed (required) to attend eourt as a
Crown witness against your partner because he hurt y o u ?______
i. How many times have you testified against your partner in court because he
hurt y o u ? _______
j. How many times have you wanted your partner prosecuted, but the Crown
Attorney did not prosecute h im ? ________
You have now completed the study.
Thank-you very much for participating in this study. There would be no way 1 could
have completed this study without women like you. You have contributed to something
very important. 1 will share the information collected in this study with people who work
with women using the criminal justice system, so that they will better understand
women’s beliefs about the system. I would also like you to know that you have helped
me in obtaining my educational goals.
Optional Meeting
1 would like to meet with a small number o f women who have participated in this
research study about their answers. The purpose o f this meeting is to help me better
understand your perspectives, and what you were thinking when you sorted the cards.
This meeting will take about half an hour and I could meet you at a place and time that is
convenient for you. I will be arranging the meetings in a few weeks to a few months.
You will be paid an additional $10 for this meeting.
If you agree to meet with me, you can change your mind when 1 call you back. At that
time you can tell me that you no longer want to meet with me.
Would you be willing to meet with me?

□

yes

□

no

If yes, please provide me with your first name and a safe telephone number where 1 can
call you or leave a message for you. For instance, you can give me the number o f a
friend or relative that will be able to contact you for me if you do not want to give me
your home number, or you do not know where you’ll be living in a few months. If it will
be easier to contact you by e-mail, please provide me with your e-mail address.
First name:
Phone number:
Is this your home number? □

yes

□

no

If no, what is the first name o f the person I should speak with
E-mail (optional):
The next page tells you what to do with all these papers.
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What to do with all these papers:
If you are returning the envelope to me or to a service provider today, you will receive
the $10.00 today. If you are returning this package to me by mail, please write your
name and address on the front of the small white envelope. Put this envelope in the
larger white envelope that has my address on it and put it in the mail. The postage is
already paid. 1 will mail you your $10.00.
If you would like to be mailed information about the final results o f the study, you can
call Paula Barata at (416) 946-2271 or leave a message for her at the University o f
Windsor (519) 253-3000 ex. 2256. Or you can fill out the blue card by putting your
name and address on it and mailing it to me in the white envelope with my address on it.
Please read the debriefing form, the wife assault pamphlet, and the hidden
information. These items contain information and phone numbers that might be helpful
to you. You are free to take these with you, but if you feel that any o f these materials will
put you at increased risk for abuse should your partner find them, please do not take
them. The hidden information is in the form o f a lipstick container or a mini pad. Other
women have found that this is a helpful way to carry the emergency information safely.
Put everything else back in the original envelope and seal the envelope. Either give the
envelope back to the person who gave it to you, so that 1 can pick it up, or put it in the
mail. The postage is already paid.

Thank-you again.
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Appendix H: Interview Guide
1. Overall, do you think that most women who have been abused by their partners should
use the criminal justice system? Why or why not?
2. Do you think that you would ever call on the criminal justice system for help? Why or
why not?
3. Do you think that your own personal experiences with the criminal justice system have
shaped the way you feel about system?
If no, then what kinds o f things have shaped your views on the criminal justice
system?
If yes, can you give me some examples o f personal experiences that you believe
have shaped your experience o f the system?
4. What parts o f the criminal justice system do you think work well for women who have
been abused by their partners? (prompt if needed: For example do you think that police
interaction, arrest, prosecution, attorneys, court room procedures, judges, verdicts,
dispositions etc. works well for victims o f domestic violence?)
5. What parts o f the criminal justice system do you think do not work well for women
who have been abused by their partners?
6'^. 1 notice that you strongly agreed with a, b, and c (woman’s top Q statements). Why
did you pick these statements as the ones you most strongly agreed with?
7. You placed x, y, and z on the other extreme. Why do you strongly disagree with these
statements.
8. Your views were similar to other women’s views around these areas X, Y, and Z.
Based on how you and others sorted the statements, 1 am thinking o f calling this factor X.
Does that make sense to you?
9. (Probe for unusual sorting: for example she placed most statements about the police
in such a way that it looks like she is not pleased with their work, but then places the
satisfaction card in an agree position.) For example: It is interesting that you placed d
and e under number n, but g quite far away. When 1 made up those statements, 1 believed
that they would have been sorted together. 1 am very interested in your unique view.
How did you interpret them and come to sort them so differently?

Questions 6, 7,8, 9 will vary slightly depending on the woman’s q sort. For example 1 may probe about
items that she placed under the 0.
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Appendix I: General instructions
This study looks at women’s thoughts about how the criminal justice system deals with
domestic violence.
If you choose to participate there are 4 main tasks that you will do. It is important that
you do them in the right order. Check now to make sure you have all the pieces.
1. First, on University of Windsor letterhead an Informed Consent Form.
2. Second, the envelope called Card-Sorting Exercise.
3. Third, the green packet o f stapled papers called Relationship Events
Questionnaire.
4. Fourth, the purple packet o f stapled papers called Background Questionnaire.
You will be given directions for each task as you go along. Begin by reading the consent
form, which is on University letterhead and is titled “Informed Consent Form.” You
will notice that there are two copies. Sign one copy and put it back in the large envelope
that it came in. Keep the other copy for yourself.

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study!
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Appendix J: Informed Consent Letter
This research study is looking at women’s thoughts about how the criminal justice
system deals with domestic violence. Paula Barata is conducting this study in partial
fulfillment o f the requirements o f her PhD degree in psychology at the University o f
Windsor. Dr. Charlene Senn is supervising her.
If you choose to participate you will be asked to read statements about how the
criminal justice system deals with domestic violence. These statements are written on
cards and you will be asked to sort the cards depending on how strongly you agree or
disagree with each statement. You will also be asked to fill out two short surveys. One
will ask you questions about your relationship with your partner (or ex-partner), and the
second will ask you a few questions about your background (for example, your age and
ethnicity).
This study should take approximately one hour, and you will receive $10 for
participating. All the information you provide will be kept completely confidential. The
signed consent form, and any other identifying information that you provide, will be kept
separate from your questionnaire to protect your identity.
It is possible that some o f the statements on the cards may be upsetting to you if
you have had negative experiences with the criminal justice system. It is also possible
that you will find this study satisfying because you will be able to express your opinions.
There is a section in this study that will ask you questions about whether or not you have
been emotionally or physically hurt by a romantic partner. Thinking about these
experiences may be upsetting to you.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to
participate which will in no way affect any services that you may be receiving. You can
also refuse to answer any questions, or stop participating at any time without any
consequences. You may ask Paula Barata any questions in person or by calling her at
416-946-2271 or leaving a message for her at (519) 253-3000, ex. 2256. You can call her
before you begin, during the study, or at the end. If you would like her to be present
when you do this study you can call her and arrange to meet with her.
The University o f Windsor’s Ethics Board has cleared this research. If you have
any ethical concerns about this study you may contact Dr. Muldoon, chair o f the ethics
board (519-253-3000, ex. 3916). If you have any other questions or comments about this
study, you should contact Paula Barata (416-946-2271 or 519-253-3000 ex.2256) or
Charlene Senn (519-253-3000 ex.2255). If you would like to know the results o f this
study Paula Barata can send you a summary o f the findings. (Continued on the next
page.)
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(Continued)
I have read the above informed consent information regarding the study o f perspectives
about the criminal justice system in cases o f domestic violence. 1 understand the information 1
have been given. I consent to participate with my signature below. My signature also
acknowledges that 1 have been given a copy o f this consent form to keep for my own records.

Printed Name

Signature

Date

Now begin the study with the Card Sorting Exercise. The instructions are
on the envelope.
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Appendix K: Card Sorting Instructions
The card sorting exercise is the main task in this study. You will need lots o f room to spread the
material out when you are doing the card sorting. Begin by making sure you have all the
materials. Put everything except this small envelope and its contents over to the side. You will
not need the green and purple papers until the end. Empty the contents o f this envelop. You
should have:
a deck o f 72 cards with words printed on them
a sheet o f paper with some definitions on it
a long sheet o f paper with numbers on it to help you sort the cards
a record sheet to mark the order o f your cards
The statements on the cards refer to thoughts, feelings or experiences that you may have about
how the criminal justice system handles cases o f domestic violence. You will notice that some
words are highlighted. When you come across these words, read the definition o f the word in the
D efinitions o f C rim in a l Ju stic e T e rm s sheet. Follow the 3 steps for card sorting:

Step O n e: A s you read through the cards sort them into three piles.
1) One pile for cards you disagree with
2) One pile for cards you don’t have strong feelings about one wav or the other or for
cards that do not applv to vou
3) One pile for cards you agree with
Begin step one now, and when you are done continue with step two.________________________

S tep T w o: This time sort the cards into piles using the long sheet o f paper with numbers across
the top. The
or ‘+ ’number tells you how strongly you disagree or agree. You will place the
cards you disagree with to the left o f the 0 and the cards you agree with to the right o f the 0. The
exact placement will depend on how stro n g ly you agree or disagree. The more you agree or
disagree with the statement the further away it will be from the middle.
The number in brackets () is the number o f cards that go in that column. Under each position try
to p lace th e su ggested n u m b e r o f c ard s, but if you really want to place a few more cards under
some positions and less cards under others, you can do this. Feel free to move the cards around
as often as you like until you are satisfied that they are in the order that best expresses how you
feel about the statements.

0 position you w ill p lace 12 c a rd s th a t you d o n ’t have stro n g feelings a b o u t one
w ay o r th e o th e r o r w h ich do n o t ap p ly to you. For example, one card says, “If my partner
Under the

were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the court date if I didn’t get the charges
dropped.” If your partner has never assaulted you, you would place this card under the 0 position.
For another example, one card says, “The police help decrease long-term violence in cases o f
domestic abuse.” You may disagree or agree with this statement, but you may also neither agree
nor disagree. If you don’t have strong feelings about this one way or the other, you would place it
under the 0 position.
I know that this task can take a w hile and be difficult because it asks you to make subtle
distinctions. However, it is important that I understand how much you disagree or agree with
each statement. If you get tired, you can always take a break and come back to it later.
B egin step tw o now , and when you are done continue with step three.__________________________

T h e la st step is on th e n ex t page.
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S tep T h re e : U se th e re c o rd sh eet to re c o rd y o u r responses. Notice that each card has a
number in the right most comer. This is the number that you will use to record your sorting
exercise. Under each position in the record sheet write the number o f each card that you placed
in that position. If you chose to place more cards in that position, just write the number down
underneath the last dash. T his re c o rd sh eet is v e ry im p o rta n t since it is th e only w ay I w ill
know how y o u so rte d th e c a rd s.

_ ________________________________

When you have finished the card sorting exercise a n d w ritte n dow n y o u r a n sw ers, place
everything back into the small envelope. Put the small envelope into the larger envelope that it
came in and move on to the R elatio n sh ip E v en ts Q u e stio n n a ire , which is the green packet o f
stapled papers.
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Appendix L: Definitions o f Criminal Justice Terms
Crown Attorney

-the attomey who prosecutes the case and tries to show that
the person accused o f the assault is guilty o f a crime.

Mandatory Arrest

-a policy that directs police officers who are called to a
domestic dispute to arrest the person if there is probable
cause to believe that that person committed an assault. In
other words, if there is physical evidence o f an assault (for
example, visible injury, property damage, the presence of
weapons, etc.) or if there is a witness to the assault (for
example, the victim says that she was assaulted, a
neighbour witnessed the assault etc.) the responding officer
must arrest the person. An arrest means that the person will
be taken to the police station and charged with an offense.

No-drop Prosecution

-a policy that says the person who was assaulted cannot
withdraw a charge against the person who committed the
assault and the Crown attomey must follow strict
guidelines that greatly limit when he or she may withdraw
the charge. This means that in almost every case when a
charge is laid, it will be prosecuted.

Special Domestic Violence Officers
- these are police officers who are specifically trained to
work on domestic violence cases. For instance, they are
trained on how to interview women who have been
assaulted by their partners and they are well informed about
victim services throughout the community.
Charge

-to be legally accused o f a crime

Prosecution

-the pursuit o f legal action; the trial o f somebody in a court
o f law for a criminal offence.
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Appendix M: Relationship Events Questionnaire Instructions (the green packet)
The following questions ask you about events that may or may not have occurred in a
relationship that you have had with a male romantic partner. The first two questions will
ask you if a romantic partner has emotionally or physically hurt you. If more than one
partner has hurt you, think about only the most recent relationship when you answer all
of the questions in this questionnaire.
Most questions will ask you to place a tick IZI beside the answer that applies to you. A
few questions will ask you to fill in the answer.
Fill out the questions in the order in which they appear. Depending on your answers to
some questions you may be directed to skip ahead because some questions will not apply
to you. Follow the arrows and the directions in bold to ensure that you answer all the
questions that apply to you.
Feel free to write on the questionnaire if you want to make comments about the questions
themselves or about your answers. Use the back o f the page if you need to.
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Appendix N: Background Questionnaire Instructions (the purple packet)
The following questions ask you specific things about your background. Fill in the
answer or place a tick IZI beside the answer that applies to you. These questions are used
for statistical purposes, (for example, so that 1 can describe the ages o f the women who
filled out the study). These questions cannot be used to identify you.
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Appendix O; Debriefing Form
As you know this research study is looking at women’s thoughts about how the criminal
justice system deals with domestic violence. You were asked to sort cards with
statements on them about the criminal justice system. I’m going to use this information
to try to understand how women’s thoughts and feelings about the criminal justice system
might he influenced by their experiences in a difficult romantic relationship. This is why
1 also asked you questions about your relationship.
Sorting the cards and answering questions about your relationship may have heen
difficult for you, especially if you have been emotionally or physically hurt by a romantic
partner. It is completely normal to find that answering questions ahout past experiences
can bring up a range o f feelings that can be both positive negative. For instance, you may
feel sad or angry. If you are feeling upset because these questions have brought up
negative experiences from your past or your present, I would like to encourage you to
talk someone that you trust, or call one o f the numbers in the resources that 1 have
provided.
In this envelope, I have included a pamphlet called “Let’s break the silence” and
information about wife assault that is hidden in a lipstick container or a mini pad. This
information contains phone numbers that you can use if you want to talk to someone
about your experiences, or about how you are feeling. You can take one or both o f these
items with you. Other women have found that the hidden information is a helpful way to
carry the emergency information safely. If you think these items will put you at greater
risk for ahuse because your partner will find them, then you don’t have to take them with
you.
Once again, thank-you so much for participating.
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Appendix P: Informed Consent for Meeting
A s you know this research study is looking at w om en’s thoughts about how the criminal
justice system deals with domestic violence. During this meeting, you will be asked to give more
information in your own words about your view s on the criminal justice system. Paula Barata is
conducting this study in partial fulfdlment o f the requirements o f her PhD degree in psychology
at the University o f Windsor. Dr. Charlene Senn is supervising her.
If you choose to participate you will be asked a series o f questions about your views on
how the criminal justice system deals with cases o f domestic violence. You will also be asked to
expand on and clarify some o f the choices you made when you sorted the cards.
This study should take approximately half an hour, and you will receive $10 for
participating. All the information you provide w ill be kept completely confidential. The signed
consent form, and any other identifying information that you provide, will be kept separate from
your questionnaire to protect your identity.
Like the first part o f this study, it is possible that some o f the questions may be upsetting
to you if you have had negative experiences with the criminal justice system. It is also possible
that you will find this component o f the study satisfying because you will be able to express your
opinions.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to
participate which will in no way affect any services that you may be receiving. You can choose
not to answer any question or to stop participating at any time without any consequences. You
may ask Paula Barata any questions before you begin, throughout the study, or at the end.
The University o f Windsor’s Ethics Board has cleared this research. If you have any
ethical concerns about this study you may contact Dr. Muldoon, chair o f the ethics board (519253-3000, ex. 3916). If you have any other questions or comments about this study, you should
contact Paula Barata (416-946-2271 or 519-253-3000 ex.2256) or Charlene Senn (519-253-3000
ex.2255). If you would like to know the results o f this study Paula Barata can send you a
summary o f the findings.
I have read the above informed consent information regarding the study o f perspectives
about the criminal justice system in cases o f domestic violence. I understand the information
provided and give my consent to participate with my signature below. My signature also
acknowledges that I have been given a copy o f this consent form to keep for my own records.

Printed Name

Signature
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Tape-recording
With your permission the interview will be tape-recorded. Paula Barata will be the only
person to hear the tape recording, and it w ill be erased when it has been transcribed. All
identifying information w ill be removed from the transcription. You can still participate in the
interview without having the interview tape-recorded.
Your signature below will indicate that you give permission to have the interview taperecorded. If you do not sign, the interview will not be tape-recorded and Paula Barata will take
notes during the interview.

Signature

Date
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Appendix Q: Prototype Factor Q Sorts
Factor 1
Unit #
2
+5
+5
37
+5

7

+5
+4

17
6

+4

50

+4

36

+4

32

+4

3

+3

60

+3

20

+3

31

+3

35

+3

21

+3

49

+2

15

+2

33

+2

46

Statement
I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence.
There should be special domestic violence officers and special courts for
domestic violence.
Beating your partner is certainly not a family matter. It’s a criminal
offence. I think if more people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more seriously.
Crown attorneys support women who have been abused by their partners.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case. It would help stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case to show him that he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
If my partner hit me, I would want him prosecuted because that is the safest
thing for my children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking it’s ok to
hit a woman.
I would be (or would have been) helped by mandatory arrest in cases o f
domestic violence.
Crown attorneys listen to women who have been abused by their partners
and believe what they have to say. For example, they write down what
women say in a careful and accurate manner.
Women who are abused by their partners aren’t in the right state o f mind to
decide whether or not their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that decision for them.
I am very satisfied with the court process and with the way judges deal
with domestic violence.
Special domestic violence officers help women stay involved with the
criminal justice system so that their partner can be taken to court.
When an abusive partner is prosecuted the criminal justice system is on the
woman’s side. Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted because you get to a point where
you say, “enough is enough.” You just can’t take the abuse any longer.
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because a woman can’t change her
mind about having her partner prosecuted for hitting her.
Police officers tell women who have been abused by their partners to think
about having their partner arrested and prosecuted.
I am very satisfied with the way Crown attomeys deal with eases o f
domestic violence.
Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops the violence underway and
the woman is safe while he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
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+2

22

+2

48

+2

69

+2
+1

4
34

+1

58

+1

59

+1

65

+1

18

+1

57

+1

5

+1
0

1
9

0

71

0

72

0
0

45
47

0

56

0

62

0

30

0

19

0

41

Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits me gives me a sense of
control over the situation.
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f domestic violence stops the man
from getting away with the abuse. He committed a crime and he deserves
to be punished.
Women who are abused by their partners will use the criminal justice
system when they finally decide to make a real change in their lives.
Sometimes that means getting angry enough to want him arrested.
I support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should not drop the charges
or fail to show up to testify. If she does the violence will continue.
In cases o f domestic violence the police provide short-term protection from
the immediate threat o f abuse.
An abused woman is too frightened to ask for arrest, so it is better that that
decision is out o f her hands.
My partner would (or would have) come after me if 1 put him in jail for
hitting me. I’d be scared to find out what he would do once he was free.
I would be (or would have been) helped by no-drop prosecution in cases o f
domestic violence.
The criminal justice system makes the woman feel like a victim again. If
the system could just give women a little more power, women would have
the confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
Most men who are charged with abusing their partners are sentenced to
receive treatment. I think this is the best kind o f sentence.
I am very satisfied with police response to domestic violence.
Arresting a man who has abused his partner will make him angrier and he
will take his anger out on the woman.
I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system involved in my case because
they could get my partner into treatment.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case because that is what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
The police help decrease long-term violence in cases o f domestic abuse.
Crown attomeys help women who have been abused by their partners to
stay involved with the case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
in my case because the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
If my partner hit me, I would want him prosecuted so that I could tell my
story and let people know what did.
If a woman wants the violence to end, but does not want the relationship to
end, the criminal justice system can’t help her.
Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner that you can’t he abusive and
get away with it. He’ll leam not to do it again.
If my partner were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the
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0

43

0

44

52

-1

24

-1

12
40

55

-1

66
61

-1

14

-2

70

-2

54

-2

42

-2

68

-2

10

-2

63

-2

53

court date if I didn’t get the charges dropped.
I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my partner and would have (or
would have had) a hard time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship and this is not what 1
want (or wanted).
The criminal justice system doesn’t work well enough for women who are
abused by their partners. The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence can make things worse for
the woman. If she defends herself by hitting him back she might also be
arrested.
If my partner were arrested or taken to court for hitting me, I would feel
guilty and worry about what people would think o f me.
Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the sentence does not reflect
the seriousness o f the assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
Crovm attomeys are very mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the woman feel like a victim o f the
court system.
Women who are abused by their partners should not be required to testify
because they have been through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
If my partner hit me, 1 would not call the police because I wouldn’t want
him arrested.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted in order to get him to do
something (for example, to give me a divorce, give me custody o f the
children, get himself into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he did this,
1 would want to drop the charges.
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the woman’s side unless she
is very sure she wants him charged and convicted.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
because it would leave me without any money.
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman who has been abused feel
powerless. This is because she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
Women who are abused by their partners are portrayed badly in court.
They are seen as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
The criminal justice system makes such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much. That upsets me.
Crown attomeys often reduce charges against men who abuse their
partners. It gets to a point where the charges do not reflect the seriousness
o f the assault.
When responding to domestic disputes police officers often act cocky and
macho.
Crown attomeys don’t really care what the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
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-3

23

-3

25

-3

67

-3

38

-3

27

-3

29

-4

11

-4

8

-4

64

-4

26

-4

51

-5

13

-5

28

-5

16

-5

39

Factor 2
Unit #
+5
37
+5

68

+5

12

+5

23

I don’t think police officers believe women who are abused by their
partners unless they’re really hurt.
Crovm attomeys are too busy to do a good job with domestie violence
cases. They don’t have time to prepare, so they just go from one ease to
the next without seeming to care about any o f the eases.
After you leave and get away from an abusive partner, there doesn’t seem
to be any point in having him prosecuted.
Poliee officers are cold. In most cases o f domestie violence they don’t
sympathize or even listen to the woman.
If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship with a partner who has hit
her, there is no point in prosecuting him.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him prosecuted. 1 wouldn’t want
him to lose his job or go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should have the option o f
dropping the charges against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they aet as if nothing
important has happened. They don’t even make an effort to collect all the
evidence.
If the police know that a man has abused his partner, they should calm him
down, wam him, and provide advice and contact numbers for both him and
his partner. They should not arrest him.
If a woman is forced to testify against her partner when she doesn’t want
to, she has no choice but to lie in court.
The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to women and instead proteet
her partner beeause he is a man.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him prosecuted because involving the
eriminal justice system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth the
stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
Women who are abused by their partners might as well not go to court. I
think it’s a waste o f time.
If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he will not hit her again because
he will not want to be arrested again.
There is no point in arresting men who abuse their partners beeause they
are just released again with a slap on the wrist.

Statement
There should be special domestic violence officers and special courts for
domestic violence.
The criminal justice system makes such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much. That upsets me.
Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the sentence does not reflect
the seriousness o f the assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
I don’t think police officers believe women who are abused by their
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+4

44

+4

7

+4

14

+4

57

+4

50

+3

42

+3

63

+3

10

+3

8

+3

52

+3

21

+2

36

+2

9

+2

6

+2

51

+2

48

+2

34

partners unless they’re really hurt.
The eriminal justice system doesn’t work well enough for women who are
abused by their partners. The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Beating your partner is certainly not a family matter. It’s a criminal
offence. I think if more people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more seriously.
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the woman’s side unless she
is very sure she wants him charged and convicted.
The criminal justice system makes the woman feel like a victim again. If
the system could just give women a little more power, women would have
the confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my ease to show him that he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that society takes domestie violence seriously.
Women who are abused by their partners are portrayed badly in court.
They are seen as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
When responding to domestie disputes poliee officers often aet eoeky and
macho.
Crown attomeys often reduce charges against men who abuse their
partners. It gets to a point where the charges do not reflect the seriousness
o f the assault.
When the poliee arrive at a domestic dispute they aet as if nothing
important has happened. They don’t even make an effort to collect all the
evidence.
Mandatory arrest in eases o f domestic violence can make things worse for
the woman. If she defends herself by hitting him back she might also be
arrested.
1 want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted because you get to a point where
you say, “enough is enough.” You just can’t take the abuse any longer.
If my partner hit me, I would want him prosecuted beeause that is the safest
thing for my children. 1 wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking it’s ok to
hit a woman.
Arresting a man who has abused his partner will make him angrier and he
will take his anger out on the woman.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case. It would help stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to women and instead protect
her partner beeause he is a man.
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f domestic violence stops the man
from getting away with the abuse. He committed a crime and he deserves
to be punished.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should not drop the charges
or fail to show up to testify. If she does the violence will continue.
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+2

32

+1

46

+1

38

+1

25

+1

40

+1

71

+1
+1

2
72

+1

69

0

35

0

65

0
0

4
49

0

47

0

18

0

30

0

39

0

31

0

11

0

53

I would be (or would have been) helped by mandatory arrest in cases of
domestic violence.
Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops the violence underway and
the woman is safe while he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
Police officers are cold. In most cases o f domestic violence they don’t
sympathize or even listen to the woman.
Crown attomeys are too busy to do a good job with domestic violence
cases. They don’t have time to prepare, so they just go from one case to
the next without seeming to care about any o f the cases.
Crown attomeys are very mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the woman feel like a victim o f the
court system.
I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system involved in my case because
they could get my partner into treatment.
I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case because that is what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
Women who are abused by their partners will use the criminal justice
system when they finally decide to make a real change in their lives.
Sometimes that means getting angry enough to want him arrested.
When an abusive partner is prosecuted the criminal justice system is on the
woman’s side. Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
My partner would (or would have) come after me if I put him in jail for
hitting me. I’d be scared to find out what he would do once he was free.
I support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because a woman can’t change her
mind about having her partner prosecuted for hitting her.
Crown attomeys help women who have been abused by their partners to
stay involved with the case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
I would be (or would have been) helped by no-drop prosecution in cases o f
domestic violence.
If a woman wants the violence to end, but does not want the relationship to
end, the criminal justice system can’t help her.
There is no point in arresting men who abuse their partners because they
are just released again with a slap on the wrist.
Special domestic violence officers help women stay involved with the
criminal justice system so that their partner can be taken to court.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should have the option of
dropping the charges against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
Crown attomeys don’t really care what the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
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If my partner were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the
court date if 1 didn’t get the charges dropped.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want him prosecuted so that I could tell my
story and let people know what did.
If a woman is forced to testify against her partner when she doesn’t want
to, she has no choice but to lie in court.
Women who are abused by their partners should not be required to testify
beeause they have been through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner that you can’t be abusive and
get away with it. He’ll leam not to do it again.
In cases o f domestic violence the police provide short-term protection from
the immediate threat o f abuse.
Police officers tell women who have been abused by their partners to think
about having their partner arrested and prosecuted.
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman who has been abused feel
powerless. This is beeause she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
Crown attomeys listen to women who have been abused by their partners
and believe what they have to say. For example, they write down what
women say in a careful and accurate manner.
Crown attomeys support women who have been abused by their partners.
If my partner were arrested or taken to court for hitting me, I would feel
guilty and worry about what people would think o f me.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted in order to get him to do
something (for example, to give me a divorce, give me custody o f the
children, get himself into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he did this,
1 would want to drop the charges.
Knowing 1 can call the police if my partner hits me gives me a sense of
control over the situation.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him prosecuted because involving the
criminal justice system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth the
stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
An abused woman is too frightened to ask for arrest, so it is better that that
decision is out o f her hands.
If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship with a partner who has hit
her, there is no point in prosecuting him.
Women who are abused by their partners aren’t in the right state o f mind to
decide whether or not their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that decision for them.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
in my case because the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
1 am (or was) very emotionally attached to my partner and would have (or
would have had) a hard time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship and this is not what 1
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want (or wanted).
Most men who are charged with abusing their partners are senteneed to
reeeive treatment. I think this is the best kind o f sentenee.
If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he will not hit her again beeause
he will not want to be arrested again.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
beeause it would leave me without any money.
Women who are abused by their partners might as well not go to court. I
think it’s a waste o f time.
The poliee help decrease long-term violence in cases o f domestic abuse.
I am very satisfied with poliee response to domestie violence.
I am very satisfied with the way Crown attomeys deal with eases o f
domestie violence.
I am very satisfied with the eourt proeess and with the way judges deal
with domestie violence.
After you leave and get away from an abusive partner, there doesn’t seem
to be any point in having him prosecuted.
If the police know that a man has abused his partner, they should ealm him
down, wam him, and provide advice and eontact numbers for both him and
his partner. Thev should not arrest him.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him prosecuted. I wouldn’t want
him to lose his job or go to jail beeause what he would need is help, not
punishment.
If my partner hit me, I would not eall the police beeause I wouldn’t want
him arrested.

Statement
There should be special domestic violence offieers and special courts for
domestic violence.
If a woman wants the violenee to end, but does not want the relationship to
end, the eriminal justiee system can’t help her.
Being prosecuted teaehes the violent partner that you can’t be abusive and
get away with it. He’ll leam not to do it again.
Most men who are charged with abusing their partners are sentenced to
receive treatment. I think this is the best kind o f sentenee.
If my partner hit me, I would want him proseeuted because that is the safest
thing for my children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking it’s ok to
hit a woman.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should have the option of
dropping the eharges against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for eourt?
Special domestic violence officers help women stay involved with the
eriminal justice system so that their partner can be taken to court.
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the woman’s side unless she
is very sure she wants him charged and eonvieted.
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If my partner were arrested or taken to court for hitting me, I would feel
guilty and worry about what people would think o f me.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case to show him that he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
I don’t think police officers believe women who are abused by their
partners unless they’re really hurt.
If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship with a partner who has hit
her, there is no point in prosecuting him.
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman who has been abused feel
powerless. This is because she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my partner and would have (or
would have had) a hard time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship and this is not what I
want (or wanted).
When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they act as if nothing
important has happened. They don’t even make an effort to collect all the
evidence.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him prosecuted. I wouldn’t want
him to lose his job or go to jail because what he would need is help, not
pimishment.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted in order to get him to do
something (for example, to give me a divorce, give me custody o f the
children, get himself into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he did this,
I would want to drop the charges.
Women who are abused by their partners will use the criminal justice
system when they finally decide to make a real change in their lives.
Sometimes that means getting angry enough to want him arrested.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should not drop the charges
or fail to show up to testify. If she does the violence will continue.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case. It would help stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
In cases o f domestic violence the police provide short-term protection from
the immediate threat o f abuse.
Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits me gives me a sense o f
control over the situation.
If a woman is forced to testify against her partner when she doesn’t want
to, she has no choice but to lie in court.
Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence can make things worse for
the woman. If she defends herself by hitting him back she might also be
arrested.
Beating your partner is certainly not a family matter. It’s a criminal
offence. I think if more people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more seriously.
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The criminal justice system makes the woman feel like a victim again. If
the system could just give women a little more power, women would have
the confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
in my case because the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence.
Police officers tell women who have been abused by their partners to think
about having their partner arrested and prosecuted.
Police officers are cold. In most cases o f domestic violence they don’t
sympathize or even listen to the woman.
When an abusive partner is prosecuted the criminal justice system is on the
woman’s side. Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
Women who are abused by their partners should not be required to testify
because they have been through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
Crown attomeys support women who have been abused by their partners.
I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system involved in my case because
they could get my partner into treatment.
The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to women and instead protect
her partner because he is a man.
If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he will not hit her again because
he will not want to be arrested again.
Women who are abused by their partners are portrayed badly in court.
They are seen as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
Crown attomeys help women who have been abused by their partners to
stay involved with the case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
Crown attomeys often reduce charges against men who abuse their
partners. It gets to a point where the charges do not reflect the seriousness
o f the assault.
Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the sentence does not reflect
the seriousness o f the assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
1 would be (or would have been) helped by mandatory arrest in cases o f
domestic violence.
Crown attomeys listen to women who have been abused by their partners
and believe what they have to say. For example, they write down what
women say in a careful and accurate manner.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted because you get to a point where
you say, “enough is enough.” You just can’t take the abuse any longer.
The criminal justice system makes such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much. That upsets me.
When responding to domestic disputes police officers often act cocky and
macho.
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Crown attomeys are too busy to do a good job with domestic violence
cases. They don’t have time to prepare, so they just go from one case to
the next without seeming to care about any of the cases.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case because that is what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
1 am very satisfied with the way Crown attomeys deal with cases o f
domestic violence.
Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops the violence underway and
the woman is safe while he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
There is no point in arresting men who abuse their partners because they
are just released again with a slap on the wrist.
The criminal justice system doesn’t work well enough for women who are
abused by their partners. The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Crown attomeys don’t really care what the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
1 am very satisfied with police response to domestic violence.
Crown attomeys are very mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the woman feel like a victim o f the
court system.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
because it would leave me without any money.
If the police know that a man has abused his partner, they should calm him
down, wam him, and provide advice and contact numbers for both him and
his partner. Thev should not arrest him.
The police help decrease long-term violence in cases o f domestic abuse.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him prosecuted because involving the
criminal justice system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth the
stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
Arresting a man who has abused his partner will make him angrier and he
will take his anger out on the woman.
1 would be (or would have been) helped by no-drop prosecution in cases of
domestic violence.
Women who are abused by their partners might as well not go to court. 1
think it’s a waste o f time.
If my partner hit me, 1 would not call the police because 1 wouldn’t want
him arrested.
1 am very satisfied with the court process and with the way judges deal
with domestic violence.
My partner would (or would have) come after me iff put him in jail for
hitting me. I’d be scared to find out what he would do once he was free.
If my partner were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the
court date if f didn’t get the charges dropped.
Women who are abused by their partners aren’t in the right state o f mind to
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decide whether or not their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that decision for them.
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f domestie violence stops the man
from getting away with the abuse. He committed a erime and he deserves
to be punished.
If my partner hit me, I would want him prosecuted so that I could tell my
story and let people know what did.
After you leave and get away from an abusive partner, there doesn’t seem
to be any point in having him prosecuted.
I support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
An abused woman is too frightened to ask for arrest, so it is better that that
decision is out o f her hands.
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because a woman can’t change her
mind about having her partner prosecuted for hitting her.

Statement
If my partner were arrested or taken to court for hitting me, 1 would feel
guilty and worry about what people would think o f me.
There should be special domestic violence officers and special courts for
domestic violence.
I don’t think police officers believe women who are abused by their
partners unless they’re really hurt.
Arresting a man who has abused his partner will make him angrier and he
will take his anger out on the woman.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him prosecuted beeause involving the
criminal justice system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth the
stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence can make things worse for
the woman. If she defends herself by hitting him back she might also be
arrested.
Women who are abused by their partners will use the criminal justice
system when they finally decide to make a real change in their lives.
Sometimes that means getting angry enough to want him arrested.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him prosecuted. I wouldn’t want
him to lose his job or go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.
I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my partner and would have (or
would have had) a hard time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship and this is not what 1
want (or wanted).
An abused woman is too fi-ightened to ask for arrest, so it is better that that
decision is out o f her hands.
If a woman is forced to testify against her partner when she doesn’t want
to, she has no choice but to lie in court.
There is no point in arresting men who abuse their partners because they
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are just released again with a slap on the wrist.
When responding to domestic disputes police officers often act cocky and
macho.
The criminal justice system makes the woman feel like a victim again. If
the system could just give women a little more power, women would have
the confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they act as if nothing
important has happened. They don’t even make an effort to collect all the
evidence.
Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits me gives me a sense o f
control over the situation.
Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops the violence underway and
the woman is safe while he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
After you leave and get away from an abusive partner, there doesn’t seem
to be any point in having him prosecuted.
In cases o f domestic violence the police provide short-term protection from
the immediate threat o f abuse.
My partner would (or would have) come after me if 1 put him in jail for
hitting me. I’d be scared to find out what he would do once he was free.
Women who are abused by their partners aren’t in the right state o f mind to
decide whether or not their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that decision for them.
If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship with a partner who has hit
her, there is no point in prosecuting him.
I support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence.
Crown attomeys are too busy to do a good job with domestic violence
cases. They don’t have time to prepare, so they just go from one case to
the next without seeming to care about any o f the cases.
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the woman’s side unless she
is very sure she wants him charged and convicted.
If a woman wants the violence to end, but does not want the relationship to
end, the criminal justice system can’t help her.
Crown attomeys help women who have been abused by their partners to
stay involved with the case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
1 would be (or would have been) helped by mandatory arrest in cases o f
domestic violence.
Crown attomeys often reduce charges against men who abuse their
partners. It gets to a point where the charges do not reflect the seriousness
o f the assault.
1 want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted in order to get him to do
something (for example, to give me a divorce, give me custody o f the
children, get him self into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he did this,
I would want to drop the charges.
Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the sentence does not reflect
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the seriousness o f the assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman who has been abused feel
powerless. This is because she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
in my case because the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should have the option o f
dropping the charges against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
Crown attomeys are very mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the woman feel like a victim o f the
court system.
I am very satisfied with the way Crown attomeys deal with cases o f
domestic violence.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case to show him that he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
The criminal justice system doesn’t work well enough for women who are
abused by their partners. The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Women who are abused by their partners should not be required to testify
because they have been through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
The criminal justice system makes such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much. That upsets me.
Beating your partner is certainly not a family matter. It’s a criminal
offence. I think if more people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more seriously.
Women who are abused by their partners are portrayed badly in court.
They are seen as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
If the police know that a man has abused his partner, they should calm him
down, wam him, and provide advice and contact numbers for both him and
his partner. Thev should not arrest him.
Special domestic violence officers help women stay involved with the
criminal justice system so that their partner can be taken to court.
Most men who are charged with abusing their partners are sentenced to
receive treatment. 1 think this is the best kind o f sentence.
Crown attomeys listen to women who have been abused by their partners
and believe what they have to say. For example, they write down what
women say in a careful and accurate manner.
I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system involved in my case because
they could get my partner into treatment.
Crown attomeys don’t really care what the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
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The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to women and instead protect
her partner because he is a man.
Poliee officers are cold. In most cases o f domestic violenee they don’t
sympathize or even listen to the woman.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case. It would help stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
If my partner hit me, I would not call the police because 1 wouldn’t want
him arrested.
Police officers tell women who have been abused by their partners to think
about having their partner arrested and prosecuted.
Crown attomeys support women who have been abused by their partners.
Women who are abused by their partners might as well not go to court. 1
think it’s a waste o f time.
I want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted because you get to a point where
you say, “enough is enough.” You just can’t take the abuse any longer.f
A woman who has been abused by her partner should not drop the charges
or fail to show up to testify. If she does the violence will continue.
If my partner hit me, I would want him prosecuted because that is the safest
thing for my children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking it’s ok to
hit a woman.
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because a woman can’t change her
mind about having her partner prosecuted for hitting her.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case beeause that is what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
The poliee help decrease long-term violence in cases o f domestic abuse.
I support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
If my partner were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the
court date if I didn’t get the charges dropped.
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f domestic violence stops the man
from getting away with the abuse. He committed a crime and he deserves
to be punished.
1 am very satisfied with the court process and with the way judges deal
with domestic violence.
1 would be (or would have been) helped by no-drop prosecution in cases o f
domestic violence.
1 am very satisfied with police response to domestic violence.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
because it would leave me without any money.
When an abusive partner is prosecuted the criminal justiee system is on the
woman’s side. Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner that you can’t be abusive and
get away with it. He’ll leam not to do it again.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want him prosecuted so that 1 could tell my
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story and let people know what did.
If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he will not hit her again because
he will not want to be arrested again.

Statement
Continuing with prosecution in cases o f domestic violence stops the man
from getting away with the abuse. He committed a crime and he deserves
to be punished.
I want (or wanted) the criminal justice system involved in my case because
they could get my partner into treatment.
Most men who are charged with abusing their partners are sentenced to
receive treatment. 1 think this is the best kind o f sentence.
Women who are abused by their partners should not be required to testify
because they have been through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
The eriminal justiee system makes such a big deal about violence against
women and then they don’t do very much. That upsets me.
Women who are abused by their partners are portrayed badly in court.
They are seen as jealous, vengeful, unreliable, violent, aleoholie, crazy or
worse.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want him prosecuted because that is the safest
thing for my children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking it’s ok to
hit a woman.
Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops the violence underway and
the woman is safe while he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
Women who are abused by their partners aren’t in the right state o f mind to
decide whether or not their partner should be arrested and charged. They
are afraid o f him, so the law needs to make that decision for them.
1 support mandatory arrest in cases o f domestie violence.
Beating your partner is certainly not a family matter. It’s a criminal
offence. 1 think if more people were arrested, prosecuted, and convicted o f
assaulting their partners, this kind o f abuse would be taken more seriously.
I would be (or would have been) helped by no-drop prosecution in cases o f
domestic violence.
If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he will not hit her again because
he will not want to be arrested again.
There should be special domestic violence officers and special courts for
domestic violence.
When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the woman’s side unless she
is very sure she wants him charged and convicted.
Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner that you can’t be abusive and
get away with it. He’ll leam not to do it again.
An abused woman is too frightened to ask for arrest, so it is better that that
decision is out o f her hands.
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Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits me gives me a sense o f
control over the situation.
1 support no-drop prosecution in cases o f domestic violence.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case because that is what he deserves. This would punish and
straightened him out.
1 don’t think police officers believe women who are abused by their
partners unless they’re really hurt.
1 want (or wanted) my partner prosecuted because you get to a point where
you say, “enough is enough.” You just can’t take the abuse any longer.
1 would be (or would have been) helped by mandatory arrest in cases o f
domestic violence.
The police help decrease long-term violence in cases o f domestic abuse.
When an abusive partner is prosecuted the criminal justice system is on the
woman’s side. Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
In cases o f domestic violence the police provide short-term protection from
the immediate threat o f abuse.
The criminal justice system doesn’t work well enough for women who are
abused by their partners. The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
Special domestic violence officers help women stay involved with the
criminal justice system so that their partner can be taken to court.
A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because a woman can’t change her
mind about having her partner prosecuted for hitting her.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should not drop the charges
or fail to show up to testify. If she does the violence will continue.
If my partner were arrested or taken to court for hitting me, I would feel
guilty and worry about what people would think o f me.
Women who are abused by their partners will use the criminal justice
system when they finally decide to make a real change in their lives.
Sometimes that means getting angry enough to want him arrested.
Crown attomeys often reduce charges against men who abuse their
partners. It gets to a point where the charges do not reflect the seriousness
o f the assault.
Police officers are cold. In most cases o f domestic violence they don’t
sympathize or even listen to the woman.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case to show him that he can’t get away with abusing me. This would
show him that society takes domestic violence seriously.
If a woman is forced to testify against her partner when she doesn’t want
to, she has no choice but to lie in court.
If my partner hit me, I would want the criminal justice system involved in
my case. It would help stop my partner from hurting me and make me feel
safer.
I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my partner and would have (or
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would have had) a hard time even calling the poliee on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship £ind this is not what 1
want (or wanted).
Crown attomeys are very mean to women who want to drop charges
against their partners. It can make the woman feel like a victim o f the
court system.
When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they act as if nothing
important has happened. They don’t even make an effort to collect all the
evidence.
Women who are abused by their partners might as well not go to court. I
think it’s a waste o f time.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him prosecuted. I wouldn’t want
him to lose his job or go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.
1 want (or wanted) my partner proseeuted in order to get him to do
something (for example, to give me a divorce, give me custody o f the
children, get himself into counseling, stop abusing me, etc.). If he did this,
I would want to drop the charges.
Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the sentence does not reflect
the seriousness o f the assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
Police officers tell women who have been abused by their partners to think
about having their partner arrested and prosecuted.
Arresting a man who has abused his partner will make him angrier and he
will take his anger out on the woman.
Crown attomeys are too busy to do a good job with domestie violence
eases. They don’t have time to prepare, so they just go from one case to
the next without seeming to care about any o f the cases.
The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to women and instead protect
her partner because he is a man.
My partner would (or would have) come after me if f put him in jail for
hitting me. I’d be scared to find out what he would do once he was free.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
in my case because the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
If my partner were charged for assaulting me, he would kill me before the
court date if 1 didn’t get the charges dropped.
Crown attomeys don’t really care what the woman thinks when they make
decisions about a domestic violence case.
If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him prosecuted because involving the
criminal justice system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth the
stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
The criminal justice system makes the woman feel like a victim again. If
the system could just give women a little more power, women would have
the confidence to get out o f violent relationships.
A woman who has been abused by her partner should have the option of
dropping the charges against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
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showing up for court?
If the police know that a man has abused his partner, they should calm him
down, wam him, and provide advice and contact numbers for both him and
his partner. They should not arrest him.
Crown attomeys help women who have been abused by their partners to
stay involved with the case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
There is no point in arresting men who abuse their partners because they
are just released again with a slap on the wrist.
When responding to domestic disputes police officers often act cocky and
macho.
If a woman wants the violence to end, but does not want the relationship to
end, the criminal justice system can’t help her.
I am very satisfied with police response to domestic violence.
Crown attomeys listen to women who have been abused by their partners
and believe what they have to say. For example, they write down what
women say in a careful and accurate manner.
A no-drop prosecution policy makes the woman who has been abused feel
powerless. This is because she has no control over whether or not her
partner is prosecuted.
If my partner hit me, 1 would want him prosecuted so that 1 could tell my
story and let people know what did.
Crown attomeys support women who have been abused by their partners.
If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the criminal justice system involved
because it would leave me without any money.
If a woman doesn’t want to end the relationship with a partner who has hit
her, there is no point in prosecuting him.
If my partner hit me, 1 would not call the police because 1 wouldn’t want
him arrested.
I am very satisfied with the way Crown attomeys deal with cases of
domestic violence.
1 am very satisfied with the court process and with the way judges deal
with domestic violence.
Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence can make things worse for
the woman. If she defends herself by hitting him back she might also be
arrested.
After you leave and get away from an abusive partner, there doesn’t seem
to be any point in having him prosecuted.
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Appendix R: Standard Errors

SE o f Normalized Factor
Scores
SEs For Differences in
Normalized Factor Scores
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 5

Factor 1
0.186

Factor 2
0.218

Factor 3
0.277

Factor 4
0.243

Factor 5
0.277

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

0.263
0.287
0.334
0.305
0.334

0.287
0.309
0.353
0.326
0.353

0.334
0.353
0.392
0.368
0.392

0.305
0.326
0.368
0.343
0.368

0.334
0.353
0.392
0.368
0.392
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Appendix S: Statements that Significantly Differentiate Between Factors
F actor 1 (p < .01)
(17) Crown attomeys support women who have been
abused by their partners.
(3) Crown attomeys listen to women who have been
abused by their partners and believe what they have to
say. For example, they write down what women say
in a careful and accurate manner.
(20) I am very satisfied with the eourt process and
with the way judges deal with domestic violence.
(1) 1 am very satisfied with police response to
domestic violence.
(14) When a man hits his partner, the law isn’t on the
woman’s side unless she is very sure she wants him
charged and convicted.
(10) Crown attomeys often reduce charges against
men who abuse their partners. It gets to a point where
the charges do not reflect the seriousness o f the
assault.
(23) I don’t think police officers believe women who
are abused by their partners unless they’re really hurt.
(8) When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they
act as if nothing important has happened. They don’t
even make an effort to collect all the evidence.
(26) If a woman is forced to testify against her partner
when she doesn’t want to, she has no choice but to lie
in court.
(51) The police are still sexist. They aren’t fair to
women and instead protect her partner beeause he is a
man.
(39) There is no point in arresting men who abuse
their partners beeause they are just released again
with a slap on the wrist.
F actor 1 (p < .05)
(5) Most men who are charged with abusing their
partners are sentenced to receive treatment. 1 think
this is the best kind o f sentence.
(52) Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence
can make things worse for the woman. If she defends
herself by hitting him back she might also be arrested.
(42) Women who are abused by their partners are
portrayed badly in court. They are seen as jealous,
vengeful, unreliable, violent, alcoholic, crazy or
worse.
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(25) Crown attomeys are too busy to do a good job
with domestic violence cases. They don’t have time
to prepare, so they just go from one case to the next
without seeming to care about any o f the cases.
(38) Police officers are cold. In most cases of
domestic violence they don’t sympathize or even
listen to the woman.
(11) A woman who has been abused by her partner
should have the option o f dropping the charges
against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
(13) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want him
prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
F actor 2 (p < .01)
(12) Even when an abusive partner is convicted, the
sentence does not reflect the seriousness o f the
assault. Abusive partners rarely receive jail time.
(44) The criminal justice system doesn’t work well
enough for women who are abused by their partners.
The system is very difficult to understand and the
whole process is too slow.
(22) Knowing I can call the police if my partner hits
me gives me a sense o f control over the situation.
(59) An abused woman is too frightened to ask for
arrest, so it is better that that decision is out o f her
hands.
(43) I am (or was) very emotionally attached to my
partner and would have (or would have had) a hard
time even calling the police on him. Involving the
criminal justice system would end the relationship
and this is not what I want (or wanted).
(5) Most men who are charged with abusing their
partners are sentenced to receive treatment. I think
this is the best kind o f sentence.
F actor 2 (p < .05)
(58) In cases o f domestic violence the police provide
short-term protection from the immediate threat o f
abuse.
(56) If my partner hit me, I wouldn’t want the
criminal justice system involved in my case because
the system is racist. It is very unfair to Black,
Aboriginal, and other minority men.
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F a c to rs (p < .01)
(30) If a woman wants the violence to end, but does
not want the relationship to end, the criminal justice
system can’t help her.
(11) A woman who has been abused by her partner
should have the option o f dropping the charges
against him. Why should she get in trouble for not
showing up for court?
(46) Arresting a man who has hit his partner stops
the violence underway and the woman is safe while
he is gone. This is important because it gives her
time to make plans such as finding a place to live.
(59) An abused woman is too frightened to ask for
arrest, so it is better that that decision is out o f her
hands.
(49) A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because
a woman can’t change her mind about having her
partner prosecuted for hitting her.
F actor 3 (p < .05)
(37) There should he special domestic violence
officers and special courts for domestic violence.
(24) If my partner were arrested or taken to court for
hitting me, 1 would feel guilty and worry about what
people would think o f me.
(17) Crown attomeys support women who have been
abused by their partners.
(16) If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he
will not hit her again because he will not want to be
arrested again.
(65) My partner would (or would have) come after
me if 1 put him in jail for hitting me. I’d be scared to
find out what he would do once he was free.
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F actor 4 (p < .01)
(24) If my partner were arrested or taken to court for
hitting me, 1 would feel guilty and worry about what
people would think o f me.
(13) If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him
prosecuted because involving the criminal justice
system is too much o f a hassle. It wouldn’t be worth
the stress. It just wouldn’t be good for me.
(67) After you leave and get away from an abusive
partner, there doesn’t seem to be any point in having
him prosecuted.
(5) Most men who are charged with abusing their
partners are senteneed to receive treatment. 1 think
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this is the best kind o f sentence.
(34) A woman who has been abused by her partner
should not drop the charges or fail to show up to
testify. If she does the violence will continue.
(36) If my partner hit me, I would want him
prosecuted because that is the safest thing for my
children. I wouldn’t want them to grow up thinking
it’s ok to hit a woman.
(49) A no-drop prosecution policy is helpful because
a woman can’t change her mind about having her
partner prosecuted for hitting her.
(35) When an abusive partner is prosecuted the
criminal justice system is on the woman’s side.
Prosecution means that the violence is being treated
seriously.
(19) Being prosecuted teaches the violent partner
that you can’t be abusive and get away with it. H e’ll
learn not to do it again.
(16) If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he
will not hit her again because he will not want to be
arrested again.
F actor 4 (p < .05)
(39) There is no point in arresting men who abuse
their partners because they are just released again
with a slap on the wrist.
F actor 5 (p < .01)
(48) Continuing with prosecution in cases o f
domestic violence stops the man from getting away
with the abuse. He committed a crime and he
deserves to be punished.
(71) 1 want (or wanted) the criminal justice system
involved in my case because they could get my
partner into treatment.
(55) Women who are abused by their partners should
not be required to testify because they have been
through enough. Testifying causes more stress and
fear.
(29) If my partner hit me, 1 wouldn’t want him
prosecuted. 1 wouldn’t want him to lose his job or
go to jail because what he would need is help, not
punishment.
(30) If a woman wants the violence to end, but does
not want the relationship to end, the criminal justice
system can’t help her.
(52) Mandatory arrest in cases o f domestic violence
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can make things worse for the woman. If she
defends herself by hitting him back she might also
be arrested.
Factor 5 (p < .05)
(16) If a man is arrested for abusing his partner he
will not hit her again because he will not want to be
arrested again.
(8) When the police arrive at a domestic dispute they
act as if nothing important has happened. They
don’t even make an effort to collect all the evidence.
(28) Women who are abused by their partners might
as well not go to court. I think it’s a waste o f time.
(57) The criminal justice system makes the woman
feel like a victim again. If the system could just give
women a little more power, women would have the
confidence to get out of violent relationships.
(47) Crown attomeys help women who have been
abused by their partners to stay involved with the
case. For example, they tell her that a conviction is
possible if she testifies.
(3) Crown attomeys listen to women who have been
abused by their partners and believe what they have
to say. For example, they write down what women
say in a careful and accurate manner.
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